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Abstract
There is a high demand for autonomous robots in various application scenarios.
National space agencies want to employ autonomous rovers to examine the geological
and atmospheric conditions of foreign planets. In industry, robots are taking over
tedious and dangerous jobs from humans in order that they can compensate the
lack of specialized staff in other areas. Agriculture and household robotics are more
application scenarios where autonomous robots will play a vital role.
However, there does not exist any autonomous robot able to operate in real use cases
without human supervision or fences yet, except for robots with limited capabilities
such as lawn mowers or vacuum cleaners. Next to open hardware challenges, and
software limitations in the areas of computer vision, manipulation and navigation,
the creation of software architectures for programming autonomous behavior poses
one of the biggest challenges. Creating robotic behavior for complex tasks is an open
research field and has to combine the creation of reactive behavior with deliberative,
goal-directed planning. Robust and efficient solutions that scale to general behavior
suitable for a multitude of use cases are required.
To master these challenges I present a sophisticated, well-tested task control framework for analyzable and resource-aware longterm autonomy, which is composed of
three main contributions:
• a novel, graphical task control language for creating robotic plans that are able
to solve complex tasks in a robust manner
• an analysis framework for identifying robustness and performance bottlenecks
in the created robotic plans
• a methodology to autonomously optimize the analyzed plans
Next to specifying the theoretical concepts, they are evaluated in various application
scenarios in both the space and the industrial domain. The most prominent space use
case was the Robotic Exploration of Extreme Environments (ROBEX) Moon-analogue

demonstration mission, in which our Lightweight Rover Unit (LRU) robot performed
several scientific relevant missions on Mt. Etna, Sicily, Italy. In one of these missions,
the LRU deployed several scientific instruments in order to infer the geological
composition of the target area and to measure the origin of seismic events.
One major application scenario in the industrial context was the autonomous supply
chain maintained by our Advanced Industrial Mobile Manipulator (AIMM) robot, which
we presented on the international trade fair Automatica in 2018. In the context of
this task, AIMM delivered various parts from several storage locations to different
workplaces for further processing.
I finally present and discuss RAFCON (short for RMC1 Advanced Flow Control), the
software framework implementing the theoretical concepts. RAFCON enables a
developer to create complex robotic behavior using a graphical Domain Specific
Language (DSL). The language is based on Hierarchical, Parallel, Finite State Machines
with Data Flows (HPFDs), a state machine dialect developed in the course of this
work. Next to allowing the modeling of the control flow between modular, reusable
skills, RAFCON supports the definition of the data flow between robotic actions.
This empowers the developer to create behavior with the ability to perform well
informed choices based on system and user parameters, which leads to an eminent
diagnosability and transparency of robotic behavior. The data provided by the data
flows carry parameters and results of critical decisions and can be reliably processed
and communicated to other control flow nodes performing more complex decisions.
More properties of the language are its clarity, conciseness and its ability to provide
deep insights into the contexts of robotic behavior execution. Furthermore, RAFCON
offers powerful analysis tools for investigating the efficiency and the robustness of
the created behavior. One of the main considerations behind RAFCON was to create
a system able to handle the conflicting concerns of expressiveness, analyzability and
implementability. The total number of downloads (more than 25 thousand) shows
the popularity of the software framework, which we2 made open source on Jul 5,
2018.
In all evaluated application scenarios, the behavior framework was responsible for
orchestrating all high level software modules in such a way that all the required tasks
could be executed by the robot platform autonomously. This orchestration includes
the creation of reactive and goal-driven behavior enabling the robot to robustly model
and manipulate its environment, also in the presence of non-deterministic events.

1 RMC
2 “We”
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is the acronym for the Robot and Mechatronic Center of the German Aerospace Center
refers to my colleagues Franz Steinmetz and Rico Belder at the RMC and me.

Zusammenfassung
In verschiedenen Anwendungsfeldern besteht ein hoher Bedarf an autonomen Robotern. Nationale Raumfahrtagenturen wollen mit autonomen Rovern die geologischen
und atmosphärischen Bedingungen fremder Himmelskörper erkunden. In der Industrie übernehmen Roboter anstrengende und gefährliche Aufgaben des Menschen,
um ihm zu ermöglichen sich selbst weiterzubilden und den Mangel an Fachkräften
in anderen Bereichen auszugleichen. Auch die Landwirtschaft und der Haushalt
sind Anwendungsszenarien, in denen autonome Roboter eine wichtige Rolle spielen
werden.
Bisher gibt es jedoch noch keine autonomen Roboter, die in realen Anwendungsfällen
ohne menschliche Aufsicht oder künstliche Beschränkungen (z.B. Zäune) arbeiten
können, mit Ausnahme von Robotern, die für sehr spezielle Aufgaben gemacht
wurden, wie Rasenmäher- oder Staubsauger-Roboter. Neben ungelösten Problemen
in der Hard- und Software (v.a. im Bereich der Bildverarbeitung, Manipulation und
Navigation), stellt die Erstellung von Softwarearchitekturen zur Programmierung
autonomen Verhaltens eine der größten Herausforderungen dar. Die Schaffung von
Roboterverhalten für komplexe Aufgaben ist ein offenes Forschungsfeld und muss
die Erzeugung von reaktivem Verhalten mit einer zielorientierten Planung verbinden.
Robuste und effiziente Lösungen sind gefragt, die mit den Anforderungen komplexer
Aufgabenstellungen skalieren und sich für verschiedene Anwendungsfälle eignen.
In dieser Arbeit präsentiere ich ein ausgereiftes, vielfach getestetes Framework für:
• die effiziente, grafische Programmierung komplexen Roboterverhaltens
• das Profiling und die Analyse des erstellten Verhaltens um Verhaltensfehler und
Leistungsengpässe zu identifizieren
• die autonome Optimierung des analysierten Verhaltens
Neben der Spezifizierung der theoretischen Konzepte werden diese in verschiedenen
Anwendungsszenarien sowohl im Raumfahrt- als auch im Industriebereich evaluiert.

Der prominenteste Anwendungsfall aus dem Raumfahrtbereich war die Mond-Analog
Mission des ROBEX Projektes, bei der unser Lightweight Rover Unit (LRU) Roboter
mehrere wissenschaftlich relevante Missionen auf dem Ätna in Sizilien, Italien, durchführte. Bei dieser Mission setzte die LRU mehrere wissenschaftliche Instrumente
ein, um Informationen über die geologische Zusammensetzung des Zielgebiets zu
gewinnen und den Ursprungsort von seismischen Aktivitäten zu bestimmen.
Ein wichtiges Anwendungsszenario aud dem industriellen Kontext war eine vollständig autonome Versorgungskette, die von unserem Advanced Industrial Mobile
Manipulator (AIMM) Roboter aufrecht erhalten wurde und die wir auf der internationalen Fachmesse Automatica 2018 vorgestellt haben. Im Rahmen dieser Aufgabe
lieferte AIMM verschiedene Bauteile aus mehreren Lagerorten zur Weiterverarbeitung
an verschiedene Arbeitsplätze.
Zum Schluss stelle ich RAFCON (RMC3 Advanced Flow Control) vor, das SoftwareFramework in welchem ich meine theoretischen Konzepte umgesetzt habe. RAFCON
ermöglicht es dem Entwickler komplexes Roboterverhalten mit Hilfe einer grafischen, domänenspezifischen Sprache zu erstellen. Neben der Modellierung des Kontrollflusses zwischen modularen, wiederverwendbaren Fähigkeiten unterstützt es die
Definition des Datenflusses zwischen verschiedenen Roboteraktionen. Dies befähigt
den Entwickler Verhalten zu programmieren, welches in der Lage ist wohl überlegte
Entscheidungen auf der Grundlage von System- und Benutzerparametern zu treffen,
was zu einer hervorragenden Diagnosefähigkeit und Transparenz des Roboterverhaltens führt. Die von den Datenflüssen gelieferten Daten beinhalten Parameter und
Ergebnisse kritischer Entscheidungen und können zuverlässig weiterverarbeitet und
an andere Kontrollflussknotenpunkte übermittelt werden. Darüber hinaus bietet
RAFCON leistungsfähige Analysewerkzeuge zur Untersuchung der Effizienz und der
Robustheit des erzeugten Verhaltens. Einer der Hauptgedanken hinter RAFCON war
es, ein System zu schaffen, das in der Lage ist mit dem Spannungsfeld zwischen
Aussagekraft, Analysierbarkeit und Umsetzbarkeit umzugehen. Die Gesamtzahl der
Downloads (mehr als 25 Tausend) zeigt die Beliebtheit unseres am 5. Juli 2018 Open
Source veröffentlichten Software-Frameworks.
In den evaluierten Anwendungsszenarien war das Software-Framework dafür verantwortlich, alle Software-Module so zu orchestrieren, dass alle erforderlichen Aufgaben von der Roboterplattform autonom ausgeführt werden konnten. Diese Orchestrierung beinhaltet die Erzeugung von reaktivem und zielorientiertem Verhalten,
das den Roboter in die Lage versetzt, seine Umgebung robust zu modellieren und zu
manipulieren, auch unter dem Einfluss von nicht-deterministischen Ereignissen.
3 RMC ist die Abkürzung für Robot and Mechatronic Center, ein Forschungsinstituts des Deutschen
Zentrums für Luft- und Raumfahrt
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Introduction
1.1

Motivation

In space science, the main goals for mankind are to investigate the origins of life
and to discover new living space for humanity. In order to reach these goals several
space missions have already been executed and many more are planned. One type of
such missions is the geological exploration of foreign celestial bodies, such as those
performed by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) in which
their Opportunity (see Li et al. (2007)) and Curiosity (see Welch et al. (2013)) rovers
were deployed. Planetary exploration missions consist of deploying robots to create
accurate maps of the surface, to investigate extraterrestrial material, to measure and
analyze the geologic composition of a target object, and to collect soil samples for
further analysis on Earth.
Next to planetary exploration missions, the setup of scientific instruments such
as powerful antennas and satellites allow for the investigation of space as well.
Especially LOFAR antennas (see Heald et al. (2018)) are set up to get insights into
the formation of the universe during the time shortly after the Big Bang. This
is achieved by searching and investigating signals created billions of years ago in
different frequency bands of the cosmic radiation and by examining cosmic magnet
fields. LOFAR antennas have already been set up on Earth. However, the recorded
signals suffer from the distortion created by the Earth’s atmosphere. Thus, a future
goal is to set up such antenna arrays on foreign celestial bodies to get noise-less
signal recordings. An interesting project investigating the technological challenges of
such an antenna setup is the ARCHES project (see Helmholtz Center Future Topic
Projects (2019)), in which my work plays a central role.
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The information gathered by those operations is not only usable to detect new
materials and their origination but also essential to find celestial bodies with a high
Earth Similarity Index (ESI), i.e., planets which are located in the habitable zone in the
orbit of their star and are thus offering living conditions similar to Earth. There have
been found many planets with a high ESI, one of the closest outside of our solar system
being Proxima Centauri C. However, traveling a distance of approximately four light
years exceeds the current technology level of humanity. Thus, humanity currently
focuses on habitable planets inside the solar system. Possible future scenarios are
lunar villages, i.e., village on the surface of the Moon as proposed by Foing (2016),
or Mars habitats as proposed by Cohen (2015). Setting up such residences requires a
vast effort both technologically as well as economically.
As the environmental conditions of space exploration, instrument setup and habitat
setup are often too hazardous for mankind, and proper spacecraft obtaining stable
living conditions for humans is very expensive, robots are sent to perform such
missions. To some extent, some of these missions have already been performed by
using real space robots such as NASA’s Opportunity (see Landis et al. (2004)) and
Curiosity (see Grotzinger et al. (2012)) rovers. This shows that the hardware of
these robotic systems is already mature enough to conduct many of such missions
and is thus not the constraining part. However, the decision making of most space
rovers (see Strategic Missions and Advanced Concepts Office (2017)) is remotely
performed by humans, as the robots lack the needed autonomy capabilities to master
those tasks efficiently on their own. As a result, the performance of space rovers is
greatly reduced. For example, during its fourteen years of operation the Opportunity
rover could only travel a distance of 45 km - a stretch many humans can easily cover
in one day on foot. The reasons for this are, on the one hand, that each time the
commands for just a few hours operation only were sent to the rover before execution
was resumed, and that the round-trip communication latency between Mars and
Earth is between eight to forty minutes (see Schuster et al. (2017)). On the other
hand, the safety of the robot (which can be very expensive and can take years to
reach to target celestial body) is of uttermost importance. Thus, only actions are
performed that avoid all possible damages or at least reduce their risk to a minimum.
This work focuses on this problem of non-integrated decision-making: it provides concepts to enhance the autonomy capabilities of robots and enables
them to execute complex missions self-reliantly in a robust and efficient manner.
Fig. 1.1 shows a possible future scenario of a planetary exploration endeavor, which
guides the reader through the whole thesis. It shows various, challenging objectives
for future missions that are currently infeasible for space robots using state of the
2
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Figure 1.1: A scene of a possible, future space exploration mission. Several rovers are
deployed for different tasks, including exploration and mapping, and the setup of scientific
instruments.

art technology. In the bottom right of the figure a lander is shown, which contains
the technical infrastructure for planetary exploration such as rovers and scientific
instruments. Some robots already started their tasks: One rover is exploring unknown
terrain to decide which areas of the foreign celestial body have to be investigated
further with the scientific instruments. Another rover is collecting a soil sample for
further investigation of the foreign material directly on board the rover, the lander
or (in the context of a sample return mission) on Earth. A third rover is setting up
scientific instruments, such as seismometers for inferring the geological composition
of the target area, or LOFAR antennas for radio astronomical observation. A manned
satellite, which orbits the celestial body, is monitoring and analyzing the progress
of the rovers. In case of problems, the astronauts can interfere, guide the robots
and thus contribute to the success of the mission. On top of that, gathering precious
experience data is another highly important objective in order to be able to optimize
the robot’s behavior for future endeavors.
As a matter of fact, the described scene is not fictitious but is inspired by the ROBEX
Moon-analogue demonstration mission (see Wedler et al. (2017)) and the current
ARCHES project (see Helmholtz Center Future Topic Projects (2019)). Some of
3
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Figure 1.2: The LRU robot on Mt. Etna during the collection of a seismic instrument in front
of a lander. In the back, one of the crater is currently erupting, producing a considerable
amount of dust and seismic events.

the proposed tasks have already been executed and evaluated during the analoguemission. Fig. 1.2, for example, shows the Lightweight Rover Unit (LRU) robot (see
Sec. 2.5) during the autonomous pick-up of one of several seismic measurement devices currently attached to a lander. After pick-up, the robot placed the seismometers
at specific points of interest (POIs) in order to estimate the geologic composition of
the target region. Our robot recorded the map needed for the estimation of the POIs
completely autonomously during exploration.
My concepts and their implementation in the RAFCON framework were fundamental
for realizing this mission. The framework (see Fig. 1.3 for a screenshot) enables
to create complex behavior for autonomous agents, enabling them to sense their
surrounding, reason about their achieved information, and manipulate their environment in order to fulfill their task objectives. Furthermore, I used RAFCON for
behavior execution, mission monitoring and profiling, and online behavior updates
during the mission.
In fact, my approach is not only applicable for space scenarios but also for industrial
automation in the context of Industry 4.0, service robotics and human-robot interaction. However, the majority of my experiments were performed in the context of
space science. This is the reason, why I focus on the space domain (and especially
the ROBEX scenario) when highlighting challenges and solutions for robot autonomy.
In the evaluation Chpt. 7, I will also present results for other domains, which have
similar requirements and challenges.
4
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Figure 1.3: Screenshot of the task control framework RAFCON, responsible for autonomous
decision making on the LRU in the context of the ROBEX missions

1.2

Challenges

Planetary, robotic exploration endeavors, such as those shown in Fig. 1.1, offer many
challenges for planning, preparation and execution. Next to the enormous mission
complexity, the analysis of the ongoing mission and the optimization of robotic tasks
pose many difficulties.

1.2.1

Complexities Imposed by the Environment, the Robot and the Task
Constraints

This section describes the main challenges for robot autonomy in the space context,
i.e., mission complexity, task constraints, robot complexity (both hardware- and
software-wise), challenges for longterm autonomy, non-determinism, unforeseen
events and error handling.
Sample return missions are currently one of the hardest missions in the space domain
as the sample vehicle has to explore the target area, find a suitable sample, collect it
and transport it back to the lander or the space shuttle. The fact that not a single
sample return mission since 2000 was completed successfully to the full extent
(see Murchie et al. (2014), Williams et al. (2011) and Burnett (2013)) shows that
5
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such endeavors are highly complex. Two major reasons for this are that the target
environment is previously unknown to the robot, and that long signal delays (or even
no communication possibility at all) prevent a proper remote control of the robotic
agent.

Figure 1.4: Sketch of a sample return mission, in which the LRU collects a rock sample

In Fig. 1.4, an example sample return task performed by a space rover is shown. The
depicted rover is the LRU, a space rover prototype built by our research group (see
Wedler et al. (2015)) at the Robotics and Mechatronic Center (RMC) of the German
Aerospace Center (DLR). A sample return task requires the rover to be equipped with
a wide range of hardware and software modules, as shown in Fig. 1.5.
A multitude of actuators is needed in order for the rover to navigate securely to
a target area. Additionally, the robot is equipped with a force-torque controlled
manipulator to take up the samples from ground. This adds up to many Degrees of
Freedom (DOF), which can be controlled by the robotic system (nineteen in case
of the LRU). Various perception systems are necessary to perform the navigation
task, to create a map of the environment and to locate the target sample. For high
quality 3D maps, cameras with decent resolutions are required. Estimating the
material composition of the target sample (such as small rocks or sand) is performed
with infrared cameras. Several camera devices are also needed at the manipulator
to guide the in-contact motions while taking up the sample. Even more sensors
are necessary to check the power state of the battery, the outside temperature and
the grasp forces etc. To address all the actuators, sensors and other hardware
components a sophisticated electronic design is required. In order to perform all
6
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internal computations such as environment modeling, object detection, reachability
analysis and motion planning powerful computing units are needed onboard the
robotic system. Speaking in terms of cognition, the rover has to be aware of this
complexity in order to use its capabilities to effectively solve the given tasks (e.g., see
Fig. 1.1). This interaction between cognition, sensory and motor functions is called
embodied cognition (see Shapiro (2014)).

Figure 1.5: Selected characteristics of the LRU robot

Another enormous challenge is based on the fact that real space missions require a
space rover to act in a robust manner for a long period of time. The Curiosity rover
for example (see Strategic Missions and Advanced Concepts Office (2017)), was
planned to act for several months on the surface of Mars. Thus, a rover’s cognitive
capabilities have to be designed in a way that it can fulfill this requirement, taking the
challenges of unknown, harsh environments into account. The corridor of possible
actions the rover is allowed to carry out must be narrow enough in order not the
jeopardize the mission. A transparent specification of all actions, including their
preconditions and effects, must be ensured in the face of such high robot complexity,
mission criticality and environment uncertainty.
As a matter of fact, space is one of the most challenging domains robots can act
in. Robotic systems have to face uncontrolled outdoor environments in space. Uncontrolled means that the robot does not know what it will encounter, i.e., the
environment is previously unknown to the rover. In such environments, events
can occur, which cannot be controlled by the robot or humans and can alter the
capabilities or the goals of the robot. In the space domain this would relate to, e.g.,
the change of lightening conditions, which makes object detection very hard or even
7
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impossible for certain time spans, or stellar flares (or other solar cosmic ray events),
which can cause lasting damage to sensors or actuators. Specifically in space, the
environment a rover acts in might be very harsh and thus impassable terrain might
be anywhere, which prevents the rover from reaching a target region.
To guarantee robustness in the face of such unforeseen events and uncertainties, the
robot needs to be able to detect errors efficiently and react to them appropriately.
However, this is a great challenge as the source and number of errors are vast.
The correct decision sometimes cannot be derived by the robot itself. Thus, the
ability of asking the mission control for help must be possible and deeply rooted
into the autonomy design of a space rover. This includes a proper diagnosability and
predictability of the robotic behavior.

1.2.2

Task Analysis and Update

Usually, before sending technical equipment to a planet’s surface a satellite is placed
into the celestial body’s orbit (see schematic scenario in Fig. 1.6). The main reason
for this is to get a coarse map of the target and to select appropriate landing sites
and regions of interest. Furthermore, it is used as communication link between the
technical infrastructure on the foreign planet and Earth or among the communication
nodes on the surface themselves (i.e., the rovers and the lander).

Figure 1.6: Sketch of the monitoring and analysis of a planetary exploration from an orbiting,
manned space shuttle
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Once the link is setup it can be used in three ways to support the autonomous
operation on the planet’s surface:
1. Mission monitoring: Based on the telemetry data of each active node, exhaustive health checks can be performed and the mission’s progress can be tracked.
By thoroughly analyzing the robotic tasks, performance bottlenecks can be
identified and possible error sources can be detected.
2. Mission updates: Considering the analysis results, mission updates can be sent
to the different agents on the planet’s surface. Those updates can either consist
of completely new goals or of slight changes of the capabilities and objectives
of the robot.
3. Error recovery: In opposite to the first two use cases, the robot itself is now
the communication initiator. In the case of errors, in which the robot cannot
recover autonomously, it may ask for help via the communication channel of the
orbiter. Hereupon, the mission control can, in close cooperation with technical
and scientific staff, decide upon a possible error recovery procedure and send it
back to the rover.

1.2.3

Task Optimization

In planetary exploration missions, there is a manifold of different tasks with attractive
scientific output: next to the exploration of unknown terrain and sample return
missions, especially the deployment of scientific instruments is of specific interest.
For example, seismometers can be used to infer the geological composition of a target
region or to estimate the properties of the different crust layers of a foreign planet.
Another example are LOFAR antenna arrays, which allow to search and investigate
signals created billions of years ago in different frequency bands in order to get
insights on the time shortly after the Big Bang - the origin of a vast amount of various
electromagnetic signals. Fig. 1.7 shows an exemplary scenario of the setup of four
scientific instruments by the LRU rover.
Those tasks are often very repetitive and long-lasting as many instruments of the
same kind have to be deployed in several hundred meters distance. Thus optimizing
the deployment of a single unit can lead to strong economic benefits. As sending a
rover to the surface of a foreign planet costs several billion dollars (see Welch et al.
(2013)), making the rover as efficient as possible is a high priority goal. However, for
space missions, robustness (i.e., the ability to avoid or reduce any risk to minimum)
9
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Figure 1.7: Sketch of the deployment of scientific instruments by the LRU including possible
optimization strategies

is of even higher importance in order not to loose the spacecraft or to jeopardize the
scientific achievements. Thus, optimization techniques are required that still ensure
total control and trust into the system. The objectives and rules set up by humans
have to be ensured in any case, which means that autonomous decisions by the
robotic agent are only allowed in a very controlled and limited manner. During and
after optimization, the robotic behavior has to be comprehensible and predictable
for any point in time. The absence of certain predefined, critical system states must
always be provable.
Another reason why the rover has to be efficient is the limited amount of energy per
sol1 . Space rovers often use solar energy (see Landis et al. (2004)) as power supply,
which is limited proportional to the duration of the target planet’s sol. Navigating
inside the shadow of geometric elevations (such as mountains or inside valleys)
further reduces the available sun-time as does driving inside cave-like structures.
Furthermore, the total battery capacity is also a limiting factor of how long a rover
can act per sol. A sufficient buffer for the heating of critical components over night
must also be considered in the power management.

1 The sol of a planet is the time, which the planet needs to rotate once around its own rotation axis.
On Earth this is equivalent to 24 hours.
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1.3

Contributions

The goal of my work is to tackle the presented challenges. Therefore, I present a
sophisticated, well tested task control framework for analyzable and resource-aware
longterm autonomy, which is composed of three main contributions:
1. a novel, graphical task control language for creating robotic plans that are able
to solve complex tasks in a robust manner (see Sec. 1.3.1)
2. an analysis framework for local and remote mission monitoring and for identifying performance bottlenecks in the created robotic plans (see Sec. 1.3.2)
3. a methodology to autonomously optimize the analyzed plans (see Sec. 1.3.3)
In the following, each contribution will be explained in more detail and will be
mapped to the presented challenges.

11
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Figure 1.8: Motivating the first contribution: Creating a task control language to enable
robots to solve complex task autonomously, such as the sample return use case shown
in Fig. 1.1. The other use cases in the figure are greyed out and are referred to in the next
sections.

1.3.1

The HPFD Graphical Language (HPFD-GL) for Creating Complex Robotic
Plans

Description: In my first contribution I present a graphical task control language

able to define complex robotic behavior (such as shown in the Fig. 1.8). Next to being
modular and allowing for easy generalization and reusability of robotic behavior, the
language enables the explicit and combined modeling of control and data flow.
Especially the data flow enables well-informed choices based on system and user
parameters and leads to an eminent diagnosability and transparency of robotic
behavior. The data, which carries parameters and results of critical decisions, can
be reliably processed and communicated to other control flow nodes performing
more complex decisions. More properties of the language are its clarity, conciseness
and its ability to provide deep insights into the contexts of robotic behavior execution. The graphical language supports Continuous Visual Abstraction, a concept
for representing an arbitrary number of behavior abstraction levels in one 2.5 dimensional view. This enables a developer to use unlimited modeling space in 2D and
to model multidimensional symbols, which is a promising approach to reduce the
encapsulation problem of common, purely two-dimensional graphical languages.
Realization: The language builds upon the high level programming language Python

and extends it by a state-machine-based concept called HPFD, representing the
basis for the graphical HPFD language. In the scope of this work, I created the
12
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Figure 1.9: An extract from the HPFD Graphical Language (HPFD-GL) on the left, and the
high level state machine used for the SpaceBot Camp on the right.

RAFCON task control framework2 , which implements the graphical HPFD language.
RAFCON allows for visualizing and editing both the logic and data flow in a 2.5dimensional graphical editor supporting Continuous Visual Abstraction. Thus, it is
able to automatically add or hide visualization content based on the content size
and zooming level. The left side of Fig. 1.9 shows parts of the graph grammar
of the control flow representable by HPFD-GL (presented in Chpt. 4). It offers all
building blocks for defining complex behavior, including conditionals, loops, observer
structures, various concurrency models, and error handling. The right side of Fig. 1.9
shows a RAFCON rendering of the highest level of the robotic behavior used in the
SpaceBot Camp project (a validation experiment highlighted in the following section).
RAFCON’s powerful execution engine allows for fine-grained execution control as
known from modern IDEs.

2 in

collaboration with my colleagues Franz Steinmetz and Rico Belder
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Figure 1.10: Motivating the second contribution: Mission monitoring and analysis as essential aspects of planetary exploration missions

1.3.2

Whole Life-cycle Analysis of Complex Robotic Behavior

Description: In my second contribution, I create an architecture for monitoring and

profiling robotic behavior in order to investigate system failures and to examine the
robustness and performance of the behavior. The architecture is especially valuable in
scenarios with a high round-trip time for the acquired task logs and sensor data (such
as shown in Fig. 1.10). In this context, high round trip times refer to delays of several
seconds or minutes (such as the round trip times between the Earth and the Moon
or the Mars respectively), which render teleoperation solutions very difficult. This
novel analysis framework for robotic behavior offers a holistic view onto complex
robotic tasks for various stakeholders. It describes analysis possibilities in all three
life-cycle phases of a robotic task: the design time phase, the runtime phase and
the post-mortem phase. The analysis strongly benefits from the features of the task
control language, especially from the information of data flows and the execution
history logs. The architecture includes model checking capabilities, robustness
metrics and profiling concepts, which are able to find robustness and performance
bottlenecks. Additionally, the framework allows for the mapping of semantic task
events into both the temporal and spatial domain.
Realization: I implemented the architecture by using the RAFCON framework. The

implementation supports the generation of detailed, semantic execution histories,
which can be used for the semantic reconstruction of the whole task execution.
Fig. 1.11 shows two specific events that happened during the Moon-analogue mission
on Mt. Etna, i.e., the LRU rover docking to a seismometer attached to a lander, and
14
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Figure 1.11: Exemplary mapping of important mission events ex into a resource capability
profile recorded during task execution. The colors in the figure map to the different resources
used during the mission.

the rover lifting the seismometer in order to place it onto the ground. By using
temporal synchronization those events can be mapped precisely into various kinds of
graphs. The presented graph types include Resource Capability Profiles and Gantt
charts showing the mission progress and the activation of various system components
during task execution. Next to mapping mission events into the time domain, the
frameworks allows for mapping them into the spatial domain as well (see Fig. 1.16),
and thus eases mission analysis in both domains.
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Figure 1.12: Motivating the third contribution: Autonomously optimizing repetitive tasks,
such as the deployment of scientific instruments by a space rover

1.3.3

Concurrent Dataflow Task Networks (CDTNs): An Approach for Autonomous Optimization of Robotic Plans

Description: In my third contribution, I enable the optimization of the robot’s be-

havior execution by the robot itself, based on the initial, sub-optimal action plans
(created by humans) and the analysis results of the logged behavior. Specifically, the
optimization focuses on the runtime performance bottlenecks and potentials for
improvements identified in the analysis phase. The central part of the optimization
consists of enhancing the robot’s actions with semantic information. This information
consists of three types of semantic dependencies: First, resource requirements can
be modeled for each action, stating which resources are used, blocked, created or
released when executing an action. Next, data requirements can be modeled, i.e., the
parameters for each action. By this explicit modeling of all data an action needs during its execution, parallelization approaches known from Dataflow Programming can
be exploited. Finally, semantic world model dependencies are modeled, which map to
facts in the robot’s belief state or previous achievements of already executed tasks. By
leveraging all this semantic information future actions can be pre-computed and
parallelized in order to save execution time. I show in this work that significant
execution time optimizations of up to 28% can be achieved for some task types.
Especially repetitive or similar tasks benefit most from this approach (such as the
task shown in Fig. 1.12). One key aspect of this approach is that these optimizations
take place within the framework of clearly modeled dependencies and resources.
This results in an optimized workflow without the loss of predictability or confidence,
which are essential aspects in every space related mission.
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Figure 1.13: The Resource-Aware Task Node (RATN) action model on the left, and the results
of an autonomous task parallelization in form of a Gantt chart on the right.
Realization: In order to model the semantic information of robotic actions I have

created RATNs, a novel action model combining operational and descriptive aspects
(see left side of Fig. 1.13). It is able to represent all three semantic dependency types.
Next to classical Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL)-like precondition
and effect modeling, Resource Aware Tasks Nodes are especially suitable to define
resource and data dependencies, whereas the latter ones directly benefit from the
data flow information of the HPFD task control language.
With the means of RATNs the robotic plans can be converted to Concurrent Dataflow
Task Network (CDTN)s. This is a robotic task representation that by definition does
not rely on the rigid execution semantics defined by the transitions of HPFDs but relies
on the semantic dependencies of RATNs. I integrated an enhanced execution engine
into the RAFCON framework, which is able to automatically optimize plans encoded
in CDTNs (while still supporting HPFDs for all types of tasks for which semantic
modeling is too intricate or expensive). The implementation renders two types of
optimizations possible: On the one hand, independent actions are automatically
parallelized. On the other hand, possible future states of the robot’s environment are
simulated by using a technique called world model projection. By using this method,
relevant, future actions can already be pre-calculated (e.g., action involving constraint
motion planning). Their results can then be used in subsequent actions without
delay, which directly leads to the desired task execution speedup. The right side of
Fig. 1.13 shows the exemplary use of different resources during plan optimization of
a mobile manipulation task. Object detectors are executed in parallel to speed up
the reconstruction of the scene. Furthermore, different motion planning instances
are executed at the same time and run in parallel with manipulation movements.
Especially, as the time for motion planning can be large compared to the execution
time of the motion itself, pre-calculating necessary future motions can speed up the
task execution time drastically.
17
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1.4

Transferability

Figure 1.14: Overview of some selected robots programmed by RAFCON.

Although my motivation and my major evaluation experiment is space-related, my
contributions are not only restricted to space use cases. Fig. 1.14 shows on which
other robots my contributions in form of the task control framework RAFCON has
been used as well. The application domains range from space rovers, over industrial
robots, to flying vehicles and finally to human-robot-interaction scenarios.3
As in space science, autonomous robots are not employed in these domains for
complex tasks yet. Only for very specific, simple tasks robots are used, e.g., for
lawn mowing, vacuum cleaning or autonomous transportation in very restricted
environments. However, many benefits would arise by employing robots in a broader
variety of tasks: the reduction of costs, the increase of efficiency in production,
the enabling of new kinds of tasks, which are too hazardous for humans, and the
exemption of people from laborious and tedious work. Therefore, I do not only show
the applicability of my approach in the space domain but also in some deliberately
selected other domains. In my evaluation chapter I present, next to space as my
major application domain, a complex use case of RAFCON in the Industry 4.0 context.
Showing the applicability of RAFCON in the other two application domains was
performed by Vilzmann (2016) and Schuster et al. (2019) for application scenarios
using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and by Steinmetz and Weitschat (2016) for
the domain of human-robot interaction.
3 An overview of all projects in which RAFCON was used is given on RAFCON’s website https:
//dlr-rm.github.io/RAFCON/projects. There, even more application scenarios are shown including
some in the medical domain.
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Validation of the Proposed Approach

I validated the proposed concepts in several simulated and real world experiments,
most notably: the SpaceBot Camp 2015, the ROBEX Moon-analogue demonstration
mission and a Gazebo simulator. Their results are presented in the validation chapter,
which includes program excerpts of the real, executed robot behavior.

Figure 1.15: Overview of the SpaceBot Camp challenge setup: The rover had to explore an
unknown terrain, pickup two objects (sample and battery object), deliver those objects to
the base object and assemble them.

We successfully employed HPFDs and the graphical task control framework RAFCON
for the first time during the SpaceBot Camp 2015 (see Fig. 1.15). The SpaceBot
Camp was a national-wide competition of many (space-)robotic research institutes.
The goal was to explore an unknown terrain, find two objects, bring them back to
base station and assemble them there. Our robot could reach all objectives of the
proposed task fully autonomously in only half of the fixed time frame of 60 minutes.
RAFCON was responsible for controlling all high level software of the functional layer,
i.e., modules for navigation, object detection and localization, manipulation and
motion planning. Five developers collaborated on creating the autonomous behavior
for our participating robot, i.e., the LRU.
The next major validation experiment is the Moon-analogue demonstration mission
ROBEX, which was performed in 2017 on Mt. Etna in Sicily, Italy. In this project,
our robot had to perform several missions in a fully autonomous manner: deploying
a network of scientific instruments in a previously unknown terrain, using a seismometer in order to analyze seismic events in the target region (see Fig. 1.16), and
taking a rock sample from a given point of interest. In order to fulfill the missions
autonomously, we employed a sophisticated software architecture on the rover. My
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Figure 1.16: Mission analysis during the ROBEX campaign: The robot’s trajectory is mapped
into the camera images of a simulated orbiter. Important mission events are highlighted.

proposed autonomy framework RAFCON was in charge of orchestrating all major
software components of the functional layer. It was used to create goal-driven, reactive and parallel behavior and enabled the robot to perform complex decisions on its
own. The rover preformed its activities for more than three weeks on the mountain,
with around 7 hours of operation time per day. During the test campaign, our robot
was able to execute its missions fully autonomously, resulting in self-reliant mission
runs with more than 1.5 hours execution time without human interaction (except for
changing batteries).

Figure 1.17: The LRU in a simulator based on the Gazebo framework; it currently picks up a
seismometer payload box after having performed seismic measurements.

Finally, I created a simulator based on the Gazebo framework (see Fig. 1.17), which
includes a physics engine to simulate realistic object manipulation challenges. By
using the simulator, the high level behavior of our robot could be tested. Furthermore,
the simulator was especially valuable for validating my approach for autonomous
20
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execution optimization.

Figure 1.18: The AIMM robot on the left and our Factory of the Future booth on the right.

Next to these space related validation experiments, also an industrial use case is
presented and analyzed in the evaluation Chpt. 7. In this application scenario, our
Advanced Industrial Mobile Manipulator (AIMM) robot, see left side of Fig. 1.18, had
to deliver different parts to various workbenches in a fully autonomous manner.
In the Storage Shelf multiple small load carriers (SLCs), filled with different parts,
were stored. After fetching the required parts from the shelf, AIMM delivered them
either to the HRI Workbench, the Autonomous Assembly Workbenches or the Visitor
Workbench. At the latter station, after delivering the parts, the robot picked up other
boxes and stored them either in the shelf or brought them to the other work benches.
Booth visitors were allowed to disturb AIMM at the visitor’s workbench by moving
objects away, stacking them or pushing the robot during manipulation. The idea
behind this was to show the robustness of the autonomous behavior.
As in the case of LRU, RAFCON was used to control all high-level software modules
of our mobile manipulator. Many modules on AIMM are identical or similar to the
ones on LRU from a software’s perspective. In this case, however, our industrial robot
was equipped with more powerful object segmentation and localization routines as
AIMM features a Graphics Processing Units (GPU) able to run neuronal networks for
computer vision purposes. In the context of behavior modeling, the major challenge
consisted of making the system as robust as possible to allow for a broad range of
disturbances and errors that could be autonomously handled by AIMM.
Finally, as the last part of the evaluation chapter, a small service robotics task is
shown, reusing the AIMM robot for a table setting scenario. The task is to set the
table with different cutlery and dishes for one, two or three people.
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1.6

Dissertation Overview

Fig. 1.19 gives an overview of my thesis. In the left column a chapter overview
including the main theoretical contributions of my work is provided. The central
column shows all major software packages I created (often collaboratively with other
authors). The last column shows the experiments described in my work. The figure
shows which theoretical part is evaluated by which experiment. In the following,
each chapter is summarized shortly.

Figure 1.19: The structural layout of this work. The three main chapters, which align to my
three main contributions, are highlighted with a dashed box.

In Chapter 1, I at first give the motivation of my work. Next to providing several
challenges of creating, analyzing and optimizing autonomous behavior it summarizes
my contributions. Subsequently, information about the evaluation of my theoretical
concepts are given. A literature overview of all of my published papers concludes
this section.
Chapter 2 presents an overview of classical software architectures for autonomous
systems. After that, an action taxonomy and the term Task Control Framework is
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defined, which is needed to identify and classify the related work. Before describing
the LRU robot in more detail, an abstract software architecture for mobile robots,
called 2T*, is presented.
Chapter 3 shows a classification of task control frameworks based on different
metrics. The metrics range from domain applicability over feature scope to postruntime analysis capabilities.
In Chapter 4, I present HPFDs, a state machine dialect suitable for representing
complex robotic behavior. On top of that, I propose a graphical DSL able to represent
HPFDs in a concise and scalable manner. Subsequently, I provide insights on how the
belief state of robots can be modeled efficiently by using Property-Graphs. Finally,
I provide a new action model combining operational and descriptive information,
called Resource-Aware Task Nodes (RATNs).
Chapter 5 focuses on my second main contribution, i.e., a holistic approach for
robotic behavior profiling. This consists of analysis concepts for all three robotic
behavior lifecycle phases, i.e., the design phase, the runtime phase and the postmortem phase.
Chapter 6 describes an approach for autonomous behavior execution optimization
by leveraging the concepts of HPFDs and RATNs. The optimization takes advantage
of parallelization and pre-computation possibilities offered by the partially ordered
set of actions encoded in semantically annotated HPFDs.
Chapter 7 shows the validation of my approach consisting of several evaluation
experiments as listed in the third column of Fig. 1.19. The experiments include the
ROBEX mission, a supply chain task in an industrial setting using the AIMM robot
and a small service robotics scenario (also employing AIMM). The SpaceBot Camp
experiment only covers the theoretical work of Chapter 4, and is thus treated there.
In the second part, I discuss my achieved results and also put them into context to
related work.
In Chapter 8, I finally conclude my thesis by summarizing my main contributions
and by providing ideas for further elaboration on the presented topics.
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1.7

Prior Publications

In the following, all relevant publications to which I contributed are listed. They
include both theoretical contributions and validation experiments. For clarity purposes, I grouped them into different categories. The bold items represent my main
publications.
Task Programming:
• S. G. Brunner, F. Steinmetz, R. Belder, and A. Dömel. RAFCON: a Graphical
Tool for Task Programming and Mission Control. In 20th RoboCup International
Symposium, 2016a
• S. G. Brunner, F. Steinmetz, R. Belder, and A. Dömel. RAFCON: A Graphical
Tool for Engineering Complex, Robotic Tasks. In IEEE/RSJ International
Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems (IROS), 2016b
• P. Lehner, S. G. Brunner, A. Dömel, H. Gmeiner, S. Riedel, B. Vodermayer,
and A. Wedler. Mobile Manipulation for Planetary Exploration. In Aerospace
Conference. IEEE, 2018
Task Profiling and Optimization:
• S. G. Brunner, P. Lehner, M. J. Schuster, S. Riedel, R. Belder, A. Wedler,
D. Leidner, M. Beetz, and F. Stulp. Design, Execution, and Postmortem
Analysis of Prolonged Autonomous Robot Operations. IEEE Robotics and
Automation Letters (RA-L), 3(2):1056–1063, 2018
• S. G. Brunner, A. Dömel, P. Lehner, M. Beetz, and F. Stulp. Autonomous
Parallelization of Resource-Aware Robotic Task Nodes. IEEE Robotics and
Automation Letters (RA-L), 2019
System Architecture and Autonomous Agents:
• S. Jentzsch, S. Riedel, S. Denz, and S. G. Brunner. TUMsBendingUnits from TU
Munich: RoboCup 2012 Logistics League Champion. In RoboCup 2012: Robot
Soccer World Cup XVI, volume 7500 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages
48–58. Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2013
• M. J. Schuster, C. Brand, S. G. Brunner, P. Lehner, J. Reill, S. Riedel, T. Bodenmüller, K. Bussmann, S. Büttner, A. Dömel, W. Friedl, I. Grixa, M. Hellerer,
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two

Fundamentals
Robotic tasks are becoming increasingly complex, and with this also the robotic
systems. In the introduction chapter the LRU (one of the robots relevant for my
work) was already presented shortly: it has nineteen DOFs, five camera systems,
a force-torque controlled manipulator and a docking system, able to grasp various
types of tools. Such robot specifics require powerful software architectures and tools
to manage their complexity and to orchestrate the robotic system in order to fulfill
demanding autonomous tasks.
This section presents the scope of this thesis and distinguishes it from work focusing
on artificial, purely simulated domains and tasks (e.g., see Gupta and Nau (1992)
or Russell and Norvig (1995)). After presenting some coarse overview of common
robot software architectures and action taxonomies, the term task control framework
is defined in detail. Finally, the architecture of the LRU is shown. It is deliberatively
explained in a detailed manner in order to be able to refer to the various software
modules throughout the thesis. Defining them here in this chapter in a centralized
manner allows me to sketch them in a consistent view.

2.1

Software Architectures for Robotic Systems

There is already a lot of related work about robotic system architectures. Their focus
ranges from reactive approaches over deliberative architectures to cognitive systems
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and finally to learning-based approaches.
One major class of robotic system architectures are reactive control architectures
such as the subsumption architecture (see Brooks (1986)) and architectures employing Behavior Trees (see Colledanchise and Ögren (2014)) as their central action
selection scheme. The subsumption architecture consists of several layers of different
(hierarchy) levels, where each layer is a complete operational control system. Higher
level layers can subsume the behavior of a lower level layer and can take control of
the system. One major advantage of this architecture is the reactive nature to external
events with small delays. The main drawback is that they are not deliberative, i.e.,
that they cannot create new behavior by planning, which is imperative in the face of
new type of tasks. Behavior trees primarily focus on procedural task control. For an
in depth presentation and discussion of Behavior Trees (including a comparison with
my approach) see Sec. E in the Appendix.
Deliberative architectures operate the robot in a top-down fashion. Each time there
is a new task or new events occur, a top level planner analyses the current world state
and creates a plan that allows the robot to achieve its goal. In contrast to a reactive
architecture, in which control only consists of sense-act couplings, a sense-plan-act
cycle is the fundamental concept of deliberative architectures.
Some famous examples of deliberative systems are the three-layered (see Siciliano
and Khatib (2007)) and two-layered (see Volpe et al. (2001)) architectures. The
three-layered architecture (see left side of Fig. 2.1) consists of the planning layer
on top, an executive layer in the middle and the behavioral control (often also
“functional”) layer at the bottom. The dimension up from one layer to the next
(in vertical image direction) depicts the increasing intelligence of the robot: from
reflexive, via procedural, to deliberative behavior. In the top layer, planning is
performed to reach formally specified task objectives using predefined actions and
the information of a central, persistent world state. The executive layer cares about
the execution of the high-level plans generated by the top level. The high level
plans are divided into sub-tasks of different abstraction levels and translated from
discrete symbols into the sub-symbolic, numeric space. Finally, the bottom layer cares
about the robot’s physical abilities. Hardware controllers, sensor data evaluation and
complex algorithms for path planning and computer vision are executed here using
the parameterization received from the executive layer.
One disadvantage of the three-layered architecture is that the planning layer does not
have direct access to the functional layer. Therefore, it often maintains a dedicated
model of the system and the environment, “which may not be directly derived from
the functional layer. This repetition of information storage often leads to inconsistencies between the two” (Volpe et al. (2001)). Thus, the two-tiered architecture, as
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Figure 2.1: Classical layered architectures: The three-layered architecture as proposed by
Gat et al. (1998) (left) and the the two-layered architecture as proposed by Volpe et al. (2001)
(right)

shown in right side of Fig. 2.1, combines the planning and executive layer. They share
a common world model, thus avoiding inconsistencies between the representation
in the planning layer and the representation in the executive layer. The two-tiered
approach, furthermore, explicitly represents the granularity of the system in a dedicated dimension, where granularity refers to the hierarchical structure inherent to
each layer. The intelligence dimension was already mentioned above, and the system
dimension simply expresses the breadth of the robotic system in terms of hardware
and capabilities.
Robotic system architectures also have their origin in cognitive architectures such as
Act-R as proposed by Anderson (1996) or Soar, created by Laird (2012). A sophisticated overview of cognitive architectures is given by Vernon (2014).
Soar (former SOAR, which was an acronym for: State, Operator, And Result), is a
cognitive architecture for the modeling of cognitive processes in cognition science and
Artificial Intelligence (AI). J. E. Laird invented Soar as a unified theory of cognition
(see Newell (1992)), as it defines all mechanisms and structures upon which human
cognition and cognition in general is based. This means that by using Soar, robots
could be built that are capable of human behavior. Furthermore, Soar is a control
architecture for autonomous robots. It has been used in various robotic scenarios
(see Puigbo et al. (2013) and Laird et al. (2012)). In Soar, task control is performed
by mapping the current state of the robot and its environment together with the task
objectives (i.e., the so called goal states) into a problem space. In this problem space,
a search is performed to reach a goal state starting with the current state. In each
state several operators can be applied. If one operator is chosen and applied the
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current state can transform to a new state. Even complex actions such as planning
a motion or a new action can be composed of simple operators inside the problem
space. One advantage of Laird’s methodology is that the problem space must not be
represented completely but only the subset of states relevant during problem solving.
More features of Soar are different kinds of memories such as short-term working
memories and long-term, persistent memories including episodic, descriptive and
procedural memories. Finally, learning is used to “fill” the different memories with
content based on the information of the agent’s experience.
However, there exists a lot of criticism about Soar as well. Cooper and Shallice
(1995) investigated the early versions of Soar and came to the conclusion that “whilst
Soar represents an impressive body of research, its methodological foundations are
insecure, it is ill specified as a computational/psychological theory, and under empirical testing it does not stand up to close scrutiny as a unified theory. The Soar
research program as it currently stands thus fails to meet the necessary methodological demands imposed by unified theorising”. Based on the point of view of Allard
(2014), certain technologies apply better to certain tasks. He continues by stating
that reactive architectures might be better in many situations as they do not suffer
from the higher delay of cognitive decision making. Another critique with Soar is that
there are few tools available to assist in programming, debugging, and maintaining
these cognitive architectures (see Allard (2014)). Furthermore, although Soar is
quite old and dates back to 1983, there is only a small community developing Soar
itself1 . Finally, Puigbo et al. (2013), who implemented Soar on a mobile service
robotic, state that “SOAR cannot detect if the goal requested to the robot is achievable
or not. If the goal is not achievable, SOAR will keep trying to reach it, and send skill
activations to the robot forever”.
Finally, there exists the class of learning-based architectures. In the case of being
able to produce a large amount of realistic data for an agent (e.g., by having an
exact and complete simulation available), reinforcement learning (see Sutton and
Barto (1998)) is a promising approach. It is based on the idea to iteratively face
the agent with new tasks and observe how it reacts. Based on the reaction a cost
function is evaluated stating if the agents behavior was good or bad. If the cost is
low then the agent’s reaction is rejected. Otherwise it is integrated into the agents
behavior. The applicability of reinforcement learning was successfully shown by
OpenAI’s OpenAI Five for the Dota computer game (see OpenAI (2019)) as well as
for Google Deepmind’s AlphaStar AI for the even more complex Starcraft game (see
Vinyals et al. (2019)). As having an exact simulation is very hard for complex, real
robots, such simulations do not exist yet.
1 see
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Another problem of learning-based architectures is that for complex scenarios (such
as robotic manipulation) it is very hard to find suitable, intermediate goals for which
the robot gets rewards for. If the reward is only provided after achieving the final
goal (e.g., stacking several objects) that the robot, because of the task’s complexity,
will never reach without further guidance, than the learning process gets stuck at
the very beginning (see Sutton and Barto (1998)). Thus, employing reinforcement
learning for all abstraction layers of autonomous behavior has not been performed
for real scenarios yet.

2.2

Action Taxonomies

This section provides a literature overview of the definition of the term “action”.
Furthermore, it provides an action taxonomy, which is consistently used throughout
this work.
There are several definitions of the terms action, skill and task in literature. The term
“skill” was already used in the work by Archibald and Petriu (1993). In this definition,
a skill “is an ability of a robot to repeatably accomplish any useful action that can be
described unambiguously”. Furthermore, skills are composed of “methods”, which
are modules responsible for driving an actuator or interpreting sensor data. Finally,
an “operation” is a collection of robot skills that is able to fulfill a specific task. Skills
feature a formal description including preconditions and post-conditions.
The definition of Andersen et al. (2014) is very similar: They define an “action” as an
abstract superclass of which “skills” and “primitives” are specializations. Primitives
(which map to the “methods” of Archibald and Petriu (1993)) are the basic functionalities of a robotic system and interface hardware such as actuators and sensors.
Skills are composed of primitives and can also be composed of skills themselves. A
“task”, finally, is a process description and consists of a set of fully parameterized
skills. Primitives, skills and tasks all have a formal description. Another related
action taxonomy was created by Pedersen et al. (2016), which distinguishes between
“device primitives”, “skills” and “tasks”.
Thomas et al. (2013) also uses a similar action abstraction approach, however, the
naming is again slightly different. The lowest level of actions are called “elemental
actions (EA)”, which access the robot’s hardware. A “skill” models a “capability” of
the robotic system and consists of a “net of EAs”. A “task“ is composed of a “net of
skills”. Tasks can then be combined to model the final “process”, e.g., an assembly
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process.
Finally, Zech et al. (2018) created a detailed survey about the definition of the term
“action” as used in many different fields, including (reinforcement) learning, motion
planning, assembly and task planning. The paper shows that the term “action” is not
standardized and used differently in different contexts.

Figure 2.2: The action taxonomy as used throughout this work; there are four different types
of actions: missions, tasks, skills and primitives; missions consist of tasks, tasks of other
tasks (i.e., sub-tasks) or skills, and skills of sub-skills or primitives

In order to allow for a consistent usage of these terms, I provide my own definition
action taxonomy in Fig. 2.2, which is similar to the one of Andersen et al. (2014).
There are four types of actions: primitives, skills, tasks and missions. Primitives
are used to access the robot’s hardware, such as actuators and sensors. On top of
that, they provide access to arbitrary software modules of the functional layer (see
Sec. 2.4), e.g., object detection, path planning and navigation services. Skills consist
of primitives and combine them to more complex behavior. Skills model specific
capabilities the robot is able to execute. Analogue to a high level capability (driveto-poi-collision-free) being able to consist of lower level capabilities (drive-to-poi), a
skill can be composed of skills by themselves (i.e., sub-skills). Tasks consist of skills
and lower-level tasks (i.e., sub-tasks) and represent behavior able to fulfill defined
objectives, e.g., bring-object-o-to-place-p1 or perform-measurements-at-place-p2. These
objectives can either be defined by a user or generated by high level mission planning
component. Finally, the term mission describes a set of objectives and, thus, consists
of one or several tasks.
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2.3

A Specification of the Term “Task Control Framework”

The term task control framework is a very broad term, which is not defined precisely
in the robotics domain. Different researchers call their modules responsible for task
control differently, e.g., ”behavior control” (Schillinger et al. (2016)), ”software
toolbox for the design, the implementation, and the deployment of cognition-enabled
autonomous robots” (Beetz et al. (2010)) or ”task-level robot control” (Bohren and
Cousins (2010)). In the course of this work, ”task control framework” refers to the
module(s) in a robotic system that are responsible to select the robot’s next action in
order for a robot to achieve a specific goal. In other words, it enables a robot to work
autonomously.

Figure 2.3: Common responsibilities of a task control framework

There exist many different task control frameworks (see Chpt. 3). They differ by the
set of properties they equip the robot with, such as the level of intelligence, generality,
efficiency, scalability and analysability, just to name a few important ones. Fig. 2.3
shows the most basic building blocks of a task control framework in an abstract
manner. It represents the largest common denominator of all frameworks analyzed
in the related work chapter. They are
• Procedural Action Selection: It is responsible to execute a robotic action in a
hard-coded step-by-step fashion. It executes sequential, conditional or concurrent behavior as defined by a programmer beforehand. An exemplary order of
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triggered actions would be: First do step1, then step2. If step2 fails, do step3,
otherwise perform step4 and step5 in parallel.
• Knowledge Representation: Every analyzed approach commanding a robot in
an autonomous manner uses some kind of knowledge representation. It is a
central or distributed way of storing all information a robot has about itself
and its environment, such as the current set of goals, the current state of other
objects and agents, and the current internal state (e.g., power consumption,
computation load).
• Action Planning: In scenarios with a high level of task variability or complexity,
an action planning component is used to select the next action. Opposed to the
Procedural Task Control the action sequence is not predefined by a programmer
but generic approaches (such as heuristic search or constraint solving) are used
to choose the next action in order to bring the robot one step closer towards its
goals (for more information see Sec. D of the appendix). Also, user interfaces
to enable humans to supervise or support the action planning are part of this
module.

2.4

2T* - A General Robot Architecture

Building a robotic system means to chose an appropriate system architecture from
existing approaches or to define a new one. As the common architectures include
various drawbacks I created a new architecture, which is called Enhanced Two-Tiered
Architecture (2T*). The name refers to its similarity with the two-tiered architecture.
Although 2T* resembles the two-layered architecture in many aspects, there are still
some modifications and features that justify the definition of a dedicated architecture.
Robotic architectures are often formulated in a very abstract manner, which leaves too
much freedom for the developer. Thus, system experts try to “expand the capabilities
and dominance of the layer within which they are working” (Volpe et al. (2001)). As
a consequence, robotic systems emerge, in which (in the case of the three-layered
architecture) either “the function layer is dominant, the executive dominant or the
planner is dominant” (Volpe et al. (2001)). Thus, the 2T* definition is rather finegrained and tries to guide the developer to integrate the required functionality at the
appropriate location.
The 2T* graph, as shown in Fig. 2.4, combines and structures abstract building blocks
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Figure 2.4: The 2T* architecture; white boxes represent modules, black arrows control and
blue arrows data flow; round boxes represent memory modules
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of complex, mobile agents. It consists of three main software layers in total: The
“Planning Layer”, the “Executive Layer” and the “Functionl Layer”. All software layers
are visualized in teal color. The lighter the color, the higher the cognitive abstraction
level. Although not belonging to the software part of a system, an additional hardware
layer is shown for better overview and consistency. It is visualized in gray, which
shows that its components are not software-related (except of some driver firmware).
In the context of this architecture, layers must not be confused with tiers. As in the
two-tiered architecture (see Sec. 2.1) the first tier (i.e., the decision tier) consists
of the planning and executive layer. The second tier consists of the functional layer,
which accesses the hardware layer of the robot to drive its actuators or receive sensor
readings. Before highlighting the differences between the two architectures the
different building blocks of 2T* are presented briefly. For a concrete example implementation of the architecture, I refer to Sec. 2.5. As for the two-tiered architecture
the breadth (horizontal axis) of 2T* maps to system’s complexity and capabilities,
and the height (vertical axis) to the system’s intelligence.
The missing modeling of the data flow is a major issue in most of the architectures.
In 2T*, I model the data flow as follows: The blue arrows show the data flow
between the different layers of the architecture. Inside each layer, dataflow can exist
between every module and is thus not modeled by arrows. The black arrows show
the interaction between the components of different layers in a logical sense, which
includes function invocation and parameterization.

The Hardware Layer

The hardware layer constitutes the hardware of a robotic system. First and foremost,
it consists of mechanical parts such as the supporting structures and the hull, which
together define the robot’s kinematics. Furthermore, a robot has actuators, such as
motors and powertrains, and sensors, such as cameras, Light Detection and Ranging
(LIDAR) systems or force sensors. Another important aspect are the electronics, such
as electronic boards for accessing the drivers and sensors, and computation units e.g
Central Processing Units (CPU), GPU and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA).
Moreover, a Power Control and Distribution Unit (PCDU) is needed for providing
power to all system components. Finally, various bus systems connect all electric
devices and allow for communication between the computation units, the actuators
and sensors. The electronic devices are integrated in and accessible via the operation
system, visualized as a dashed line.
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The Functional Tier
The functional tier consists of the functional layer only and provides different functionality to the upper layers of the robotic system. All communication inside the layer
is done via one or several middlewares, which also connect the executive layer to the
modules of the functional layer. The most basic module is the Hardware Abstraction
Layer (HAL)2 , which enables the functional layer to communicate with all electronic
devices, especially the actuators and sensors.
The sensor data processing node uses the data provided by the HAL and performs
filtering, image registration, (down-)sampling or stereo matching tasks. It is then
used by other modules such as object detection and navigation. The former module
is used for detecting objects, estimating their relative pose to the robot or classify
them. The latter one is responsible for estimating the robot pose, building a map of
the robot’s surroundings and planning collision free paths.
The paths are sent to and executed by the controllers, which are responsible for
moving the robot’s base, arms, grippers or actuated perception devices (such as
a pan-tilt unit). An imperative aspect for in-contact motions and manipulation of
delicate objects is the ability to command and track the forces applied to each joint.
By using predictions based on the own kinematic and dynamic structure, external
forces can be measured and reacted to.
Various manipulation modules equip the robot with the capability of deliberately
changing its environment. Therefore, grasp planning, obstacle avoidance, reachability
analysis, waypoint interpolation and motion planning are required.
The resource manager is a component keeping track of all resources relevant for
the robot and the task. It tracks, e.g., the robot’s power, the available tools and
storage spaces, and task relevant objects of the environment. More information
about the resource manager is given in Sec. 6.2.1. As managing processes (such as
creating additional object detection and planning modules for task execution speedup
as shown in Sec. 6.3.2) is also a central part of resource management, it is tightly
coupled to the external process manager. The process manager cares about starting,
stopping and monitoring the system processes of the modules of all 2T* layers.
The last module of the functional layer is the diagnostics and healthcheck component. It monitors all system critical states. This includes checking the available
power not falling below a certain threshold, listing current error states of all processes and checking environmental conditions such as temperature or communication
availability.
2 The HAL is not, as the name might suggest, an architectural layer such as the planning or executive
layer. It is a common name for the hardware abstraction unit.
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The Decision Tier

The decision tier consists of the world model, the executive layer and the planning
layer.
The World Model A robot’s world model holds the robot’s current knowledge about its

environment, its own system state and the task objectives, both, the already fulfilled
and the pending ones. Knowledge structuring, classification and management are
critical in order to be able to represent and manipulate complex information. The
information can consist of two types: symbolic and sub-symbolic values. Symbolic
values are abstract and can refer to arbitrary entities (such as objects of the environment, the robot itself or other agents) and facts (such as environment states or object
properties). Sub-symbolic values are continuous or discrete numeric values such as
object poses, voltage levels, or mass and force information.
The information of the belief state has to be represented in appropriate data structures.
Often, triple stores (see Margitus et al. (2015)) or graph databases (see Blumenthal
et al. (2013)) are used to efficiently store and retrieve the information. Graph
structures allow for the investigation of new contexts and ultimately the inference of
new information (for more information see Sec. 4.4).
Concept-wise, the world model belongs to the first tier, i.e., the decision tier consisting
of the planning and executive layer. Additionally, it also offers a reduced interface to
the functional layer. The advantage of this approach, compared to dedicated world
models in each layer, is consistency. If the information about the robot’s environment
is split into several layers, consistency is hampered as the information has to be
synchronized between the layers. Furthermore, information redundancy emerges if
the same knowledge is processed in various layers concurrently.
Principally, a centralized knowledge storage can lead to performance break-downs if
several modules are allowed to make extensive changes. However, this is not the case
in 2T*. The functional layer is only allowed to update specific pre-defined continuous
values in the world model such as robot positions, manipulator Tool Center Point
(TCP) positions or important telemetry data. Also, it may read a predefined set of
knowledge, e.g., the geometric representation of the robot’s environment (i.e., the
CAD models), which is required for motion planning. The planning layer is only
allowed to modify high level semantic information such as task objectives (e.g., three
blue objects have to be fetched instead of two). The only layer allowed to conduct
substantial changes to the belief state is the procedural task control. This layer calls
scene parsing and object localization routines and uses their results to create and
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update all information about the robot’s environment.
The Executive Layer In the executive layer, tasks are executed by a procedural task

control unit. Depending on the complexity of the task, it can consist between tens
and several hundreds of actions (see Brunner et al. (2018)), and must thus allow for
extensive modularization. Actions are executable functions, that perform calculations,
control a actuators or read sensor values.
In order for a robotic system to scale, an action model is needed. A consistent
action interface and description is essential if the number of available actions or their
parameterization possibilities grows. Actions can be defined for arbitrary abstraction
levels. For example, there are actions just reading some measurements from a
sensor and other ones computing and executing complex trajectories for a robotic
manipulator. Next to the abstraction level, an action model defines several other
relevant properties. Regarding this, I refer to the descriptive and operational elements
of the action model described in Sec. 4.5.
To keep track of all fulfilled intermediate task objectives an intermediate task
memory is required. Based on this task memory, the outcome of the executed actions
and their parameters, the task execution decides upon the next action to be executed.
The task execution does not only care about the logic flow between actions (i.e.,
which execution is executed next) but also about the data flow (i.e., how the next
action is parameterized). Data scopes, which restrict the data access are important
for a modular and generic task architecture (data handling is treated in Sec. 4.1.1 in
more detail).
The semantic task logging module is responsible for logging all executed actions in a
so called execution history. All parameters and output data of actions, including their
outcomes and errors are logged. During the execution of various tasks the robot can
accumulate experience data. This can be used to get the average execution duration
for frequently executed actions and finally be utilized to calculate performance and
robustness bottlenecks. Next to the execution history the experience data contains
recorded raw data streams of, e.g., forces, poses or images. This data is indexed
using timestamps and can be accessed by using the timestamps of the actions in the
execution history. More information about how experience data can be exploited is
shown in the task analysis Chpt. 5 and the validation Chpt. 7.
The Planning Layer The planning layer is the highest layer of the 2T* architecture.

In here, the deliberation about task objectives takes place including the making of
high level decisions concerning execution start times and deadlines. Based on this
information a plan implementing all task objectives is created by using one or a mix
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of the following methods.
First and foremost manual planning can be used to create plans. Therefore, user
interfaces are required in order for an operator or mission control team to be able to
create a plan interactively. Various tools can ease this interactive plan creation such
as wizards, automatic checkers or templates.
Another possibility for creating plans is to use procedural reasoning, which in this
non-formal context (similar to Ingrand et al. (1996)) uses predefined routines to
search through a problem domain and decide upon the next action to take. Thus, it is
no general purpose planning system but rather a methodology to assemble predefined
action sequences and to select specific action parameterization which fulfill the task
constraints. One example of this are parallel observer structures that monitor certain
system or environment states in order to modify a robotic behavior accordingly (for
concrete examples see Sec. 4.3.2). Another example are decision trees, which check
various conditions in a hierarchical manner to decide upon the next action to take
(see Sec. 4.3.2 for a concrete example). Furthermore, custom loops or recursive
functions can be used to search for valid actions and action parameters that fulfill
specific task constraints (for examples, in which possible grasp and approach poses
are evaluated based on reachability and collision constraints see Sec. 4.3.2)
Finally, an automated semantic planning module can generate a plan by taking
the robot capabilities, the target domain and the robot’s environment into account.
These planners are based on heuristic search and try to find valid action sequences in
the problem domain. Opposed to procedural reasoning, in which specific routines
focus on selected task constraints, automated planning find new, complete plans
only based on the current system state and the goal constraints. More information
about semantic planning and how it is integrated implementation-wise is given in
Appendix D.
All (sub-) task objectives are stored in the persistent high level task memory. Per
default, it is not located on the robot but kept externally in order to be accessed by a
high level mission planner responsible for several robots. Thus, it is not bound to
specific agents and does not suffer from system breakdowns or losses. Furthermore,
it is a storage to keep all decisions of a human operator before scheduling tasks for
the agent(s).
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Important 2T* Specifics

Figure 2.5: A classification of the 2T* architecture. The dimensions map to architecture
properties already defined in Sec. 2.1.

The 2T* architecture has several properties of the common architecture patterns
presented in Sec. 2.1. It is influenced by reactive, deliberative and cognitive trends
(see Fig. 2.5). On the one hand, it is not purely deliberative as such behavior is
often not capable of reacting to critical events in time. On the other hand, it is
not purely reactive as well, as such systems are not suitable for reaching complex
goals in environments in which goal driven behavior including (pre-)planning is
required. Finally, cognitive systems tend to produce non-deterministic behavior which
is difficult to reconcile with the robustness requirements needed for critical tasks
especially in space scenarios. The architecture is not (yet) capable to adapt to the
environment or task by using learning-based approaches. In future work, I will focus
on adding adaptive capabilities to 2T*.
As stated above, the 2T* layers are similar to the layers of the two-tiered architecture. Nevertheless, there are several important differences and enhancements:
The hardware layer is omitted in the two-tiered architecture, which is an essential
part for embodied cognition (see Shapiro (2014)). In principle, embodied cognition
means that true cognition can only be achieved by taking feedback of physical actions
into account. The dynamics of the robotic structure (structural stiffness, masses and
inertia) and the agent’s environment (e.g., force events) play a vital role. The higher
cognitive layers must not neglect this knowledge. Thus, 2T* shows the hardware
layer including its interaction with the executive layer.
The two-tiered architecture does not put any constraints onto the middleware,
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which, however, is a vital part of 2T*. The middleware is not above the controller in
a hierarchical sense, but serves as input and output of the controller. The executive
layer has direct access to low level sensor readings available via the middleware.
Thus, the executive layer can access both, the data going into the controller and the
data going out. This includes forces, currents, positions, velocities and accelerations.
Hence, it is possible to read out single joint values and force measurements and
derive task-related decisions directly from this data. For example, based on the
contact force between a target object and the robot’s gripper, a robot can infer if it
grasped the object or not and decide upon the next action to execute.
The world model is not only accessible by the planning and executive layer, but
from the functional layer as well. This is especially beneficial for updating states
which change continuously, e.g., the robot’s pose or the location of its TCP. In
case a decision depends on such information, it does not have to be synchronized
beforehand explicitly as it is always up to date.
The resource manager and the process manager are central parts of the architecture. The resource manager manages and tracks the use of the computing units,
which are also part of the hardware layer. The process manager manages the location
control. In combination they take care about scalability and load balancing.
The planning layer can just be a human operator (or team) defining a simple
sequence or a complex reactive behavior, e.g., by using a graphical user interface.
Thus, the planning layer does not have to resort to an automated semantic planner
in all cases. This is advantageous, e.g., if there is a lot of interaction between the
operator and the robot, the available number and heterogeneity of actions including
their parameterization exceeds the capabilities of a semantic planner, or not all
of the domain inherent objects and relations can be modeled because of missing
knowledge about the robot’s environment (which holds true in several use cases
including planetary exploration).
Cognitive architectures for robot control highlight the importance of knowledge
management and define dedicated memory modules (e.g., SOAR by Laird et al.
(1987) or ACT-R by Anderson (1996)). The same holds true for 2T*, in which memory
modules are visualized as circular shapes, whereas processing/deliberation nodes
are rectangular. The various memory modules serve different purposes concerning
persistence, access restrictions, scalability and information rate.
To conclude the architecture definition, I define the responsibilities of the layers
and the various modules. This is done via the principle of Separation of Concerns.
Separation of Concerns is an elementary concept of elaborated software architectures.
This important principle of modern system engineering tries to reduce complexity
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through abstraction and a clear allocation of responsibilities. “Separation of concerns
can also be characterized as introducing a loose coupling between concerns. The
effect of the loose coupling is that changes to one concern have a limited or no
effect on other concerns. Single concerns can be flexibly changed or exchanged
without affecting other concerns.” (Hürsch and Lopes (1995)) There are many
important concerns relevant for controlling complex robotic systems. Radestock and
Eisenbach (1996) identified the concerns Computation, Communication, Configuration
and Coordination as being one of the most important. Hürsch and Lopes (1995)
identified more concerns, such as Class Organization, Synchronization, Location
Control and Failure Recovery and, furthermore, proposed separation techniques for
and composition of concerns. In the following I will list all major ones and point to
the place in the architecture, where the specific concern is treated.
• Computation: In general, all instructions performed by a computer can be
referred to as computation or calculation. In the context of this architecture I
differentiate between two classes of computations: Computation for (sensor)
data processing and computation for action selection and parameterization.
Sensor data processing is done in the functional layer (e.g., in the context of
environment modeling and path planning, object detection, and map generation
and navigation). The computation for action selection and parameterization
is done in the decision tier. This includes behavior execution, (semantic) task
planning, and knowledge generation and processing.
• Communication: All modules have to receive data, based on which they
perform their calculations. Computed results are then forwarded to other
nodes for further computation. The communication is done by one or several
middlewares, which connect all modules inside and between the respective
layers.
• Synchronization: Normally, data must be able to be received in the order
it was sent. Furthermore, some nodes need their data to be timely aligned
(e.g., the two image streams for stereo matching). Thus, it must be possible to
synchronize data relative to their timestamps and send order. A middleware has
to offer possibilities to do so. When talking about synchronization in terms of
concurrent action execution and coordination, the procedural task control has
to offer respective features.
• Real-Time Constraints: An important concern identified by Hürsch and Lopes
(1995) is the ability to serve real-time constraints. Especially for manipulator
or UAV control this is imperative. Dedicated hardware and software modules
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rely on the real-time property (controllers, filters etc.). The operating system
and at least one middleware have to support real-time communication.
• Configuration: Configuration as defined by Radestock and Eisenbach (1996)
handles the challenge of defining which nodes talk to which other nodes and
which data streams or communication channels are used. Obviously, also
dynamic system re-configurations during runtime can be a crucial aspect. Both
are the responsibility of the process manager and the procedural task control.
• Location Control: In order to decide, which node runs on which computer in a
distributed system, location control is used. One major goal of this distribution
is optimizing the distributed system concerning load and communication costs.
The process manager is responsible for this task.
• Parametrization: One way to achieve high reusability is that all components
offer a broad set of parameterization possibilities. This especially holds true
for all robot capabilities, called by the procedural task control. Offering many
parameterization possibilities lead to a reduced total set of primitive actions,
which have to be defined in order to access all robot capabilities.
• Coordination: Coordination is the key feature of the executive layer and the
planning layer. While the executive layer contains many domain-specific routines and cares about the specific sub-task- or object-dependent coordination,
the planning layer is responsible for general, task-related, cross-domain coordination.
• Persistence: In order to be able to recover from system reboots (e.g., because
of severe system failures), concepts responsible for storing robot knowledge in
a persistent format is required. Task-related data, the robot’s belief state and
execution histories have to be stored in order to be able to debug the system.
The world model, the persistent high level task memory and the semantic task
logging are responsible for that.
• Composition: Composition is the major approach to tackle complex problems
by using the principle of “divide and conquer”. Each component has to employ
this important principle in order for their concepts being understandable,
modifiable and reusable.
• Analyzability or Debuggability: Every node has to offer easy possibilities to
analyze and debug its behavior. Common means are informative logging
outputs, useful comments, graphical visualizations and various verbosity or
debug levels configurable upon startup or even during runtime.
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• Failure Recovery: Failure recovery is another complex concern identified by
Hürsch and Lopes (1995). If possible, each component has to perform local
failure recovery on its own. In a complex system, failures have naturally
complex reasons that can only be identified by components with a lot of context
information, i.e., the procedural task control.

2.5

The Lightweight Rover Unit (LRU)

This section highlights the complexity of real systems, which is not present for agents
in artificial problem spaces, such as the blocks world (see Gupta and Nau (1992)) or
the Wumpus world (see Russell and Norvig (1995)). This includes a high domain, task
and robot complexity, non-deterministic actions, uncertainty in both the symbolic and
sub-symbolic domain, sensor noise and non-linear behavior of manipulator actuation.
The LRU is one of the more complex, autonomous mobile robots in literature (see
Schuster et al. (2016), Wedler et al. (2015) and Schuster et al. (2017)). We used it in
various real world scenarios including the SpaceBot Camp competition (see Schuster
et al. (2016)), the ROBEX Moon-analogue demonstration mission (see Lehner et al.
(2018)) and the ARCHES project (see Schuster et al. (2019)).
In the following, I will describe how we implemented the 2T* on the LRU. Fig. 2.6
shows the architecture of the LRU robot with the focus on the software modules. The
colors of the figure are identical to the colors of Fig. 2.4. This allows for an easy
mapping between the abstract architecture definition and the implemented software
modules.
The figure’s main intent is to show compositional information, i.e., which software
module belongs to which 2T* layer. The control and data flow of the functional
layer was already shown in 2T* definition and is omitted for clarity purposes. For
an in-depth explanation of the data flow inside the functional layer I refer to our
previous publication (see Schuster et al. (2017)). The names of the software modules
are omitted as well, except for middlewares and those modules that will be presented
in detail in this work. Instead of the name, the functional capability of each node is
shown.
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Figure 2.6: The 2T* architecture (see Fig. 2.4) as implemented on the LRU robot. A more
detailed visualization of the functional layer including data and logic flow is given by
Schuster et al. (2017).
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The Hardware Layer

Figure 2.7: Selected hardware characteristics of the LRU robot.

Fig. 2.7 shows a picture of the LRU rover including selected properties about actuator
and sensor types and positions.
The design goals when building the LRU were to create a small and agile space rover
prototype. The length of the LRU is 1.09m and the width is 0.73m. In total, the LRU
weights about 43kg. It is able to drive with up to 1.1m/s through rough terrain, using
its individually powered and steered wheels. They can be actuated independently
from each other allowing for turning in place or driving orthogonal to the robot’s
main travel direction. The rover’s bogie is mounted on two actuated joints that are
capable of controlling the bogie’s rotational position. This can be used to adjust the
center of mass in order to optimize stability and friction in rough terrain and steep
slopes. The robot’s wheels have been designed on the one hand to passively absorb
shocks that occur during movement (by the geometry and material of the spokes)
and on the other hand to provide a stiff robot structure for precise grasping.
The LRU is equipped with a Jaco2 manipulator, which provides high dexterous
abilities while satisfying LRU’s weight constrains (see Schuster et al. (2017)). It
only weights 5.4kg and can carry a payload of up to 2.5kg. Custom controllers have
been implemented for the manipulator that enable robust in-contact motions (in
the face of uncertainties concerning the robot position and its environment) and to
follow position-controlled trajectories precisely. A docking interface is mounted at
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Table 2.1: Overview of the DOFs of the LRU robot.

robot element

# DOFs

# installed # DOFs total

single part

total

wheel

2

4

8

bogie actuator

1

2

2

Jaco2

6

1

6

docking interface

1

1

1

pan-tilt unit

2

1

2
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the robot’s flange. It is capable of docking to a standardized counterpart, which can
be mounted on various objects such as payload boxes and scientific instruments, e.g.,
shovels or geophones (see Chpt. 7.1). Table 2.1 summarizes all DOFs (i.e., all robot
actuators) and maps them to the respective robot component.
Table 2.2: Overview of the sensors of the LRU robot. Low level sensors such as encoders or
potentiometers are omitted.

sensor

location

purpose

#

stereo camera

pan-tilt unit

navigation

1

color camera

pan-tilt unit

navigation

1

ground camera

rear bogie

object detection

1

lander camera

rear bogie

object detection

1

center IMU

body

manipulator IMU
force-torque sensors

rover attitude estimation 1

manipulator mounting arm attitude estimation
Jaco2

force sensing

1
6
11

As required for real space missions our robot is only equipped with sensors having
low power footprints and offering a high robustness level. In contrast to LIDAR
systems, camera-based systems (as used for LRU) are superior in terms of weight,
power consumption and robustness concerning heat, vibration and radiation. Thus,
our computer vision software components (such as object localization, navigation
and mapping) fully rely on mono and stereo camera data. For navigation, a sufficient
camera field of view is required to detect obstacles and create a reachability map for
local path planning. Thus, the LRU is equipped with a pan-tilt unit able to tilt the
front cameras by 90 deg and to pan them by up to 180 deg (90 deg in each direction).
For manipulation, two static, high resolution cameras are mounted on the rear part
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of the rover. By using those cameras, the robot can detect objects of interest on the
ground or higher up at the lander. By using the information of the object detection
the LRU can create a model of the robot’s surroundings in order to plan collision-free
trajectories for object manipulation.
We use several Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU)s to estimate the robot’s state. One
IMU is used in an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) setup for improving the ego motion
estimation. The second one is used to determine the direction of gravity, which is
needed for the manipulator’s impedance controller to compensate the gravitation
force during in-contact motions. The LRU needs two IMUs as the kinematics between
the rover’s main body (where the center IMU is is fixed) and the rear bogie (where the
manipulation IMU is attached) is not static. The robot’s main sensors are summarized
in Table 2.2.
All computations are performed onboard the robot, which enables the rover to
perform its task fully autonomously. The main computer is a main-board with an Intel
Core i7-3740QM CPU (2.70 GHz) and several interfaces such as PCI Express (PCIe),
Ethernet, external Serial AT Attachment (eSATA) and Universal Serial Bus (USB).
All main computation nodes (e.g., for navigation, object localization, manipulation
planning and mission control) run on this computer. Next to a BeagleBone Black
computer board with an Advanced RISC Machine (ARM) Cortex-A8 CPU (including a
custom cape) for accessing the Jaco2 joints we use a Spartan-6 FPGA board for stereo
matching. Finally, we employ an additional computer board with an Intel Atom
E3845 CPU (1.91 GHz) running a real-time operating system (RTLinux). It hosts the
lower-level realtime controller for the wheels, the bogie and the manipulator.
Although we use modern computation hardware built for terrestrial use (which allows
for fast research and development cycles), several parts of the software also run on
the Spartan FPGA. For these software parts, the transition to space-proof hardware
could be done without much effort as the VHDL code could be easily transferred to
radiation hardened FPGAs.
Next to the computation units, also the PCDU was built according to space requirements, such as safety for the mission and safety for the equipment. The unit delivers
power to all system components by using several buses (24V and 12V). The PCDU
is capable of choosing the best power source in a seamless, uninterrupted manner,
i.e., if the voltage of the first battery drops it switches to the second battery without
suspending other system components (same holds true if the rover is connected or
disconnected from an external power supply).
More information about the hardware layer aspects of LRU can be found in the work
by Schuster et al. (2017).
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The Software Layers

Another intent of Fig. 2.6 is to show the complexity of LRU’s software stack. Three different middlewares are used by the LRU in order to account for various requirements.
All three are used for hardware abstraction and for inter-module communication
in the functional layer. On top of that, each middleware has dedicated features:
Links and Nodes (see Florian Schmidt and Robert Burger (2014)) was built for highfrequency realtime-critical communication especially suitable for low-level controller,
Sensornet (see Schuster et al. (2017)) is used for high-bandwidth camera image transmission and Robot Operating System (ROS) offers powerful logging and visualization
(e.g., RViz, see Quigley et al. (2009)) capabilities.
The sophisticated control module offers a broad set of controllers ranging from
cartesian and joint position controllers to cartesian and joint impedance controllers
using torque control via pulse-with modulation (PWM). Next to the controller suite
for the manipulator there are also controllers and interfaces for the wheels and the
pan-tilt unit.
In terms of sensor processing, multiple processes are running for the filtering, the
smoothing and the rectification of images. Furthermore, there are modules for
feature extraction (which is needed as input for the visual odometry), for stereo
matching using the FPGA, and for image stream mapping to align the depth camera
of the pan-tilt unit with its color camera. For diagnosis and health check, middleware
specific tools are used, e.g., the ROS diagnostics package3 .
The navigation component is another complex module offering a broad set of functionality. It does not depend on any external sensors such as a Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) but fully relies on visual and wheel odometry fused in a local
pose estimator (EKF) employing an IMU. The navigation solution offers both a local
obstacle detection, mapping and avoidance and a global navigation solution. For
the latter one, we have chosen a Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM)
approach, offering global path planning, waypoint navigation and map optimization
features (see Schuster (2019)).
The manipulation relies on a motion planner which is based on the Rapidly-Exploring
Random Tree (RRT) algorithm. It allows to add various constraints to a motion task
including geometric, joint and dynamic constraints (see Lehner et al. (2018)). The
RAFCON global variable manager is used for resource management and is further
described in Sec. 6.2.1. More information about the modules of the functional layer
can be found in Schuster et al. (2017).
3 http://wiki.ros.org/diagnostics
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In the executive layer the procedural task control is performed by RAFCON (see
Brunner et al. (2016b)). The implementation of the graphical task control language
is presented in Chpt. 4. RAFCON’s features are also used for the intermediate task
memory and part of the experience data logging.
For the world model, we employ a graph database based solution, which will be
further explained in Sec. 4.4.2.

Figure 2.8: Architecture of the mission control framework ROSMC.

For manual semantic planning the high level mission control framework ROSMC (see
Sakagami (2020)) is used, which is based on ROS’s RViz (see Quigley et al. (2009)),
the ROS integration for the Qt GUI framework4 (rqt) and RAFCON (see Fig. 2.8).
It enables non-roboticists to control a heterogeneous team of robots with different
capabilities. Next to the command window, listing all executed and future actions
per robot, the map window allows for easy tracking the robots current state and
position on a 3D map. Fig. 2.9 shows a screenshot of the map window, allowing
for directly creating new robot actions by interacting with the 3D meshes of the
positions of interest (labeled as Task Markers in the figure) or the robotic agents.
Furthermore, the map window allows for visualizing different map layers such as the
3D map recorded by the robotic agents navigation system and a map indicating the
network signal strength. ROSMC maintains the high level task memory for tracking
all mission-relevant high level data (such as robot status, POIs, ROIs and the status of
scientific instruments). Furthermore, it keeps track of all future and already achieved
mission goals (and sub-goals).
For automated semantic planning, the RTT planning plugin of RAFCON is employed.
As the plugin does not belong to the core of my contribution they are presented in
more detail in Appendix D.
The Links and Nodes process manager manages all processes including monitoring
4 https://www.qt.io/
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Figure 2.9: The map window of the ROSMC mission control framework. Different markers
offer different interaction possibilities for the user such as placing a region of interest or
creating new actions. In this screenshot, two layers blend over each other: the map created
by the robot navigation system and a map indicating the network signal strength.

their startup and runtime-dependencies, checking the process outputs for warnings
and errors, and automating startup and shutdown of whole process groups. More
information about the manager can be found in the work by Florian Schmidt and
Robert Burger (2014).
In summary, more than 100 software processes are executed in parallel on top of the
operating system processes. More than 30 developers created the software modules.
These aspects motivate a sophisticated versioning and Continuous Integration (CI)
infrastructure used for guaranteeing consistency of the system (for more information
again see Schuster et al. (2017)).
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three

Overview of Task Control
Frameworks for Autonomous
Robots
In this chapter, I will classify all major task control frameworks of the related work
concerning their supported features. The features are selected based on their ability
to satisfy task requirements of common application domains. At the end of the
chapter, the advantages and disadvantages of graphical task control frameworks will
be discussed.
Many papers about various types of task control frameworks have been published
so far. I have investigated an extensive amount of related work and compared their
concepts. There have also been published several survey papers about this topic,
most notably the work by Ingrand and Ghallab (2017). On the one hand, I refer
to their work at various places throughout this chapter and will analyze their most
important, analyzed frameworks. On the other hand, I skip much purely theoretical
work and work only tested in simplified simulations, e.g., blocks world (see Gupta
and Nau (1992)) and Wumpus world (see Russell and Norvig (1995)).
First and foremost, I focus on frameworks that have been implemented and tested
in real experiments on real robots, or that are very promising and currently under
development. On top of that, purely educational frameworks such as Scratch by
Resnick et al. (2009) or NXT-G by Kelly (2010) are disregarded as they do not
target challenging, real use cases as their coverable complexity is limited. Finally,
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I neglect all frameworks, whose concepts are not fully published or whose code is
not accessible, e.g., RAPs by Firby (1995), RMPL by Williams et al. (2003), RPL by
McDermott (1991), PRS by Ingrand et al. (1996) or COLBERT by Konolige (1997). An
exception to this are very popular, commercial frameworks such as Matlab Simulink
or LabVIEW.
Table 3.1 gives an overview of all compared task control frameworks including
references to both the approach description and one of the most notable experiments,
in which the respective task control implementation was used in. The table does
not rank the framework in any sense. The order was chosen purely to optimize the
presentation and clarity, which becomes more clear in later sections, where I compare
these frameworks using various features and keep the exact same order as in this
table.
In order to get a reasonable understanding of each framework I compare them using
their supported features. The importance of a feature can be estimated by analyzing
its ability to solve a common task requirement. The next section analyzes major robot
application domains in order to identify such task requirements.

3.1

Deriving Task Requirements from Application Domains

Robots are and will be able to be used in a multitude of domains. In this section I
will focus on four major domains which are:
• collaborative industrial production
• autonomous, industrial mobile production
• domestic services
• planetary exploration in space
Collaborative industrial production (see Steinmetz et al. (2018)) refers to future
tasks, in which humans and robots cooperatively assemble and create products.
From the robot’s perspective, this includes tool handling, tool application (like
screwing) and lifting of heavy objects in order to help a human to assemble other
parts. Autonomous industrial mobile production areas are normally controlled
environments, where no interaction with humans and other unknown agents is
necessary (except for collision avoidance), such as agriculture (see King (2017)) or
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Table 3.1: List of all task control frameworks analyzed this chapter.
Task Control Framework

Framework Definition
Reference

Experiment Reference

Xabsl

Loetzsch et al. (2006)

Loetzsch et al. (2006)

TDL

Simmons and Apfelbaum (1998)

Simmons et al. (2003)

CRAM + openEASE

Beetz et al. (2010)

Beetz et al. (2011)

OpenPRS + IxTeT

Ingrand et al. (1996)

Ingrand et al. (2007)

Teleo-Reactive Programs (TRPs) +
T-REX (incl. EUROPA)

Nilsson (1993) + Frank and
Jónsson (2003)

Nilsson (1984) + McGann et al.
(2008)

SOAR

Laird (2012)

Puigbo et al. (2013)

ROSPlan

Cashmore et al. (2015)

Cashmore et al. (2015)

SmartTCL + SmartMDSD

Steck and Schlegel (2010)

Dennis et al. (2016)

Smach

Bohren and Cousins (2010)

Bohren et al. (2011)

Fawkes + Golog

Niemueller et al. (2009) +
Levesque et al. (1997)

Srinivasa et al. (2012) +
Hofmann et al. (2016)

YARP-Behavior-Trees

Colledanchise and Ögren (2014)

Colledanchise and Natale
(2018)

Robot Task Commander

Hart et al. (2014)

Hart et al. (2014)

ROS Commander

Hai Nguyen et al. (2013)

Hai Nguyen et al. (2013)

FlexBE

Schillinger et al. (2016)

Schillinger et al. (2016)

RoboFlow

Alexandrova et al. (2015)

Alexandrova et al. (2015)

Interaction Composer

Glas et al. (2016)

Glas et al. (2016)

ALICA

Opfer et al. (2019)

Opfer et al. (2017)

Matlab Simulink Stateflow

Mathworks (2019)

Haddadin et al. (2011)

Modelica State Machines

Elmqvist et al. (2012)

Pohlmann et al. (2012)

LabVIEW State Machines

Bitter et al. (2007)

Indrawati et al. (2015)

CS:APEX

Buck and Zell (2019)

Buck and Zell (2019)

Urbi

Baillie (2005)

Kruijff-Korbayová et al. (2011)

Coregraphe

Pot et al. (2009)

Pot et al. (2009)

ArmarX

Wächter et al. (2016)

Wächter et al. (2016)

RoboChart

Miyazawa et al. (2019)

Miyazawa et al. (2017)

RAFCON

Brunner et al. (2016a)

Brunner et al. (2018)

logistics and simple packaging (see Dömel et al. (2017)). Domestic services refer to
tasks such as cleaning and cooking (see Beetz et al. (2011)). Finally, the domain of
planetary exploration in space include such scenarios as already presented in the
introduction of this thesis, i.e., exploration of unknown terrain, setup of scientific
instruments, and sample return missions.
There are many more application domains that are not going to be tackled for various
reasons but which can be added to this comparison analogously. Classical robots in
manufacturing, for example, are already used in industry a lot, but are not interest55
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ing with respect to autonomy challenges. Exploration in mines or other sub-terrain
structures are similar to the space domain as the challenges are complementary, with
the exception that a stronger prior concerning the map properties exist. Moreover,
Search & Rescue is very similar to space as the exploration and mapping part can
be comparably complex. The additional problems that arise in Search & Rescue
can complexity-wise be mapped to related challenges in space: e.g., the problem of
blocked passages can be mapped to re-planning in case of impassable terrain and
the rescuing of arbitrary objects can be mapped to sampling. Complex properties of
the entombed object can be mapped to the selection of complex sample properties.
Autonomous driving is also not covered as the task complexity is reduced as no manipulation is involved. Military missions such as reconnaissance or combat support
are not discussed here for ethical reasons.
Different tasks in the mentioned domains demand various requirements to be fulfilled.
Among the most important requirements are efficiency, robustness, scalability and
interaction abilities. The latter one determines the degree of autonomy needed for
a task, e.g., if a lot of interaction between the robot and another agent is required we
speak of high interaction abilities.

Space
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Table 3.2: Task requirements per robot application domain. The number of + shows the
importance of the requirement inside the domain. The mapping from the column colors to
the major requirements are: light gray - efficiency; gray - robustness; light teal - scalability;
teal - interaction ability
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3.2. Task Requirement Refinement

For all analyzed domains, Table 3.2 shows major task requirements needed to be
fulfilled by the task control software in order to be used in that domain. All major
requirements form their own class and consist of sub-requirements (i.e., members of
their class), which are further described in the next section. These sub-requirements
help to identify the real needs of tasks in the target domains. Relevant information
of the survey paper by Ingrand and Ghallab (2017) was used to perform the domain
classification.
For the collaborative industrial production domain, the major requirements are
represented by the efficiency class and the interaction ability class. The robustness
class is not as important as the human can easily handle a certain degree of fault
tolerance as long as safety constraints are obeyed by the robot. Similarly, the
scalability class is also not that relevant as in a collaborative setting, the human can
perform the more complex actions while the robot helps to hold and lift heavy objects
or delivers necessary parts for the next steps.
The requirements for the autonomous, industrial production domain consist of
all efficiency requirements. Analogous to the previous use case, the faster the
robot can work, the more economical is its purchase. As the robot does everything
autonomously, pre-calculation of future actions is possible as the interaction with
other agents can often be heavily reduced (compared to the collaborative industrial
domain). The latter point is also the reason, why interaction class requirements are
not as relevant in this domain.
For domestic services it is the opposite to the previous domain: robots have to interact
with other agents a lot but do not have to be as efficient as in industry. If cleaning
the floor needs some extra time, this does not mean economic loss immediately.
Finally, in space, the focus lies on task robustness and scalability, while efficiency
plays a smaller (but still relevant) role and interaction requirements are clearly the
least relevant part.

3.2

Task Requirement Refinement

In the following section I list and elaborate about all sub-requirements for each of
the four main requirement classes. Especially possibilities for (partially) realizing
them in task control frameworks are given.
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Table 3.3: Task efficiency requirements
Sub-Requirement

Framework Feature

Parallel action execution

Concurrencies

Action pre-computation

Pre-computation of actions by forward
simulation

Executing actions with low latencies

Maximum latency bounds for action selection
and execution by supporting realtime
capabilities

Efficiency Class: Table 3.3 shows possible task requirements in the efficiency class. In

many scenarios parallel action execution is crucial. Thus, a task control framework
has to support concurrency patterns. Furthermore, in many situations it might be
possible to calculate intermediate results (such as planning obstacle free trajectories
or calculating object poses) before their actual use, which leads to improved execution
speed and thus a higher efficiency. Finally, realtime support might be needed by some
tasks, e.g., for visual servoing.
Table 3.4: Task robustness requirements
Sub-Requirement

Framework Feature

Error detection and handling

Error detection and handling; errors modeled
as first order objects; includes error taxonomy

Preemption handling

Preemption handling (preemption signal as
first order object)

High level of redundancy

Error handling on multiple abstraction levels
by error handling forwarding

Behavior verification

Model checking

Robustness Class: Requirements related to robustness are given in Table 3.4. In order

to enable prolonged autonomous operations a high robustness level is imperative.
Error detection and handling can be fulfilled by a framework if errors are modeled as
first order objects. Error detection and handling is partially supported if errors are expressed implicitly by using default events with appropriate parameters. Furthermore,
an error taxonomy is required (e.g., by using and extending the error taxonomy of
the higher level programming language).
Often, tasks require an agent to preempt its current action and start another one. This
is especially relevant, when reacting to external events, dealing with other agents
or receiving new commands from a human operator. The framework supports this
requirement if preemption is modeled explicitly. It is supported only partially if
preemptions are achieved by (ab-)using default or already existing event types.
High redundancy can be achieved by being able to pass an error to various abstraction
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levels in case lower abstraction levels cannot handle it. This is called Error Handling
Forwarding. A framework can support this in a dedicated way or indirectly by using
task-dependent, custom parameters or data flows for error forwarding. While this
is easy for textual languages (try - catch - except - re-raise patterns) this features is
more difficult to support in a graphical manner.
Finally, many critical use cases (as in the space domain) require some system properties to always hold (e.g., enough energy for temperature regulation) or never hold
(process starvation). Model checking can be used to solve this challenge.
Table 3.5: Task scalability requirements
Sub-Requirement

Framework Feature

High task complexity

Modularity

High task variability

Generality of robotic skills
Semantic planner integration

High analyzability

Explicit modeling of data flow
Monitoring capabilities during execution
Semantic task analysis and profiling

Scalability Class: Scalability is a very broad term and can refer to scalability in terms

of complexity, analyzability or implementability. The more complex a task gets
(number of actions, parameterization possibilities), the higher the need for modular
designs and the ability to write generic skills. In order to tackle highly variable tasks
planning components can be integrated or a high degree of skill generality has to
be achieved. In terms of analyzability, offline and online debugging and monitoring
concepts, semantic task analysis and profiling tools are crucial. Debugging includes
the analysis of control flow and data flow, and the online inspection of executed
actions. Profiling concepts focus on analyzing action histories in order to find
robustness or performance bottlenecks. It mostly requires a descriptive action model
which allows for efficient querying and filtering of action types and parameter
semantics. For both, monitoring and profiling, graphical tools can enhance the clarity
and speed of information retrieval drastically.
Table 3.6: Task requirements for interaction abilities
Sub-Requirement

Framework Feature

Behavior anticipation of other agents

Observer structures

Understanding of high level commands

Semantic action abstraction

Explainability of the robot’s behavior including its
current objectives

Visual or auditive presentation of the robot’s
internal state and the current actions’
parameterization
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Interaction Class: As shown in the last section, behavior anticipation of other agents

is highly important. This requires the estimation of the internal state (e.g., via
Markov Models), which requires the observation of the other agent. This means that
a framework at least has to offer observer structures, i.e., parallel execution branches
able to monitor certain system states able to preempt the current behavior execution
if needed.
Moreover, the understanding of high level commands is crucial, especially if humans
with no robotics expertise (non-experts) are involved in the task. For example, the
system must be able to process commands such as: “Fetch the blue container from
the workbench and bring it to me”. The command specification can be done using
natural language or using an UI for action selection. The robot must be able to
understand the high level command and map it to its own skills.
Finally, if the human’s decisions depend on the robot’s acting, the robot must be able
to publish its internal state (e.g., show a human the progress state of an action).
Especially, graphical or auditive feedback (e.g., showing the robot’s world model,
the execution history or the action parameters) are suitable for showing the robot’s
internal state to both robotic experts and non-experts.

3.3

Framework Classification by Tasks Requirements

In the following, all task control frameworks listed in the beginning of this chapter
are analyzed concerning the features identified in the previous section.
Table 3.7 gives an overview of which task requirements are fulfilled by the respective
task control frameworks listed in Table 3.1. Frameworks can support a feature
completely (denoted with “x”), partially (denoted with “(x)”) or not at all (denoted
with an empty space). I do not claim that the requirements or features lists are
complete. However, these requirements have been considered in many of the task
control frameworks as central aspects. Furthermore, this table can be easily extended
if required and all the following examinations and classifications can be performed
analogously. As for Table 3.1, Table 3.7 does not rank the frameworks in any
manner. Every framework has various advantages and disadvantages and I compare
the frameworks only by a subset of all possible features. A detailed discussion of
all frameworks is out of the scope of this work. However, I give a more detailed
comparison of my approach with the most relevant frameworks in each theoretical
chapter and a final summary in Chpt. 7.2.
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Task Control Framework

Table 3.7: Features supported by different task programming frameworks.
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The sheer amount and variety of existing task control frameworks raises the question,
why a new framework had to be created in the scope of this work. The answer is
that none of the available frameworks offered all prerequisites for my work, which
include: source code availability, ability for data flow modeling (which is relevant for
task analysis and mandatory for autonomous execution optimization) and dynamic
behavior modifications during runtime. I discarded most frameworks because of
their missing data flow modeling feature. From the remaining frameworks, Simulink,
LabVIEW and Task Commander had to be filtered out because of their non-existing
or limited access to the source code. As they additionally do not support any features
for modeling semantic information they could not serve as base framework for
my objectives. This resulted in four remaining framework: RobotFlow, Modelica,
CS::APEX and ArmarX. RobotFlow, CS::APEX and ArmarX had not been published at
the time RAFCON was invented. Finally, Modelica was not the right tool as it focuses
on the modeling of complex systems (containing mechanical, electrical, hydraulic or
thermal sub-components), does not offer concepts for creating abstract skill models
with semantics and omits dynamic behavior changes during program runtime.
The number of frameworks in Table 3.7 supporting a graphical editor or visualizer
is bigger than the number of purely textual frameworks (a “(x)” in the last column
means that only a graphical visualizer for the task control language exists but no
graphical editor). This could lead to the conclusion that there are more graphical
tools for task control than textual ones. That conclusion, however, is not true. There
are several reasons for this. On the first hand, as I already mentioned above, I
neglected frameworks for which no source code is available. This holds true for
many older, textual frameworks dating back several decades. On the other hand, I
neglect mostly theoretical frameworks having only be applied on virtual problems
(as mentioned above as well). Finally, many frameworks with a graphical component
use textual languages or planners (e.g., Golog, EUROPA, IxTeT etc.) to enhance their
capabilities. Thus, these textual approaches have not been listed redundantly in a
dedicated row. Nevertheless, the trend to more graphical representations cannot be
denied. The next section presents main advantages of the graphical approach.

3.4

Motivating the Graphical Approach

In the famous survey paper “Metacognitive Theories of Visual Programming: What do
we think we are doing?” Blackwell (1996) refers to much related work, which shows
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several advantages of Visual Programming Languages (VPL)s compared to textual
languages.
VPLs can improve productivity as they are more readable than textual languages,
and easy to learn, to write and to understand (see Blackwell (1996)). The learning
rate is increased because concrete words (i.e., figures) are easier to remember than
abstract ones (i.e., text). Moreover, related work from situated logic shows that
there are diagram formats that “increase the specificity in a problem representation ”
(Blackwell (1996)). There are more examples for these claims given by other authors:
Graphical programming for FPGAs can be used by mechatronic system designers and
researchers to quickly develop robust and high-performance applications (see Falcon
and Trimborn (2006)). Furthermore, Sheppard et al. (1982) highlight the power of
hierarchical ideograms, which have a significant positive effect on the performance
of programmers on software-related tasks. On top of that, the famous system design
platform LabVIEW saves design time when constructing FPGA based hardware tests
(see Verret and Thompson (2010)). Finally, VPLs can reduce the complexity of the
game development process. “Reducing the complexity of developing games means,
among other things, a reduction in the effort required for writing video games.
This reduction in effort translates into a shorter time spent programming the game”
(Hernandez and Ortega (2010)).
Another advantage of VPLs is that they help to express problem structure and
thus to get an overview of the problem and the program quickly. If relationships
between entities are modeled via lines instead of textual symbols, a developer can
follow the routes of control or data flow more easily. Relationships can be modeled
more explicit “as locality and topological connection between elements reduce the
need to label corresponding items. Reduced labeling accounts for observations that
visual representation of an abstract expression syntax can reveal hidden semantic
relationships” (Blackwell (1996)).
The next major advantage of VPLs is their ability to use more dimensions. These
additional dimensions can be used to “convey semantics” (Burnett (1999)). Examples
of such additional dimensions are the use of multi-dimensional objects, the use
of spatial relationships, or the use of the time dimension to specify ’before-after’
semantic relationships” (Burnett (1999)). Especially, spatial relations of icons in
Visual Programming (VP) help finding particular functions (Blackwell (1996)). VP
often enables the modeling in two dimensions by providing a drawing area consisting
of a x- and y-axis. This can be superior to text, which can represent information
just in one dimension (if indents are not taken into account). Thus, the additional
dimension of 2D can be used to visualize complex constructs more easily. However,
for presenting highly multi-dimensional problems in an concise, comprehensive way,
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one additional dimension of visualization is often not sufficient. “Once a system is
sufficiently complex that encapsulation becomes necessary, hidden dependencies are
just as problematic in text as in visual languages” (Blackwell (1996)). Yet, taking
Continuous Visual Abstraction into account (as defined in Sec. 4.2.2 as one of my
contributions), unlimited space becomes available for modeling multidimensional
symbols, which is a promising approach to reduce this encapsulation problem.
Another superiority of VPLs opposed to textual languages is that they can be more
expressive. Symbols and pictures contain more information than text does (Blackwell
(1996)). Visual blocks are more self-explanatory as they can make use of intuitive
icons. The classical saying “A picture is worth a thousand words” does of course
not always fit, especially in some strongly formalized contexts such as algebraic
expressions. However, there “are strong objections to the idea that the visual sensory
modality is some kind of high speed data network” (Blackwell (1996)). The fact
that humans prefer pictures to words (Shu (1986)), videos to books (Tanimoto
and Glinert (1986)) and graphs to tables (Tanimoto and Glinert (1984)) is another
evidence for the superiority of the visual sensory modality. “The superiority of VP
languages is most broadly expressed by appealing to the impressive capacity of the
human brain for image processing” (Blackwell (1996)). This is supported by Myers
(1986), who claims that the human mind is optimized for vision, and Ford and Tallis
(1993) making the statement that shapes are easier to process than words. There are
other opinions that highlight the expressiveness of textual programming languages,
with Lisp being at the forefront (see Jr. and Gabriel (1993)). Nevertheless, VP seems
to be a reasonable choice also for Lisp programmers as a famous example of Bresson
et al. (2009) shows. They offer a comprehensive development environment with a
graphical Integrated Development Environment (IDE) based on Lisp called PatchWork
Graphical Language (PWGL).
On top of the previously described advantages, VPLs can “represent an existing
mental model better than text can” (Blackwell (1996)). A good mental model helps
to bridge the “semantic gap between the programmer’s conceptual model of what
his program is supposed do, and the computational model of the program itself”
(Blackwell (1996)). Huang and Cakmak (2015) stress the importance of the mental
model of the programmer during programming. They claim that each programmer
has to build a mental model of the code. If the model and the code align, they speak of
high mental model accuracy, if they do not align, they call it mental model inaccuracy.
More evidence of VP supporting the mental model was shown by Navarro-Prieto
and Cañas (2001): “In general, the results showed evidence that imagery influences
programmers’ mental representations”. Furthermore, they made clear that “images
optimize access to semantic information”. In particular, they performed a substantial
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amount of research related to spreadsheet programming. They made the discovery
that the “mental structure of the spreadsheet programmers had more information
about both control and dataflow” than the programmers relying on textual languages.
Finally, Blackwell (1996) makes clear that VPLs help users to spent less energy to
get the syntax right (as this is performed by the VP framework) such that they can
fully concentrate onto the semantics of the program. For example, VPs can free the
programmer from writing boiler plate code or from making sure that parentheses
match (see Diaz-Herrera and Flude (1980)). Of course, also VPLs need syntax. The
“real advance in VP is achieved by assisting the programmer to translate a set of
design semantics from one syntax to another” (Blackwell (1996)).
Blackwell (1996) admits that VP is not the ’superlativism’ of programming as Green
et al. (1991) tries to make clear five years before. Green showed that there are
indeed examples in which visual languages are inferior to text languages. It is always
a matter of what kind of problem is faced, or in which domain the challenges reside:
“Different representations are good for different things” (Blackwell (1996)).
VP always comes with the issue of creating an IDE enabling the user to create the
Visual Language. This has the advantage that VP allows for programming, debugging
and performance analysis in a single consistent framework (Browne et al. (1995)).
On top of that, “Visual environments provided a more positive user experience,
alongside a reduced perceived workload and higher perceived success” (Booth and
Stumpf (2013)). A good example for a VP IDE is FLAIR, a user friendly graphical
interface for FLUKA, a multipurpose transport Monte Carlo code, for calculations
of particle transport and interactions with matter. According to Vlachoudis (2009)
it quickly became very popular, is very robust and stable under the heavy test and
greatly increased the learning curve of the new-users. Next to useful features such as
auto-complete, IDEs can constrain the programmer during design time in a way, that
(common) mistakes are not possible or immediately highlighted, e.g., typos, wrong
data types or the use of special operators in a certain context (e.g., in C++ the use
of ”auto“ while iterating over an Eigen data type). Of course, pre-commit checks or
compiler warnings can also disclose the existence of errors before runtime but in a
subsequent step and not directly during editing.
Apart from these general advantages of visual languages, interesting insights related
to robotics have already been gained. One example is the graphical programming
approach called Graphical State Space Programming (GSSP), which appears to
greatly improve the efficiency of code development for typical robot plans, as Li et al.
(2011) have examined. Also, flowcharts, which are often (directly or via a dialect)
used for control flow design were studied. Curtis et al. (1989) discovered that a
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flowchart representation was superior to textual pseudo code when the task involved
tracing flow of control. Furthermore, he claims that visuals can be easier to reason
about for programs that are related to flow control. Finally, Brooke and Duncan
(1980) show how flowcharts help to trace execution flow and localize the area where
the bug is located.
Although the advantages of VP for control flow and data flow related task become
increasingly obvious, there are many task frameworks for robot control, which do
not rely on VP (see Table 3.1). Interestingly, the majority of those ’textual’ task
programming frameworks use tree-like or flowchart structures for explaining their
concepts in their papers. CRAM, for example, uses graphical fluent networks, code trees
or task trees (see Mösenlechner (2016), Kazhoyan and Beetz (2018) and Kazhoyan
et al. (2018)), Xabsl applies option graphs (see Loetzsch et al. (2006)), TDL uses also
task trees (see Simmons (1988)), and for planning in Golog Hofmann et al. (2016)
leverages assertion graphs. On top of that, Teleo-Reactive Programs uses T-R trees
(see Nilsson (1993)) and SOAR uses subgoal trees (see Laird et al. (1987)). Thus, it
is reasonable to conclude that tree-like structures or flowcharts are a meaningful way
to design, structure and program complex robotic behavior.
One question the reader might ask while reading this chapter is: Why do not all
task control frameworks rely on graphical programming? There are two striking
reasons for this: At the one hand, many people still like textual programming better
for various reasons (also based on habits) (see Blackwell (1996) and Green et al.
(1991)). On the other hand, the effort for creating a textual DSL versus creating
a VPL differs substantially. Defining a DSL in e.g., Lisp is a common practice and
straightforward, as a substantial amount of documentation therefore exists (e.g., see
Fowler (2010)). In opposite to textual languages, VPLs must ship with an IDE as there
are no IDEs for arbitrary VPLs yet. The effort for building and maintaining IDEs for
(graphical) programming languages is very high. This is shown by several numbers
such as the size of companies selling IDEs (such as MathWorks, Microsoft, JetBrains,
Adobe or National Instruments) and especially the number of IDE contributors (such
as for Simulink1 , JetBrains’ IDEs2 , Eclipse 3 or Visual Studio Code4 ).

1 https://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/answers/contributors/
2 https://www.jetbrains.com/company/index.html
3 https://www.eclipse.org/org/foundation/reports/annual_report.php
4 https://github.com/Microsoft/vscode
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four

Engineering Complex Robotic
Behavior: A Graphical Approach
The goal of a task control language is to enable a robotics engineer to effectively
program various plans for robots, allowing them to solve complex tasks. As shown in
the previous chapters, sequential, parallel and conditional behavior needs to be easily
representable with such a language. Easy debugging, error and preemption handling,
modularization and generalization capabilities are further task control features such
a language has to offer. In this chapter I present a task control language that
builds upon the HPFD formalization, which I originally introduced in my previously
published paper Brunner et al. (2016b).

4.1

Hierarchical, Parallel, Finite State Machines with Data Flows
(HPFDs)

Before presenting the formal definition of HPFDs, I describe their core concepts in
a general manner. Thereafter, I highlight the world model architecture for HPFDs,
needed to cover complex robotic use cases.

Chapter 4. Engineering Complex Robotic Behavior: A Graphical Approach

4.1.1

Core Concepts

The core of the task control language are hierarchical, concurrent state machines.
Their main elements are shown in the UML diagram of Fig. 4.1. Subsequently, every
item of the diagram is described.

Figure 4.1: The basic components of HPFD state machines using an UML class diagram

States A HPFD is a hierarchical structure of states, with a single state at the highest

hierarchy level called the root state. Basically, there a three different types of states:
HierarchyStates, ConcurrencyStates and ExecutionStates.
HPFDs can be directly mapped to trees (see Fig. 4.2 for an example), in which
all leaves are ExecutionStates and all non-leaf-nodes are either HierarchyStates or
ConcurrencyStates. ExecutionStates do not have any child states but contain the code
of a high level programming language (such as Python), which is executed if the
state is activated. By using the high level programming language, arbitrary functions
such as IO-calls, API-calls or mathematical calculations can be performed.
HierarchyStates belong to the type of ContainerStates and can contain child states of
any type, which are called child states or children. The ContainerState is, accordingly,
called the parent state of its child states. The main function of HierarchyStates
is the modularization of HPFDs into different entities. Each HierarchyState has a
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Figure 4.2: The HPFDs in RAFCON can be represented as a tree. The root state, all direct
children of a HierarchyState (HS), as well as each direct child of a ConcurrencyState (CS)
can be considered as a separate, flat state machine (dashed rectangles). The leaves of the
tree are ExecutionStates (ES).

single state, which is defined as its entry state. The entry state is the first state to be
executed, when the HierarchyState is activated. A hierarchy waits for its currently
active child state to be finished and subsequently triggers the next state depending
on the outcome of the executed child.
Next to HierarchyStates, ConcurrencyStates belong to the type of ContainerStates as
well. All their children are executed concurrently if the ConcurrencyState is activated.
PreemptiveConcurrencyStates and BarrierConcurrencyStates are two manifestations
of the abstract ConcurrencyState type. BarrierConcurrencyStates synchronize the
execution of their children: all child states have to be finished before the execution can
continue. In the case of PreemptiveConcurrencyStates, all their children are executed
but as soon as one state finishes the other states are preempted. ConcurrencyStates
are needed to execute multiple tasks in parallel. This is often required in robotic
applications, if, e.g., some observers track important environment states with various
sensors while at the same time the robot navigates from one location to another.
Finally, there is a special type of states called LibraryState. It enables the programmer
to reuse other state machines by linking them into the LibraryState. This enables to
encapsulate functionality in a modular manner and allows for easy collaboration on
bigger state machines in larger developer teams.
As the reader may have noticed, a state in the context of HPFDs does not refer to a
state in the environment of a robot but to a state of the execution of a task.
Outcomes and transitions Every state possesses several outcomes which can be con-

nected to transitions. When finishing the execution of a state, it returns an outcome69
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ID, which exactly maps to one of the defined outcomes. A transition connects this
outcome to either another sibling state (i.e., a state which shares the same parent
state) or to an outcome of the parent ContainerState. If the transition connects to
a sibling state, it is simply executed. If the transition connects to the a parental
outcome, then the transition starting at this outcome is followed to the next state or
outcome etc.
If a state machine is started from the beginning, the root state is executed first. In
the case of an ExecutionState, simply its high level programming language code
is executed. If the root state is a HierarchyState, then a so-called start transition
selects the first state to execute. In the case of a ConcurrencyState all child states are
executed concurrently, as mentioned above. Thereby, outcomes and transitions define
the execution order of the state machine, which is called logical flow (in opposite to
the data flow, described in the next section).
Each state has at least three outcomes: a success, a preempted and an aborted outcome. The success is the default outcome of a state and is used if (in the case of
an ExecutionState) the internal computations were successful or (in the case of a
ContainerState) all child states of one execution branch executed successfully. The
developer can add arbitrarily more outcomes to a state, depending on its complexity.
The preempted outcome is essential if the state resides inside a PreemptiveConcurrencyState. The first child that finishes execution preempts all sibling states via its
parent. If a ContainerState is preempted, all its children are preempted recursively.
A preempted state always returns the preempted outcome. In the case of internal
computation errors (e.g., division by zero) an ExecutionState returns automatically
the aborted outcome.
A programmer can add transitions to the preempted and aborted outcomes if preemption handling or error handling procedures are desired (e.g., to maintain system
stability or to shutdown certain components before leaving a state or the state
machine). If the preempted or aborted outcome of a state is not connected to a
transition, the parental ContainerState is left at the respective outcome, i.e., again
either via preempted or via aborted. Thereby, the preemption outcome is propagated
up the hierarchy until the PreemptiveConcurrencyState, which is responsible for the
preemption, is reached. The error outcome is propagated until either an appropriate
signal handler (i.e., a state connected to the respective outcome) is reached at any
higher level hierarchy or the state machine is terminated.
Data ports and data flows HPFDs support variables with different visibility, i.e., global,

scoped and private. A global central variable store allows access from all hierarchy
levels in a thread safe manner. Furthermore, scoped variables are only visible on the
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same hierarchy level and are represented by data ports and data flows. States can
possess input and output data ports, and an output port can be connected by data
flows to one or several input ports of other states. During runtime, concrete values
are sent via data flows between ports of different states. Thus, data flows map the
value of a so called source port to the so called target port. As data flows are only
allowed between sibling states or between a child state and its parent, single data
flows cannot transfer data across several hierarchy levels. Finally, also private data is
supported by HPFDs which is only read- and writable by its state.
Data flows are the recommended way to organize the data of a complex task, as
they are explicitly visualized next to the transitions between states. The usage of
global variables can always be mapped to data flows. However, in some (implementation specific) cases, using global variables is more concise (e.g., for holding global
references to logger or communication objects). The differentiation between data
flow and logic flow is one of the major strengths of HPFDs and leads to an improved
overview. Also, the number and location of data access points can be retrieved in
linear time (see Sec. 4.3).
In our experience, trying to maintain the knowledge about the environment (i.e.,
the world state) in the state machine dramatically increases the complexity of task
programming and the system overview is lost soon, even within smaller tasks. Thus,
HPFDs have to be extended with an external knowledge base, i.e., a world model,
which will be described in Sec. 4.4.

4.1.2

HPFD Formalization

In this section I will provide the formal definition of HPFDs using set theory and
predicate logic. This formally distinguishes HPFDs from the other task control
languages mentioned in Sec. 3.
The execution semantics of the HPFD definition are similar to those of a Finite
State Transducers (FST) as defined by Moore (see Xavier (2005) for an overview of
state machine dialects): the actions of HPFDs take place inside the state and not
while transitioning to another state. One major difference is that in HPFDs, only
ExecutionStates perform actions. The results of those actions are mapped to discrete
outcomes.
In contrast to the execution semantics, the data handling of HPFDs is comparable
with the Mealy FST definition (see Xavier (2005)). However, in the Mealy model,
the input data for a state is linked to the transitions. In the HPFD formalization it is
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mapped to dedicated data flows, i.e., connections between states to exchange data.
Particularly, data is passed from output ports of states to input ports of other states
(1×n relation).
According to my prior publication (see Brunner et al. (2016b)) I provide the definition
of HPFDs, starting with their prerequisites.
Definition 1 (State) A state s is an entity having an execution mode and type: sem(s) ∈
{active, inactive}, type(s) ∈ {execution, hierarchy, concurrency}. The different states
are called ExecutionStates, HierarchyStates and ConcurrencyStates, respectively.
Definition 2 (RAFCON state machine tree (RST)) A RAFCON state machine tree
(RST) is a rooted tree G = (S, E) with r ∈ S being the root vertex. S is the set of
nodes and E is the set of edges which define the tree-order x < y (∀x ∈ S \ r : r < x),
following the definition by (Diestel, 2012, p. 13–15). All vertices s ∈ S are states,
therefore r is also titled the root state. All states s ∈ S with type(s) = execution must be
leaves of the tree. In Fig. 4.2, an example of a RAFCON state machine tree is shown.
Based on the tree-structure of RSTs, further relationships inside such trees are defined
as follows:
Definition 3 (Parent) In a RST G = (S, E), state p ∈ S is called a parent of state s ∈ S,
if p < s and p and s being neighbors (Diestel, 2012, p. 3) (i.e., share a common edge
e ∈ E). This is written as parent(p, s). The short hand notation for retrieving the parent
for a state s is p = parent(s).
Definition 4 (Children) In a RST G = (S, E), the children of a state p ∈ S, written as
children(p), is defined as the set of all s ∈ S : parent(p, s).
Definition 5 (Siblings) In a RST G = (S, E), two states s, s 0 ∈ S are said to be siblings
(write siblings(s, s 0)), if ∃p ∈ S : parent(p, s) ∧ parent(p, s 0). Note that s and s 0 can be
the same state.
The logic flow of HPFDs consists of the following two definitions.
Definition 6 (Logical port) A logical port is a couple l = (s, t) with state s and type
t ∈ {income, outcome}, outcome ∈ {aborted, preempted, common}. A logical port
with any type of outcome is literally called an outcome.
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Definition 7 (Transition) A transition is a couple t = (l 1 , l 2 ) with l 1 = (s 1 , outcome),
l 2 = (s 2 , income) both being logical ports and siblings(s 1 , s 2 ) holds. l 1 is called the source
port, l 2 the target port.
The data handling of HPFDs is described by the following four definitions.
Definition 8 (Data port) A data port is a triple d = (s, t, v) with state s, type t ∈
{input, output} and default value v ∈ A, whereat A is an arbitrary alphabet.
Definition 9 (Data flow) A data flow is a couple F = (d 1 , d 2 ) with d 1 = (s 1 , t 1 , v 1 ) and
d 2 = (s 2 , t 2 , v 2 ) both being data ports, which must fulfill
(siblings(s 1 , s 2 ) ∧ t 1 = output ∧ t 2 = input) ∨
(parent(s 1 , s 2 ) ∧ t 1 = t 2 = input)

∨

(parent(s 2 , s 1 ) ∧ t 1 = t 2 = output)
Thus, a data flow exists either between two sibling states or between a child and its
parent state.
Definition 10 (Data port value) Each data port d = (s, t, v) has a value a of a certain
alphabet Σ: value(d) = a. By default, value(d) = v. If t = output and type(s) =
execution, then the output function µ e determines this value (see Definition 12). If there
is a data flow f = (d 0, d), then the value of the source port d 0 defines the value of the
target port d: (value(d 0) = a 0) ⇒ (value(d) = a 0).
Definition 11 (Value vector) A value vector Vs 0,t 0 with state s 0 and data port type
t 0 ∈ {input, output} is a vector consisting of all values assigned to all ports of that type
at that state, thus [value(d 1 ), value(d 2 ), . . .] for all di = (s = s 0, t = t 0, vi ).
Based on the definition of states and their inter-relations, the formal notation of
HPFDs is provided next:
Definition 12 (HPFD) A hierarchical, parallel, finite state machine with data flows
(HPFD) is a 11-tuple (Σ,W , G, L,T , D, F , M, S exit ,Texit , P), where
• Σ is the data alphabet. This is typically R, but can also contain, e.g., strings or
lists.
• W (τ ) : τ 7→ Σn , n ∈ N is a vector function representing the robot’s world state at
time instance τ . This vector function serves as access to global variables (see the
core section) or sensor readings as well. In robotic contexts, Σ is neither finite nor
deterministic and thus neither are the elements of W (τ ).
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• G = (S, E) is a RST, with the set of states S being finite and non-empty.
• L is the set of logical ports, whereat ∀s ∈ S : (∃!l ∈ L : l = (s, income)) ∧ (∃!l 0 ∈
L : l 0 = (s, aborted)) ∧ (∃!l 00 : l 00 = (s, preempted)). Thus, all states must have
exactly one logical port of each type income, aborted and preempted. Furthermore,
∀l = (s, t) ∈ L : s ∈ S.
• T is the set of transitions, with ∀t = (l 1 , l 2 ) ∈ T : l 1 ∈ L ∧ l 2 ∈ L.
• D is the set of data ports, with ∀d = (s, t, v) ∈ D : s ∈ S ∧ v ∈ Σ.
• F is the set of data flows, with ∀f = (d 1 , d 2 ) ∈ F : d 1 , d 2 ∈ D.
• M is the set of all output functions µ e : Ve,input × W (τ ) 7→ Le,outcome × Ve,output for
the ExecutionStates e ∈ S. Here, Ve,input and Ve,output are the input respectively
output value vectors of e and Le,outcome is the set of all logical ports l = (s = e,
t = outcome) ∈ L. The output functions have access to the current world state
W (τ ). Together with the input port values, they determine the outcome port and
the values assigned to the output ports. The evaluation of an output function takes
a certain amount of time ∆τ > 0. When the output function µ e returns a value
then e is said to be executed.
• S entry ⊂ S is the set of all start states. A start state is the state evaluated first when
executing a HierarchyState. Thus, for each HierarchyState h ∈ S, there is exactly
one state s ∈ S entry with parent(h, s).
• Texit is a set of couples t exit = (l 1 , l 2 ) with l 1 = (s 1 , t 1 = outcome) ∈ L being
the source outcome, l 2 = (s 2 , t 2 = outcome) ∈ L being the target outcome and
parent(s 2 , s 1 ) holds. If the execution reaches an outcome being the source port of
a couple t exit ∈ Texit , then the state s 2 of the target outcome is left at this target
outcome l 2 .
• P is the set of all outcome functions ρ c : P(L children(c),outcome ) 7→ Lc,outcome for
all concurrency states c ∈ S. Here, P(L children(c),outcome ) is the power set of all
outcomes of all children(c) and Lc,outcome is the set of all logical ports l = (s = c, t =
outcome) ∈ L. If one child state of c exits (c being a PreemptiveConcurrencyState)
or all children of c have exited (c being a BarrierConcurrencyState), then ρ c
determines the outcome of c on which c is exited.
HPFDs have the following properties:
• If a HierarchyState is executed, then the execution directly starts with the entry
state defined by S entry and finishes when an exit outcome defined by Texit is reached.
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• Initially, all states are inactive: ∀s ∈ S, sem(s) = inactive. When a state s is
entered, meaning that the execution reaches an income l = (s, income) ∈ L, then
sem(s) = active. Accordingly, when a state is left, meaning that the execution
reaches an outcome l = (s, outcome) ∈ L, then sem(s) = inactive.
• If a ConcurrencyState is entered, all of its children are entered in parallel. Thus,
the execution splits up. The outcome function ρ c defines on which outcome to leave
the ConcurrencyState.
• Every port l = (s, t = outcome) ∈ L can only be the source of either one t ∈ T or
one t exit ∈ Texit .

With these definitions deadlock detection and reachability analysis are possible
(see Sec. 5.3.1). Furthermore, it enables comparisons with other state machine
approaches.
At a closer look, HPFDs are a super-set of FSTs. This means that any behavior
modeled using a FST can be translated to a HPFD. FSTs are sextuplets (Σ, Γ, S, s 0 , δ,
ω), whereat Σ is the input alphabet, Γ is the output alphabet, S the set of states, s 0 the
initial state, δ the state-transition function and ω the output function. The elements
of FSTs have the following correspondences to HPFD elements:
• Σ: the set of state outcomes activated by M
• Γ: Σ (or a subset of it)
• S: the set of states of the RST G
• s 0 : the root state of the HPFD RST G
• δ : the set of transitions T
• ω: the output data generating part of M, i.e., Ve,output
The key point here is that the input alphabet Σ, which equals the external events
triggering the automaton, is mapped to the activation of outcomes by the set of
HPFD output functions M. All µ e of M can use the world model for calculating the
outcome to activate. The world model represents (next to the robot’s system state)
also the robot’s sensor data and is thus source of non-determinism (equivalent to the
non-determinism of external events of a FST).
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4.2

The HPFD Graphical Language (HPFD-GL)

We invented HPFDs for graphical programming, which offers many advantages
compared to textual programming (as shown in Sec. 3.4).

4.2.1

The HPFD-GL Graph Grammar

Based on HPFDs I have defined a graphical programming language called HPFD-GL.
Its main purpose is to be a DSL for defining robot behavior. Fig. 4.3 shows the
graph grammar of HPFD-GL (for more information about graph grammars see Zhang
(2010)). It provides a mapping from all essential textual instructions needed to
program complex control flow to their graphical equivalent in HPFD-GL. Thus, to the
best of my knowledge, all instructions known from other task control languages such
as RMPL (see Effinger et al. (2010)) or TDL (see Simmons and Apfelbaum (1998))
could be expressed in HPFD-GL.
All supported instructions shown in Fig. 4.3 are explained in the following. Although
HPFDs consist of states, which execute actions, I just refer to those as actions.
1. Sequences execute actions one after another.
2. Conditions decide between several options; switch statements are supported in
an equivalent fashion.
3. While-Loops execute an action as long as a certain conditions holds; both while
patterns, do-while and while-do, are supported.
4. For-Loops run an action multiple times (limited by a maximum loop counter).
5. Concurrencies run actions in parallel until all actions finish execution.
6. Preemptive Parallelisms execute several actions in parallel. If one of the actions
finishes execution all other actions are preempted.
7. Try-Catch statements run a certain action until it either succeeds or fails with
an exception. In the latter case they catch the exception and run a configurable
error handling procedure.
8. Event Handling and Monitors are implemented using PreemptiveConcurrencyStates An observer for a specific event is registered in a parallel branch inside
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Figure 4.3: Mapping of pseudo-code instructions to HPFD-GL. Boxes represent HPFD states,
arrows transitions. Text boxes are used to add state type annotations or outcome information.

the PreemptiveConcurrencyState and preempts the nominal action in the case
of the event.
In the explanations an action refers either to a single action or a group of actions
encapsulated in a container state. As it is the case for ConcurrencyStates (see 5 in
Fig. 4.3), a container state groups other states and is visualized as a box around its
child actions.
All entities in HPFD-GL have a variable position and a size. Ports (incomes, outcomes,
input and output ports) only have a position on the border of the state. Child states
are constrained to to be smaller than their parents. Additionally, their position must
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not be outside their parent state, nor must their borders exceed the limits of the
borders of the parent state.
Another feature of HPFD-GL not mentioned so far are libraries. Libraries encapsulate
one or more actions and can be linked to another action inside, e.g., a sequence,
concurrency or hierarchy. If the content of a library changes, then those modifications
are reflected in each location, where the library is used.

Figure 4.4: Mapping of pseudo-code instructions to HPFD-GL. Boxes represent HPFD states,
blue arrows transitions and yellow arrows data flows. Text boxes are used to add outcome
information.

Fig. 4.4 shows the graph grammar of HPFD-GL related to data flow. The single
elements have the following meaning:
1. Output-Input Forwarding: state A1 forwards its output data outa1 to the state
A2 .
2. Input-Input Forwarding: HierarchyState H 1 forwards its input data inh to the
state A1 .
3. Output-Output Forwarding: HierarchyState H 1 forwards the output outa of its
child state A1 up into the scope of its parent.
The support for error and preemption handling is not only deeply rooted into the core
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design of HPFDs but also into its graphical language. Fig. 4.5 shows the concepts
of error handling as implemented using HPFD-GL (preemption handling is modeled
analogously). Every state has an aborted (red) and preempted outcome (blue). To
create error and preemption handling routines other states can be connected to
these outcomes: this is called explicit error/preemption handling. If no transition
is connected to the outcome, then, in the case the state fails (abortion) or the state
is preempted (preemption), the execution is forwarded to the parent’s outcome of
the same type: i.e., the aborted outcome of a state is forwarded to the state parent’s
aborted outcome and the preempted outcome to the parent’s preempted outcome. At
the parent’s outcome an error/preemption handling routine is then able to handle
all abortion/preemption events originating in the parent. This second case is called
implicit error handling.

Figure 4.5: The figure shows the two types of error handling procedures: implicit and
explicit error handling. The aborted outcome, to which the error handling routine connects
is visualized in red. The blue outcome shows the preempted outcome. Analogously to error
handling, preemption handling can be defined in an implicit and explicit manner as well.
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4.2.2

Continuous Visual Abstraction

Visual programming is a kind of programming, in which multiple dimensions (space,
time, multi-dimensional objects) are used to “convey semantics” (Burnett (1999)).
Especially, spatial relations help to gain an overview and to localize certain functions
or problems easier (Blackwell (1996)).
Two dimensional drawing areas are superior to one-dimensional text in many aspects
(Blackwell (1996)). However, for presenting complex multi-dimensional problems
in a concise way, one additional dimension of visualization might not be sufficient.
“Once a system is sufficiently complex that encapsulation becomes necessary, hidden
dependencies are just as problematic in text as in visual languages” (Blackwell
(1996)).

Figure 4.6: Visual abstraction approaches

One way to reduce the encapsulation problem is to use different views for each
encapsulated module or node, as shown in the left side of Fig. 4.6. This strategy is
pursued, e.g., by MATLAB (2018) Simulink. The main drawback of this approach
is that for complex systems the user ends up having dozens of open windows, one
per node that is currently either being under inspection or under modification by the
user.
Another approach is to use several layers for visualizing complex content, such
as a digital map. This strategy, which is visualized on the right side of Fig. 4.6,
is pursued by Watanabe et al. (2006) for Google Maps1 . However, the layers to
display are calculated by a function only dependent on the zooming level of the user,
not on the visualized content. This is disadvantageous if various data with various
1 https://www.google.de/maps
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importance levels has to be visualized and a global setting for “enabling” or “disabling”
certain levels does not account for the heterogeneity of the data. Especially, if some
information entities are too small, adding additional content does not make sense.
On the other hand, if some entities are coarse or big enough, additional content can
already be included to enhance the current view.

Figure 4.7: The model of Continuous Visual Abstraction

I propose a new methodology, called Continuous Visual Abstraction, in order to reduce
the mentioned encapsulation problem. This approach uses zooming as well, but
renders content as a function of both the zooming level and content size. Fig. 4.7
shows how the content (in my case instances of HPFD-GL) is modeled. Each hierarchy
level is mapped to a dedicated layer in the continuous visualization model. The
number of a layer l relative to the top layer is called the depth dl of the layer l. The
depth ds of a state s is the same as its hierarchy level and thus dl . The current zoom
level c z of the user is always in the range of [0, max_zoom], with max_zoom defined as
max_zoom = x × dmax

(4.1)
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x is the zoom granularity, i.e., how many zooming operations have to be performed,
until the max_zoom level is reached. It must be possible to configure this value
depending on the scenario and user preferences. The current zoom depth cd is
defined as
cd =

cz
x

(4.2)

Figure 4.8: A visualization example of Continuous Visual Abstraction. The example is based
on the model shown in Fig. 4.7

The state score ss defines if a state content is visualized:
ss = (ds − cd ) · y + sizes · z

(4.3)

In the equation above, sizes is the size of the state s, y is a linear factor to what extent
the state’s depth is taken into account and z is a linear factor for the state’s size. If the
state score is bigger than a predefined threshold factor t, then the state is visualized,
if it is smaller, then the state is not rendered. If ss is smaller than sizes × z (i.e., cd is
bigger than ds ) then the current zoom depth exceeds the state’s depth (i.e., the user
already zoom through the state) and thus the state is not rendered as well.
Based on the example model of Fig. 4.7, Fig. 4.8 shows the visualization for the user.
Only the scores of the colored states exceeds the predefined threshold and thus their
content is shown. All white states do not have a high enough score for their content
(shown in gray in Fig. 4.7) to be rendered.
This approach to Continuous Visual Abstraction implies that by zooming in, more
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Figure 4.9: HPFD-GL decision tree example of Fig. 4.19 with various zooming layers.

information at the focused area can be revealed and information outside the field of
view is hidden (concretion). Opposed to that, if the user zooms out, the specificity
of a complex entity is hidden in order to gain overview of higher order concepts
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(abstraction). Fig. 4.9 shows the continual visual abstraction applied to a HPFD-GL
decision tree example explained in the next section (see Fig. 4.19). Here the user
zooms three times towards the “storage_selector” state, until only this state is visible.
By using this approach, unlimited space becomes available in 2D for modeling of
HPFDs, offering easy ways for encapsulation, concretion and generalization.

4.3

HPFD-GL Examples

In the following, I give several examples in order to show the applicability of HPFDGL. I divide the examples into the two classes “control flow examples” and “data flow
examples”. For both classes, I show abstract examples and robot specific ones.

4.3.1

Abstract Control Flow Examples

Algorithm 1 Abstract sequence example, left in pseudocode and right in HPFD-GL.
1: def main():
2:
if a is True then
3:
do sequential:
4:
do x1(params)
5:
do x2(params)
6:
do x3(params)
7:
do x4(params)
8:
end
9:
else
10:
do sequential:
11:
do y1(params)
12:
do y2(params)
13:
do y3(params)
14:
do y4(params)
15:
end
16:
end if
17: end

The first two examples show basic control flow structures. Fig. 1 depicts a simple
conditional sequence. On the left side of the figure the textual representation in
pseudo code is given, on the right side the visual representation in HPFD-GL is shown.
Both sequences consist of four actions. In Fig. 2 either a sequence or a concurrency is
executed depending on a condition check. Again, the left side of the figure shows the
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textual representation in pseudo code, the right side shows its visual representation
in HPFD-GL. The additional “params” keyword is added to each action in order to
highlight that each action is normally executed with various parameters, which are
neglected in these figures in order to be able to concentrate on the control flow.
Algorithm 2 Abstract concurrency example, left in pseudo code and right in HPFDGL.
1: def main():
2:
if a is True then
3:
do sequential:
4:
do x1(params)
5:
do x2(params)
6:
do x3(params)
7:
do x4(params)
8:
end
9:
else if a is False then
10:
do in parallel:
11:
do y1(params)
12:
do y2(params)
13:
do y3(params)
14:
do y4(params)
15:
end
16:
end if
17: end

The figures show that both, the textual and visual, representations are concise and
simple. However, the analyzability of the visual representation is clearly superior.
At the first glance the textual presentation of both programs does not differ at all.
On closer examination the second program features a “parallel” block in the second
conditional branch, leading to a fundamentally different behavior than the first
program. In the case of the visual HPFD the difference of the programs become clear
at the first glance, as the parallel states are ordered vertically instead of horizontally
and their outcome transitions are merged. The two examples introduce the reader to
the fact (see Curtis et al. (1989)) that visual representation is superior to textual one
in terms of representing control flow, especially if the task is related to tracing the
flow of control. As Navarro-Prieto and Cañas (2001) and Blackwell (1996) state, this
also holds true for data flow.
The interested reader might argue that the code in lines 3 - 7 and 10 - 14 could
be wrapped into dedicated functions. At the top of these functions the sequential
or parallel modifier would then be more obvious. Although this might improve the
overview in this simple case, it is not possible for more interwoven problems. In
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fact, it leads to a new problem of textual programming of complex behavior: the
problem of the source code locality not being aligned with the semantic locality of
the program (see Larkin and Simon (1987)).
Algorithm 3 Abstract decision tree example in pseudo code.
1: def do-check-g():
2:
if g is True then
3:
do x2(params)
4:
else
5:
do x3(params)
6:
end if
7: end
8:
9: def main():
10:
if a is True then
11:
if b is True then
12:
do w1(params)
13:
do w2(params)
14:
if f is True then
15:
do w3(params)
16:
else
17:
do do-check-g()
18:
end if
19:
else
20:
do x1(params)
21:
do do-check-g()
22:
end if
23:
else
24:
if c is True then
25:
if d is True then
26:
if e is True then
27:
do do-check-g()
28:
else
29:
do y2(params)
30:
end if
31:
else
32:
do y1(params)
33:
do y3(params)
34:
end if
35:
else
36:
do z1(params)
37:
do z2(params)
38:
end if
39:
end if
40: end

This leads us to the next example, given in the form of a decision tree. Fig. 3 shows
the textual representation of a decision tree. While the indenting helps to identify
different logical blocks, it is hard to get an overview of the overall program. Especially
finding all places where the common “do-check-g” function is called is cumbersome
and requires to scan the whole program. Ultimately, restructuring the program by
modularizing it and splitting it up into smaller functions does not help at all. The
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additionally introduced function signatures would just add to the total number of
lines of code, which had to be searched through in order to find the usages of the “docheck-g” function. Of course, using text based search to find the occurrences is still
possible, however locality is lost (see Larkin and Simon (1987)) and gathering the
whole context of the “do-check-g” function invocation stays unnecessarily complex.

Figure 4.10: Abstract HPFD-GL decision tree example.

Fig. 4.10 shows the same decision tree using HPFD-GL. The overall structure of the
program consisting of four main branches can be identified easily. The predecessors
and successors of the “check g” state (which maps to the “do-check-g” function in the
textual representation) are determined quickly. This example supports the claim of
Blackwell (1996) that locality and topological connection of visual languages help
the developer to easily follow the routes of control (or data) flow.

4.3.2

Robotic Control Flow Examples

Next to the abstract control flow examples of the previous section, this section
shows examples based on the validation experiments of Sec. 7. Fig. 4.11 shows a
robotic behavior, partly implemented in the AIMM experiment (Sec. 7.1.2). After
the initialization of the system and the robot’s belief state, the robot’s main task
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Figure 4.11: HPFD-GL observer structure example.

is executed. In parallel to the task execution, several observers monitor different
internal or external environment states. The observers communicate with the other
parallel layers by either populating the robot’s belief state or using signals or events
(via global variables). In the case of an emergency they can directly preempt the
other layers. This may be the case if another agent, e.g., a human, interferes with the
robot and forces it to pause or re-plan. Other external events would be connection
loss or a task update request by a higher level scheduling component. Internal states
are also of high relevance to the robot. First and foremost, the energy supply must
always be ensured. On top of that, also the monitoring of processes and the checking
of is-alive status messages from different components have to be performed. Next
to such kind of health data, the data logging has to be actively triggered. The TCP
during manipulation can be of vital interest for manual monitoring or automated
failure detection. Thus, instead of idling, the pan-tilt unit of a robot can record the
TCP during manipulation (the benefits of TCP tracking are highlighted in Sec. 7.1.2).
The final control flow example shows a decision tree based on the ROBEX planetary
exploration mission scenario presented in Sec. 7.1.1 in more detail. The scenario
is sketched in Fig. 4.12. The goal for LRU is to deploy four Remote Unit (RU)s to a
target area next to the lander platform. The exact deploy locations can be chosen by
the robot. RUs are boxes able to carry different payload, in this case seismometers.
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Figure 4.12: The seismic network mission of the ROBEX experiment.

Figure 4.13: High level view onto a HPFD-GL decision tree able to solve the mission sketched
in Fig. 4.12.

The lander has several storages, in which RUs reside. They have an active lock, which
is released once the rover grasped the RU. The lock can get stuck, forcing the rover to
release the RU and select another one. On placing a RU on the ground, the rover can
test its proper deployment by triggering a seismic test event, by carefully punching
on the ground with its manipulator. In the case the seismometer does not sense the
test impulse, the RU is picked up again and either re-placed at a nearby location or
placed back into the lander for remote maintenance.
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Fig. 4.13 shows the appropriate decision tree for the rover in order to fulfill the
mission: The first condition checks if the battery of the rover is still charged, so
that the rover can execute its next action. If not, the rover drives to the lander for
recharging. The second condition checks if all RUs have successfully been deployed.
In that case the rover registers the RUs and estimates their relative positions by
mapping the deployment area thoroughly. The next condition checks if the robot has
already picked a RU. If not, the rover selects a RU at the lander and picks it up. If
the rover has already picked up a RU, and the RU is not defect, the LRU deploys the
RU at a target location. If the RU is defect (because the LRU picked it up from the
ground during its last action as the seismometer was not responding) the rover brings
it back to the lander for remote maintenance. The decider shows the control flow in
a clear manner. The decision tree is built in a horizontal manner and is propagated
from left to right. The decider is, however, not complete as the data flow is missing. I
will introduce the data flow examples in the following section and I will conclude the
next section by referring back to this example and complementing it.

4.3.3

Abstract Data Flow Examples

Fig. 4.14 shows different use cases for the modeling of data flow. It can be used to
track the data flow throughout various hierarchy levels. This especially is supported
by the Continuous Visual Abstraction (see Sec. 4.2.2). Furthermore, data flows can be
used to track the usages of one single data item over multiple hierarchies and states.
On top of that, data flows are suitable to track the origin of all state parameters.
Without visualizing data flows explicitly, the overview over a task can be lost quickly,
especially if data is passed several hierarchy levels up and down.
This abstract data flow visualization can be used to highlight the benefits of HPFD-GL
in terms of analyzability (regarding this also see Curtis et al. (1989)). In the following
examples I use the O notation both to express the complexity of an operation for the
computer (as commonly used to specify upper bounds for algorithms) and for the
user. For the latter one I use OU to express the amount of operations the user has to
perform, i.e., the amount of lines the user has to analyze in order to find a variable or
function occurrence in the code. For the latter one, I will assume supporting features
as commonly known from IDEs.
I analyze two use cases of data modification. The first is that we suppose that one
parameter of a state is wrong. To analyze the bug, the origin of the data flow has
to be identified. Using a HPFD-GL the data flow of a state (e.g., state “a9”) can be
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Figure 4.14: Abstract HPFD-GL examples with control and data flow.

followed until the data flow reaches the originating state (i.e., “a2”, ). The user just
has to follow one data flow via multiple data flow hierarchies hi , which is supported
by the Continuous Visual Abstraction, i.e., zoom (see Sec. 4.2.2). This means a
complexity for the user of OU (1). The system’s complexity would be O(nh ) (with
nh being the number of hierarchies of the current program), as the system has to
travel up all hierarchies until it reaches the data source. In the case of a textual
representation the user would have to trace back the call hierarchy starting from the
hierarchy of the bug occurrence (i.e., “hierarchy4”). As already shown in Sec. 4.3.1,
hierarchies in HPFD-GL map to functions in textual languages. Thus, the complexity
for the user is OU (nh ). In our example the user has to trace back the control flow four
times, i.e., starting at “a9”, going to “hierarchy3”, to “hierarchy2”, “hierarchy1” and
finally to “a2”. This assumes the ability of the user’s text editor to search for variable
(re-)assignments. The search support saves the user from having to analyze each line
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of code between the function signature of the current hierarchy and the line in which
the next function of the traceback is called (these lines of code are now called lhi ). In
Í h
case the search is not available the complexity for the user raises to OU ( ni=0
lhi ). In
Ính
any case, the system’s complexity would be O( i=0 lhi ), as the system has to travel
up all hierarchies and search for variable access in all lines lhi of each hierarchy hi .
The second example is the refactoring of a variable (e.g., changing the data type or
its content) and thus its usages, which are spread over various states (e.g., “a2” in
the second image of Fig. 4.14). To find all usages of a data in the HPFD-GL case
the user just has to follow the spreading of the data flow (four times in the example
case). Thus, the user’s complexity is OU (u), with u being the number of usages. The
system’s complexity would be O(u × nh ), as the system has to travel up all hierarchies
hi for each of the usages u. In the case of a textual representation the user has to
trace all lines of code between the source and the sink for all usages. This leads to
Í h
OU (u × nh ) with search support and to OU (u × ni=0
lhi ) without search support. In any
Ính
case, the system’s complexity would be O(u × i=0 lhi ), as the system has to travel up
all hierarchies hi for each of the usages u and has to analyze all lines of code lhi .
Consequently, being able to model the data flow explicitly leads to much less user
effort when data origins and usages have to be tracked.

4.3.4

Robotic Data Flow Examples

Next to the abstract examples of the previous section, I want to highlight real robotic
use cases as well. The use case of Fig. 4.15 is related to the AIMM validation
experiment (see Sec. 7.1.2). The figure shows parts of the plan to collect all objects of
a certain type from a target location (i.e., scene) and places it on another object (e.g.,
another desk or the robot’s transport area). The data distribution of the object_id
data item to the “pick item” state and the tarдet_object data item to the “place item”
state is highlighted.
Fig. 4.16 shows the “pick item” action (of Fig. 4.15) in more detail. It shows the
control flow of picking an item including various failure handling. After retrieving
the possible grasps for an item a grasp is selected, which has a collision-free approach
pose and for which valid inverse kinematics can be found. Subsequently, a collisionfree trajectory is planned for the manipulator, which is executed afterwards. After
querying various grasp parameters the grasp is executed and the world model is
updated.
Next to the control flow, Fig. 4.16 also shows the data flow of its actions. This includes
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Figure 4.15: HPFD-GL data distribution example in a robotic use case.

Figure 4.16: HPFD-GL example for tracking data usages and origins in a robotic use case.
The figure only shows a subset of all required data flows.

the grasp descriptor “grasp_id”, various poses, the planned trajectory “path” and the
grasp parameters. Although the control flow and the data flow are highlighted in
different colors, the overall action behavior starts to become unclear as too much
information is presented at once. Therefore, I propose three different views. Next to
the combined control and data flow view of Fig. 4.16, a data-flow-only view helps
to program and analyze the data flow (see Fig. 4.17) and a control-flow-only view
helps to manage the logical part of the program (see Fig. 4.18).
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Figure 4.17: HPFD-GL example for tracking data usages and origins in a robotic use case
(data flow only).

Figure 4.18: HPFD-GL example for tracking data usages and origins in a robotic use case
(control flow only).

So far, I have primarily analyzed the two types of information flow (i.e., control and
data flow) independently from each other. However, in real robotic use case scenarios
they are tightly coupled. Although Figures 4.15 and 4.16 already show some kind of
interaction, I will give another example. Fig. 4.19 shows the example decision tree of
Sec. 4.3.1 in an even more realistic setup. The states “select RU”, “deploy location
generator” and “storage selector” are shown in more detail including the data flow.
The data they produce is forwarded through the “decider” HierarchyState into the
“fetch RU from lander“, “deploy RU on ground” and “place RU on lander“ states.
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Figure 4.19: HPFD-GL decision tree example with data flow. This figure extends Fig. 4.13 with
data flow information.

The three data-producing states are also shown in Fig. 4.20. The “select RU” state,
cares about the selection of an appropriate RU to be grasped. At first, the system
allows for manual intervention of the RU selection. This makes sense, if a monitoring
crew already detected a defect for a RU, which was not yet observed by the robot
autonomously. In this case a working RU is selected remotely. If no manual intervention is desired, and all full storages are retrieved, the ones already marked as defect
(which, e.g., have already been returned by the robot, after unsuccessful deployment)
are rejected. Finally, the RU is chosen that fits best into the workspace of the robot’s
manipulator.
The “deploy location generator” state at first also checks for manual overwrite, then
checks if a deploy location was already selected (by, e.g., a previous decider state
execution, which commanded the rover to navigate to the desired RU) and finally
generates a deploy location if both was not the case.
Finally, the “storage selector” state checks for manual overwrite as well, and returns
with the manually selected storage id or with the id of the first empty storage.
These examples show that many decisions manifest in data (e.g., the “ru_id”, “location_id” and “storage_id”). This data is then forwarded via data flows to other
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Figure 4.20: Sub-states of the HPFD-GL decision tree example of Fig. 4.19.

components of the system and is used to generate more decisions. This leads to one
of the most important messages of my work, which will be further supported by the
validation experiments: Control flow or data flow by themselves are not sufficient to
model complex robotic behavior. The combination of both allows to present the most
consistent picture of a complex, real world robotic behavior.

4.3.5

Abstraction Levels Coverable by HPFD-GL

The 2T* architecture introduced in Sec. 2.4 covers all software layers of a robotic
system. I identified the “procedural task control” as one of the most central parts
for robot control in the executive layer, which is covered by HPFD-GL. It triggers all
modules of the lower level (i.e., the functional layer) and offers powerful, abstract
robot skills to the higher level (i.e., the planning layer). This section is about clarifying
the range of functionality the executive layer covers, i.e., what are the most low level
functions HPFD must be able to trigger and what are the most abstract skills, which
can be implemented with HPFDs and which are offered to the planning instance (i.e.,
the human or an automated task planner).
From a high-level perspective, HPFDs are able to represent arbitrary complex robotic
plans. The high-level decision tree of Fig. 4.13 shows a HPFD able to solve the task
of deploying a network of seismometers (see Fig. 4.12). More use cases, which
include sample return tasks and fully automated workcell supply, can be found in the
validation chapter (Chpt. 7). In all these use cases, HPFDs allow the robot to fulfill
a task fully autonomously. Yet, they allow human supervision and intervention as
well. For the industrial use case the human can decide which workcell to serve. For
the ROBEX scenario, the lander selects and schedules the single missions and can
define which RU to deploy. Reasonable abstraction functionalities are inherent to all
major task control languages presented in Chpt. 3 and they are not the unique selling
propositions of a task control language.
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More interesting is how tight a task control language can interact with the underlying
robotic system. How well can it cope with a huge number of functions and parameterization possibilities of full blown hardware abstraction layers. Many planning
systems and task control languages focus on discretized, artificial environments
such as the blocks world (see Gupta and Nau (1992)) or the Wumpus world (see
Russell and Norvig (1995)). However, real robotics cannot be mapped to such simple,
discretized worlds as the real world is continuous and objects move according to
Lagrangian dynamics, taking masses, velocities, forces and gravity into account (see
Craig (2009)). A task control language for real robotic systems needs to be able to
leverage the information provided by Lagrangian dynamics. Neglecting such real
world properties might include that the understanding of the robot about real world
effects are lost. Some examples of these effects are:
• Interaction forces: If the robot presses against an object, forces act both upon
the robot and upon the object. If the robot presses too strong, the object or the
robot breaks.
• Friction: If friction is high, more force is needed by the robot to move (e.g.,
push) an object.
• Clamping: If two objects are not properly aligned or friction is too high, the
object or the gripper might clamp.
• Overheating: If the robot carries a heavy object with a stretched arm for a long
time the joints might overheat, causing the robot to drop an object.2
This list of physical interaction possibilities is long and does not have to be fully
covered by a robot to act robustly in an unknown environment. However, the robot
needs some understanding of its own domain, otherwise it cannot react to unforeseen
events properly. For example, for autonomous navigation a robot needs to know
that hitting obstacles implies high risks. Thus, most navigation approaches use some
kind of obstacle map to avoid collision (e.g., see Schuster et al. (2017)). On top of
that, sensing the real world always leads to uncertainties in the estimation of some
object’s or another agent’s pose and other properties. Robots need a way to cope with
such uncertainties. Thus, when interacting with objects the robot needs to anticipate
contacts and has to use appropriate controllers which allow the robot to hit rigid
objects without breaking its joints.
2 For this reason we implemented a heat protector into the manipulator controller of LRU’s Jaco arm.
The heat protector observes the estimated temperature of a joint and commands the manipulator to
stop and slowly remove the forces from all joints if a certain threshold has been exceeded.
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Figure 4.21: Two basic control modes of robotic manipulators: position control (left) and
impedance control (right)

There are many types of controllers, among others position, velocity, admittance and
impedance controllers (see Albu-Schäffer et al. (2007)). They can act both in the
joint space of the robot or in the cartesian space. The two most important control
modes are visualized in Fig. 4.21. In position control mode, the robot simply drives
to the specified target configurations trying to reach certain velocity, acceleration or
timing constraints. Upon encountering contacts, the robot will use its whole power
to reach the specified configuration in time. The advantage of this control mode
from an applications perspective is its exact path accuracy, which is imperative in
narrow passage or if a target position has to be reached as exact as possible (e.g., for
welding). The obvious downside is, that if the manipulator hits any non-modeled
obstacles it will damage itself or the obstacle or both.
In the impedance control mode, target positions are specified with additional stiffness
and damping parameters. This allows to setup up a virtual spring-damper system
at each goal point, which “drags” the robot to a certain position. The stiffness
parameters constrain the maximum force the robot applies in order to reach the
target. Furthermore, the damping parameters constrain the velocity of how fast the
robot will reach the target. The advantage of this approach is that the robot will
only exert some of its power to reach its goal. If it hits an obstacle on its way, it
will stop upon contact, leading to safe behavior of the robot in case of environment
uncertainties. The downside is that the robot won’t reach the target poses exactly
as the modeling errors of the robot’s joints and masses lead to wrong friction and
force estimations and thus to inaccurate TCP positioning by the virtual spring-damper
system.
The force, stiffness, damping and velocity parameters must not reside purely in the
functional layer as the executive layer needs to reason about that. This is shown
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Figure 4.22: HPFD-GL program to grasp objects taking force events and controller selection
into account

by two examples. The first shows an abstract HPFD plan to grasp an object (see
Fig. 4.22). At first the manipulator is moved to the approach pose of the object, then
the task semantics are queried to estimate the grasping parameters. Subsequently,
the grasp trajectory is executed (“move to front” and “move down”) and the object
is grasped. At the end of the procedure, the object is lifted (“move up”). Two
conditions check the state of success of the grasping procedure. The first checks,
if the manipulator is in contact with the object before grasping. The second cares
about the gripper measuring some force between its fingers. If one of the checks fail,
an error handling procedure (which is not included here for brevity) is triggered.
This example shows that reacting to forces is a sound solution in order to check
the progress of a behavior. Moreover, many parameters are not movement specific
but passed from outside as parameters such as the velocity, the trajectory controller
and the task semantics. The velocity is passed as only the higher level actions are
aware of velocity constraints, e.g., if a higher level observer detects the presence of
another agent. The same holds for the trajectory controller. If no other agent is near
the movements might be executed faster, using the position controller for improved
path accuracy. However, if another agent is close the controller has to be (next
to reducing the velocity) switched to impedance control in order to anticipate and
handle unforeseen collisions appropriately (only possible if the task constraints allow
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for it). Finally, the task semantics are necessary in order to parameterize the grasp
trajectory. If the goal object or the supporting plane is delicate or high uncertainty in
their position is expected, the forces and velocities have to be reduced. If they are
rigid metal parts and no uncertainty present, then the velocities and the grasp forces
can be increased.

Figure 4.23: HPFD-GL program for RU grasping taking force events for error handling into
account.

The second example (see Fig. 4.23) is based on the real use case of the ROBEX
validation experiment of Chpt. 7. It is related to the abstract grasp procedure above
but this time is tailored to grasp a RU and focuses more on error handling and
decision propagation via data flows. In the case that the check for contact after
moving towards the target object fails then the manipulator retracts, the object
is re-detected and the procedure starts from the beginning. Accordingly, if, after
closing the gripper, it reports clamping, the gripper is opened again. Subsequently,
the manipulator retracts, another stiffness factor is calculated for the next grasping
command, the object is re-detected and the procedure starts again. The error handling
procedures decide to recalculate two important parameters repeatedly, which are the
approach pose on the one hand, and the stiffness on the other hand. Next to being
related to the physics of the underlying system, the error handling highlights the
importance of the data flows. The difficulty of analyzing erroneous behavior related
to the approach pose or the stiffness factors is greatly reduced as the control and
data flow is recorded for each iteration of the procedure using the execution logging
mechanism, which will be presented in Chpt. 5.
These examples show that in order to deal with real world use cases a task control
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language has to be able to reason about the required domain properties (e.g., the
Lagrangian dynamics) and that by taking the task semantics of higher level action
into account proper action parameters can be inferred.

4.4

The HPFD World Model

The general necessity of keeping track of all external states the robot can observe in
its environment for task control purposes was already motivated while presenting the
2T* architecture in Sec. 2.4. Next to this general motivation, I will provide deeper
conceptual insights of our world model solution, which we already published in a
previous publication (see Lehner et al. (2018)). As mentioned above, the robot’s
world model is also called its belief state.

4.4.1

The Benefits of a Dedicated World Model

Intuitively, one might come up with the idea to hold all the data the robot knows
about its environment inside the procedural task control module, in the case of
HPFDs inside the private, scoped and global data stores. For several reasons, this is
not a wise choice.
On the one hand, the data of the robot’s belief state is quite large. In more complex
scenarios the robot has to interact with several complex objects, which have a 3D
shape, normally presented in CAD models, and many properties, such as color, size,
weight, center of gravity and inertia parameters etc. Furthermore, the robotic system
records its surroundings and creates 2D obstacle grids, 3D voxel maps or point clouds
and semantic maps for object classifications, path planning and ground classification
(i.e., for navigation). Camera recordings of important points of interest and close-up
images of critical objects are more examples of essential information the robot has to
be aware of. Storing all this information inside the procedural task control would
bloat it up enormously and would obstruct the real use of procedural task control,
i.e., the specification of the robot’s behavior.
On the other hand, the information of the robot’s belief state is very heterogeneous
and deeply interconnected. Various objects in the world are associated to each other
by spatial and temporal relations. For example, an agent carrying an object will
not only change its own position while driving but also the position of the object.
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Furthermore, the timestamps of actions are crucial information for further reasoning
on the objects position over time. Next, several objects are instances of the same
base-classes and thus share the same type. If now more information of the base-class
is available it must be propagated to all object instances. E.g., if a robot detects 10
boxes in a shelf, in which only resides boxes of the same type and it estimates the
inertia parameters of one of them, then it knows the inertia parameters of all of them.
Rather than copying this information to the object instances, the information can
just be changed for the base class and the instances retrieve this information by their
type-relation to their base class. As the data concepts of HPFD do not allow to store
such interconnected data efficiently, the belief state of a robot must be a separate
module.

Figure 4.24: Overview of common system modules, which access the world model for different purposes.

Finally, though the information needed for procedural task control overlaps the
knowledge stored in a world model, it is only a fraction of the whole belief state
information. The world model stores information for many system modules, which
can read and write the data independently of the task control layer. Fig. 4.24 shows
some typical nodes that can access the world model.
Thus, the world model and the task control unit are different modules serving
fundamentally different use cases, which is the reason why they have to be kept
separated. Separation of Concerns (see Kulkarni and Reddy (2003)) is an old and
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widely accepted pattern for complex systems and aims at dividing the systems in to
several modules which can be updated and replaced independently to each other. All
these reasons motivate for a world model independent to the task control module.
Another approach to tackle the world model challenge would be that each component
maintains its own world model and the task control unit accesses all of them as
needed. However, there is one major draw back to this approach: synchronization.
Although it is sensible, that not every component shares all its internal states with
every other component (e.g., a fine grained 2D obstacle map of the environment is
only needed in the navigation module and is thus not shared) some information has
to be shared and synchronized to many modules. For example, if a robot grasps an
object, then not only the load data for the arm changes, but also the field of view
will be obstructed and the battery power will decrease faster if it is a heavy object.
Therefore, it is a wise choice to synchronize such information in a central world
model component.

4.4.2

World Model Concept

As stated above, the world model data is very heterogeneous and highly interconnected. This motivates a graph based solution for storing the robot’s belief state.
Nodes Nodes represent entities of the robot and it’s environment. Those entities can

be physical objects such as the robotic arm, one of the robotic wheels or a rock. Also,
other agents are physical objects such as a lander or another robot in a planetary
exploration scenario. Non-physical information can be modeled as nodes as well,
such as object positions, where the robot can grasp the object (i.e., the approach
pose) or the health state of the rover.
Properties Each node can have several properties, which add additional information

to the physical or meta object. For example, a rock has a size and consists of several
materials. For complex information, it is always possible to create a new node and
connect it to other objects in order to describe them further.
Edges Edges represent relations between objects. As stated above, there are many

types of relations. Possible examples are spatial, temporal and type-based connections. Edges always connect only two objects. The edges can be one-directional,
bi-directional or undirected.
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World Model Graph The world model graph consists of nodes and edges. Graphs can

be directed, undirected, cyclic or acyclic. Having the world model in the form of
a graph, allows us to use all the mature graph algorithms of information science.
Those include algorithms to find shortest paths (Dijkstra), to identify circles (Depth
First Traversal) or to find suitable orders for graph traversal (algorithms solving
or estimating good orders for the Traveling Salesman problem). Another, much
more relevant advantage is the fact that such graphs can easily be translated into
triple stores (see Margitus et al. (2015)). This allows for using logical programming
languages such as Prolog or query languages for graphs such as CYPHER (see Francis
et al. (2018)). Finally, it enables to run queries on the data to infer new knowledge
that is not explicitly encoded into the world model.
Labels Each node can have an arbitrary amount of labels, which represent categories

a node belongs to. In opposite to node properties, those categories allow to classify
nodes into different groups, which helps to maintain a node hierarchy and improves
node retrieval when performing queries on the graph. Examples of such labels in the
robotics domain could be Physical Object, Robotic Part or Region of Interest.

4.4.3

Application Example

Fig. 4.25 shows a part of an exemplary world model of a robot in a space scene
similar to the ROBEX scenario. A rover is located next to a lander in a map. The
lander, whose pose can be recognized by its markers has mounted a remote unit,
which carries scientific instruments to be deployed to a remote site. There are several
labels classifying the nodes into different categories. The Robot label classifies robotic
parts, the Physical Object label represents arbitrary physical objects, the Marker class
describes all kinds of markers, which can be used to localize technical equipment,
and the Grasp label is used for meta objects, which consist of a 3D pose describing a
possible grasp point for a robot in order to lift an object. There are three types of
relations in the graph, i.e., spatial, type and can-manipulate. Spatial relations just
describe relative positions between objects, type connections specify the type of a
node, and can-manipulate relations are used to specify that the source of the relation
can be used to manipulate the target of the relation. E.g., in the figure the defined
force-controlled manipulator (FC-Manipulator) can be used to manipulate a shovel,
which in turn can manipulate soil samples.
The graph structure of the world model allows us to ask various questions. For
example: Can the LRU manipulate the object called “remote-unit-1”? Although, no
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Figure 4.25: Exemplary world model in which a robot is modeled together with a lander in
a map reference frame.

component ever inserted this information explicitly into the world model, we can retrieve the answer by using a suitable query language. Assuming that the world model
information was inserted into a Neo4j database (as described in the implementation
Sec. 4.6.3) we can formulate such a query in the CYPHER language.
Using the concrete query as given in Fig. 4.26 would yield the manipulator able to
manipulate the remote unit object. A non-empty query result automatically means
that the query successfully found a valid node, thus the answer to the question above
is yes.
Another example question would be: Is there an idle agent with a manipulator, able to
pick up a remote unit from the lander?
Fig. 4.27 shows the appropriate example query for the world model of Fig. 4.25. The
CYPHER query would return the LRU node, which means that there is indeed an idle
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MATCH ( r o b o t ) − [ : s p a t i a l * ] −> ( m a n i p u l a t o r )
MATCH ( m a n i p u l a t o r ) − [ : can_manipulate * ] −> ( r e m o t e _ u n i t )
WHERE r e m o t e _ u n i t . name = ’ remote −u n i t −1 ’
RETURN m a n i p u l a t o r

Figure 4.26: A simple example CYPHER query to retrieve information about the rover, based
on the world model information of Fig. 4.25.

MATCH ( agent ) − [ : t y p e * ] −> ( r o b o t : r o b o t )
WHERE agent . name = ’ agent ’ and r o b o t . s t a t e = ’ i d l e ’
MATCH ( r o b o t ) − [ : s p a t i a l * ] −> ( m a n i p u l a t o r )
MATCH ( m a n i p u l a t o r ) − [ : can_manipulate * ] −> ( r e m o t e _ u n i t )
WHERE r e m o t e _ u n i t . name CONTAINS ’ remote −u n i t ’
MATCH ( l a n d e r ) − [ : s p a t i a l * ] −> ( r e m o t e _ u n i t )
WHERE l a n d e r . name = ’ Lander ’
RETURN r o b o t

Figure 4.27: An example CYPHER query to retrieve information regarding an idle agent,
based on the world model information of Fig. 4.25.

robot able to fetch a remote unit from the lander. The single match-statements can
be explained as follows

• All nodes of type rovers are filtered, which are an instance of agent
• All idle robots are filtered from the set of rovers
• All robots are filtered, which have a manipulator able to manipulate remote
units
• A lander is searched for that has mounted a remote unit, which can be manipulated by the manipulator of the robot

One aspect of this query is that to query remote unit objects, the node’s name is
checked for the substring remote-unit. This is valid if the assumption holds that the
name of all remote units is created using the pattern remote-unit-x, whereat x is
the number of the remote unit. Another way to model this would be to create an
object-type node remote-unit and create a type-relationship between each remote
unit node and the remote-unit object-type node (such as the type relation between
the Robot node and the LRU node).
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4.5

Adding Semantic Knowledge to HPFDs

By using HPFDs, complex reactive, concurrent and goal-driven robotic behavior can
be programmed. Different states call different system functions to control the system’s
actuators and sensors. Based on different calculations and conditions the decision
upon the robot’s course of action is performed.
However, the behavior itself cannot reason about its own goals and actions, as these
system functions are not semantically described yet. This leads us to the concepts
of operational and descriptive action models (see Nau et al. (2015)). The HPFD
states do perform various tasks in their own task control language (operational
action model). However, the semantic description of the task (descriptive action
model) consisting of the effects of the task, the preconditions that must be fulfilled in
order to be able to execute the task, and other task parameters such as classification
information is not yet provided.

Figure 4.28: Example for differentiating between the operational and the descriptive action model. Representative languages for the operational action model are HPFDs or
PRS (see Ingrand et al. (1996)). Defining descriptive action models is possible with PDDL
(see Mcdermott et al. (1998)) or STRIPS (see Fikes and Nilsson (1971)).

4.5.1

Operational versus Descriptive Action Models

Fig. 4.28 gives an example of the difference between the action models. The left side
shows the operational action model of a move_to_position action. It consists of task
control operations which command the robot using a set of library functions. At first,
the robot’s odometry is checked for anomalies and if they occur the robot triggers
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the re-localization procedure (as offered by an Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization
(AMCL) navigation solution, see, e.g., Zhang et al. (2013)). Afterwards, the robot
is commanded to drive to a certain position. The right side of the figure shows the
descriptive action model. It consists of action preconditions, effects and classification
information. One example precondition of the action is that the rover must currently
not manipulate any objects before moving to another position. One effect of the
action is that the robot is at the target position. Finally, it is defined that the action
belongs to the class of navigation actions.
The descriptive action model serves as a semantic abstraction layer for the operational
model. Abstraction always includes that some action specific information is lost,
in this case the checking of the odometry and the call to relocate. At the one
hand, abstraction is a necessary tool to handle complexity, as otherwise the amount
of information on higher abstraction layers would explode. On the other hand,
high abstraction inevitably leads to the problem that many task errors cannot be
represented in a certain abstraction level (see Bohren and Cousins (2010)). For
example, if friction is not modeled in a descriptive action model domain, and friction
is the reason why a certain object slips again and again from the surface of another
object, then a robot will never be able to solve this error with the means of its
descriptive action model.
In fact, it is a difficult challenge to choose the correct abstraction level. It may vary
a lot based on the available computing power of the cognitive agent, based on the
agent’s domain and based on the agent’s goals. Different actions are needed in order
to serve different jobs in different scenarios.
It is essential that the operational and descriptive action model are closely coupled.
Implementation-wise they can even be maintained in the same framework (see
Sec. 4.6.4). Otherwise, the danger is high that they drift apart, such that the
operational and descriptive model do not represent the same action anymore.
These facts served as motivation to define RATNs, which combine operational and
descriptive action models in one single model and can be designed in the same
software framework (i.e., RAFCON, see Sec. 4.6.4).

4.5.2

Resource Aware Tasks Nodes (RATNs)

Resource Aware Tasks Nodes (or simply task nodes) add a semantic layer around HPFD
states (see Fig. 4.29). They either consist of a single HPFD state, a whole HPFD state
machine, or a set of other task nodes. The latter one are called child task nodes. This
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Figure 4.29: Overview of the components of RATNs.

encapsulation is accomplished by using the HPFD hierarchy concept.
RATNs possess semantic state type info consisting of an action type and a control
flow type. The action type can be used to classify the action represented by the task
node. The classification enhances the information about an action and can be used
to structure and group the available set of actions a robot offers. Action types can
map to complex taxonomic information and can thus be modeled using ontologies
(see Chpt. 5). Exemplary action types are navigation, manipulation, world-model or
motion planning. The control flow type adds control flow related semantic information to the already existing HPFD state types (i.e., Hierarchy, BarrierConcurrency,
PreemptiveConcurrency, Execution or Library). The control flow type is not relevant
until Chpt. 6 and, thus, will be explained there in detail.
Finally, task nodes consist of three types of dependencies: world model, resource and
data dependencies. Their concepts are explained in following.

4.5.3

Dependency Concept

As Fig. 4.29 shows, RATNs can have Dataflow, Worldmodel and Resource dependencies.
World model dependencies refer to world state predicates, as commonly known from
PDDL (see Mcdermott et al. (1998)). I use world model as synonym for PDDL’s
world state. Both terms describe the robot’s representation of the world. When I
talk about the environment state, then I refer to the robot’s real external state that
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the robot could have sensed correctly or not. World model dependencies consist of
preconditions and effects. The effects split up in results and side-effects, whereas the
former refers to the goals of the action and the latter to the side-effects which are
inevitable connected to performing the action, but are not the reason why the action
was executed.

Figure 4.30: Resource-Aware Task Node example.

Fig. 4.30 shows common preconditions and effects of a Grasp Object task node. The
precondition of the action would be that the manipulator has to be at the approach
position of the object in order to grasp it. As a result, the object would be grasped.
One of the side effects would be, that the supporting object so (i.e., the object on
which the target object is located) looses weight. In order to get a consistent model
for several application scenarios and robotic systems, consistent predicates have to
be used. Otherwise, if a programmer chooses different predicates for each different
robot, the HPFD actions become robot-dependent. This does not only bloat up the
task control code and increases redundancy, but also renders comparison of robot
performance for similar tasks very difficult. For modeling these kind of dependencies,
a key-value based data store is used, which can hold all preconditions, effects and
type information. Unary, binary and n-ary predicates can be stored. For more complex
(e.g., hierarchical) information each entry in the data store can also hold structured
data by using nested dictionaries.
Dataflow dependencies are the second type of task node dependencies, which are
commonly neglected by task control languages (e.g., see Beetz et al. (2010)). They
represent data prerequisites which must be fulfilled before an action can be executed.
For example, the target object must be identified before the robot can pick it up. Also,
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the grasp force for grasping an object has to be calculated before performing the
grasp. Many factors may influence this calculation, based on the objects material,
its content and the speed the robot is going to move the object from one place to
another. Next to requiring certain input data for its execution, an action also returns
certain output data of a specific type, which may be required by another action in
turn. For modeling dataflow dependencies, HPFD data ports are used combined with
a flag that the port values must not be covered by default values but by a dataflow.
Resource dependencies define all resource constraints for a task node. Next to
specifying which resources are blocked or consumed by executing an action, resource
effects, i.e., the release or the creation of new resources are considered. As a matter
of fact, there are five classes of resources: task, process, module, system and world
resources. Task resources specify task execution related resources such as: two out of
five boxes have already been delivered. Process resources relate to running processes
of the system, e.g., in order that a collision free path can be calculated a motion
planning process has to run. Module resources are internal states of modules, on
which other modules rely upon, e.g., the navigation module hast to report that the
robot is localized in order to execute navigation commands. System resources are
critical system states other task nodes rely upon such as the battery power or the
amount of available storage. Finally, world model resources are a special kind of
resource and represent dedicated world models. Several world models are needed in
special cases such as parallel planning or simulation of future world states in order
to check for possible errors or in order to pre-calculate intermediate task results.
Resources are managed in a dedicated resource manager, which is described in
Sec. 6.2.1. As it is the case with world model dependencies, resource dependencies
can be stored using predicates grounded in a resource ontology. More information
about ontologies is provided in Sec. 5.2.
The formalization of the dependency concept is given in Chpt. 6 as this is the chapter
relying on RATNs in a formal way.

4.5.4

Use Cases of RATNs

In the course of this work I will use RATNs for several use cases to show their
applicability and power.
Logging and Analysis: RATNs can be used effectively for generating information-rich

task analysis results. This topic is covered in Sec. 5.3.
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Model Checking: In critical missions some system states must never be reached. One

approach to ensure that is model checking, which can be used to unburden the
programmer to check for these critical states manually or with the means of testing,
and proof the non-existence of specific system configurations automatically. Thereby
the safety level of the robot can be increased. The topic of checking semantic
properties of HPFDs is covered in Sec. 5.3.1.
Concurrent Dataflow Task Networks: RATNs are the core action representation for

CDTN, which are covered in Sec. 6.1.
Planning: In Appendix D, I will give insights in how robotic plans based on RATNs

can automatically be generated using a task planner.
Documentation and Debugging: Finally, RATNs help to model task-related knowledge

of the programmer explicitly, which is often hidden in purely behavior-based task
programming languages. For example, during the initialization phase of a robotic
system different processes are booted up in a specific order but the programmer
nowhere tells why this specific order is needed. A motion planner for example needs
a geometric world model provider, which passes the current 3D environment state
to it. The naive approach would simply be to start the world model provider first
and then the motion planner. Implicitly, this order will work and the programmer
(programmer A) has done his job. However, if another programmer (programmer B)
updates the behavior, decouples the module boot up and restructures it, the behavior
might be erroneous, as the boot order is mixed up. By using resource dependencies
programmer A can clearly state that the motion planning process requires a 3D world
model provider. By this, programmer B knows the reasoning behind the boot-up
sequence and can perform the refactoring correctly.
By using the different kinds of dependencies properly, RATNs can clearly pay out
not only for documentation purposes but also for debugging. The dependencies that
are required by a task node can easily be compared with the dependencies that can
be fulfilled by the current system state. The resulting difference can be a key for
successful error diagnose.
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4.6

Implementation: The RAFCON Framework

The RAFCON framework implements the majority of the concepts described in this
chapter. It consists of two parts: the RAFCON core (for the non-graphical concepts of
HPFDs and RATNs) and the RAFCON GUI (focusing on HPFD-GL). We developed the
framework at the German Aerospace Center and made it open source in 2018.3 It
can be found on https://github.com/DLR-RM/RAFCON. The world model is not part
of the RAFCON framework and was implemented in a dedicated module.

4.6.1

The Core

RAFCON is programmed in Python and currently supports the Python versions 2.7
and 3.4 - 3.7. A huge advantage of Python is its platform independence. Until now,
we tested RAFCON on various Linux distributions including Ubuntu4 , SUSE Linux
Enterprise5 and OpenSuse Leap6 . Each ExecutionState runs a Python code snippet of
arbitrary complexity able to import arbitrary modules. The entry point function is the
execute() method and has a state reference, the state’s input data, the output data
and a reference to the global variable manager as its parameter. Each middleware
(currently tested with ROS, DDS and Links and Nodes, see Sec. 2.5) to be interfaced
with RAFCON has to provide an appropriate Python interface.
We wrote both the underlying state machine representing HPFDs and the HPFD
interpreter called the RAFCON execution engine from scratch. The interpreter supports
different execution modes such as Start, Stop, Pause and Resume. During execution an
execution history is created, which keeps track of all executed states including their
context data, i.e., timing information, input and output data and the final outcome.
The execution history is a central aspect of task analysis and profiling, and will be
presented in more detail in Sec. 5.5.2.
State machine execution can not only be launched at the start state of the root state
but also at a predefined state. Also, executing a state machine until a specified state
3 ’We’

refers to several of my colleagues at the RMC and me. The list of contributors sorted by their
contributed number of lines of code is: Sebastian Brunner, Franz Steinmetz, Rico Belder, Matthias
Büttner, Lukas Becker, Mahmoud Akl, Benno Voggenreiter, Sebastian Riedel, Michael Vilzmann, Annika
Wollschläger, Christoph Sürig and Nick Walter.
4 https://ubuntu.com/
5 https://www.suse.com/products/desktop/
6 https://www.opensuse.org/
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(similar to breakpoints) is possible. Furthermore, the interpreter supports stepping
through a state machine similar to common IDEs:
• Step into: executes the next state in the next deeper hierarchy level or simply
the next state if execution has already reached the deepest hierarchy level
• Step over: execute the next state on the same hierarchy level. If the next state
is a container state all child states are executed as well.
• Step out: the execution executes all states until it reaches the next upper
hierarchy level
• Step backward: executes a state in backward manner. For doing so, backward
execution does use an obligatory backward_execute() function, which can be
defined for each ExecutionState (next to the mandatory execute() function).
Backward execution restores all context data of the current hierarchy that was
valid before the state was executed in forward mode. The necessary information
is retrieved from the execution history. This is a novel feature for behavior
execution and is especially useful when debugging a system with a manipulator
in intricate poses. As retracting the manipulator in confined spaces may not
be possible easily (and often only in combination with a path planner), the
possibility to backward execute relative end-effector movements can be very
valuable and avoids time consuming system state reproduction procedures.
In order to persistently store RAFCON state machines the JSON format is used, which
has the useful property that it is human readable and easily versionable, e.g., via
git7 . In principle, this textual representation of RAFCON state machines defines a
DSL that could also be written manually. However, without tool support this is rather
tedious. Thus, in order to be able to create state machines quickly and intuitively the
RAFCON GUI has to be used.
RAFCON supports collaborative state machine creation. Libraries can be created by
various developers or developer teams. These libraries can then be linked in order to
build more complex systems. By using a core configuration file, the user can specify
the behavior of RAFCON and can configure several file paths where RAFCON can
find other state machines in order to dynamically link to them using LibraryStates.
The ExecutionStates’ Python script is loaded and executed dynamically when the
ExecutionState is started. Also, the whole state machine itself is loaded dynamically
state by state, which allows to alter the state machine also during execution. Finally,
RAFCON is equipped with a powerful logging library, which supports different logging
7 https://git-scm.com/
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levels and allows for writing log statements either to the terminal, to log files, or
both.
For RAFCON, we deliberatively decided against an event-driven design. With increasing complexity, event-driven systems are error-prone (see Parent (2007)), resulting
from complex topics that need to be tackled, such as event caching and prioritization, event expiration and parallel event handling (see Lamport (1978)). Therefore,
RAFCON is inspired more by flowcharts (see Simons (2000)), letting states decide
about the next transition to follow. On top of that, observer structures based on
PreemptiveConcurrencyStates can be used to react to external events efficiently8 .
RAFCON enforces clear modularization of all state machine components. In opposite
to statecharts (see Harel (1987)), transitions are not allowed to cross hierarchy
boundaries. This maintains the ability to reuse arbitrary state machine hierarchies
(as LibraryStates) in order to compose more complex behavior.

4.6.2

The GUI

One of the main design goals of the RAFCON GUI was to enable the developer to focus
onto the creation of robotic behavior in an intuitive, flexible and efficient manner.
Reducing the time for reading, understanding and programming the behavior is a
major aspect we had in mind during implementation. We put high effort in adding
utility functions in order to reduce the amount of boiler plate code the developer has
to write (as common in other textual languages such as in SMACH, see Bohren and
Cousins (2010)). By implementing HPFD-GL, RAFCON offers a concise and clear
way for specifying robot behavior, without sacrificing the abilities a general purpose
programming provides as it enables full access to the underlying Python language.
The graphical user interface (GUI) is a central part of RAFCON. A GUI featuring a
graphical visualizer and editor is an imperative feature of modern programming tools
for robotic behavior creation. However, this is not an easy feature to achieve, as
bigger state machines with deep hierarchies tend to become very complex. Many
visual programming tools do not support hierarchies, such as NXT-G by Kelly (2010),
or show elements on different hierarchy levels in the same size, such as SMACH by
Bohren and Cousins (2010). Concept-wise, we tried to make visual programming of
HPFDs as efficient and intuitive as possible and thus cooperated with a professional
8 More information about event handling can be found at: https://rafcon.readthedocs.io/en/
latest/faq.html#why-is-rafcon-not-event-based
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interface design company9 , which developed the design and layout. Implementationwise, there are still several features missing to reach that goal. Thus, I list the most
important open features in the future work section 8.2.

GUI Structure
For implementing the RAFCON GUI the GIMP-Toolkit GTK+ is used. It is an open
source GUI-Toolkit for writing graphical user interface for the X Window System10 .
The GUI is completely separated from the core. By using a MVC (Model View
Controller) pattern changes made to the core are directly notified to the GUI for
visualization.
Several design principles concerning the alignment and arrangement of GUI components are responsible for a well structured design. We extensively used the four
gestalt principles similarity, proximity, closure and continuity to improve the GUI’s
structure and the speed of information retrieval (see Büttner (2015)).
A high emphasis is put on modularity and flexibility. The user is able to customize
the appearance of RAFCON using a yaml-configuration script. Properties such as
color schemes, shortcuts, logging and notification options can be configured. Various
external editors for modifying the Python source code can be configured to enable
developers to code in their favorite environment.
The GUI consists of five areas. A top bar, a left bar, a right bar, a bottom bar and the
central area, called the Graphical State Machine Editor. All side bars are foldable,
detachable and resizable. The left and the right bar each contain a notebook in which
the tabs can be rearranged and relocated.
Fig. 4.31 shows the single areas of the GUI, including the single widgets. The state
machine editor is the central element of the GUI and is further described in the next
section. Label (1) of Fig. 4.31 refers to it. The left side bar consists of several widgets
with information relating to a whole state machine or the whole RAFCON GUI.
(2) Library manager: holds a list of all mounted library paths including all available
RAFCON LibraryStates. The states can be simply drag-and-dropped into the
currently selected state machine.
(3) State machine tree: shows all states the currently selected state machine contains
9 Interaktionswerk,

https://interaktionswerk.de/

10 https://www.x.org/wiki/
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Figure 4.31: A simple HPFD created in the RAFCON framework. The shown behavior commands a robot to explore the environment until it finds a red ball or a predefined duration
is reached.

in a tree structure. By clicking on a state in the tree the same state in the
graphical editor is selected and focused.
(4) Global variable manager: holds all existing global variables. For each variable it
shows the name, value and data type.
(5) Modification history: shows the modification log of the state machine. It
implements the undo-/redo- functionality for RAFCON. By clicking on an
entry the state of the state machine after this change is restored. A very
interesting feature of the modification history is that it allows the user to access
different modification branches and not only the main track as common in
other graphical editors.
(6) Execution history: tracks the execution of the state machine in a tree structure.
Each executed state is an element in the tree, each new state machine hierarchy
maps to a deeper tree level. By clicking on a state its context data is shown,
i.e., all timing, data and outcome information.
The right bar (see label (7) of Fig. 4.31) contains the state editor. It shows all relevant
information of the selected state. This includes the state properties consisting of
a name, a state id, a description and a state type. Furthermore, the state editor
has several widgets for modifying the logical state elements, i.e., outcomes and
transitions, and for modifying the state’s data elements, i.e., data ports, data flows
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and scoped variables. The latter ones are an aid to accelerate data distribution on the
same hierarchy level and can also be modeled by using data flows only. Additionally,
a Source Code Editor is part of the state editor. The code editor enables to modify
the Python code of ExecutionStates, supports syntax highlighting and checks code
automatically for syntax errors. Finally, the Semantic Data Editor can be used to add
semantic data (as required by the RATN model, see Sec. 4.5.2) for the state into an
arbitrary deeply nested dictionary. Possible semantic information is, e.g., different
labels for filtering and classifying states or pre- and post-conditions for task planning
as described in Appendix D.
The bottom bar has only one element, the Logger widget, which is referred to by
label (8). The logger supports different log levels (i.e., verbose, debug, info, warning
and error), with different color codings. Moreover, it features structured logs, which
include the current timestamp and origin module of each log statement.

The Graphical Editor

The graphical state machine editor (shown by the marker (1)) in the center area of
the GUI distinguishes the framework from other flow-control GUIs. It is an editor
to view a state machine, modify it and monitor its execution. It allows for creating
HPFDs using visual programming and HPFD-GL.
The main feature of this part of the GUI is to be able to handle huge state machines
with many hierarchies, states and transitions. In Brunner et al. (2019)) I presented
HPFDs with more than 1500 states and more than 2000 transitions. RAFCON renders
a state machine in 2.5D, which means that elements further down in the hierarchy
are smaller than elements in higher hierarchy levels.
Continuous Visual Abstraction is supported so that the user can navigate quickly and
intuitively between the different hierarchy levels. A panning mechanism allows the
user to move the view towards a state of interest. Moreover, a user can zoom into
a state machine in order to increase the size of the states of interest. As RAFCON
zooms into the direction of the mouse cursor, a user can deliberately zoom into a
desired child state. By selecting a state, a state editor is created for it in which all
state properties can be viewed and updated as described above. If the user zooms out
fully a coarse overview of the behavior is shown. The main elements of the behavior
can be identified easily as the information of deeper hierarchy layers is discarded
by the intelligent zooming concept. This also comes in handy if the behavior is
discussed and distributed in a developer team with several people. In summary, the
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whole approach is similar to that of digital maps and thus helps to navigate complex
information efficiently.
The graphical editor visualizes both, the logical and the data flow of HPFDs. It
allows to move, resize and manipulate states by adding ports and connections with
via-points. In general, editing state machines is very similar to the way common UML
editors handle their graphical elements. The editor serves also for visualizing the
behaviors during execution. All currently active states are rendered in green. If the
step mode is enabled, the last executed state is visualized in yellow, whereat the final
outcome of the state is highlighted in green. Thereby, a user can efficiently track the
current execution flow and monitor the behavior’s state.
Various viewing modes enable the user to focus on the elements of interest. In the
default mode, all state information is shown, which can lead to a very cluttered view.
Thus, there is another viewing mode in which all data flows are hidden. Furthermore,
the visualization of the labels of the default outcomes aborted and preempted can be
toggled, which otherwise take a lot of space and can thus distract the user.

Additional GUI Features

This section lists additional, important features of the task control framework, which
I did not discuss yet.
One benefit of VPLs is that “VPL researchers have the opportunity to seamlessly
integrate support for non-coding aspects into the coding environment such as design,
testing, and debugging” (Burnett et al. (1995)). We used this opportunity to enhance
RAFCON with precious design features, such as the magnet lines to arrange states
graphically and movable state ports and labels, and debugging capabilities, such as
the execution history view, the console bar and the life data port value introspection
(therefore, also see Sec. 5.5).
RAFCON features an easy-to-use plugin concept. This allows other developers to
extend the functionality of the framework in different ways. Plugins for calling
custom scripts on each execution mode change (e.g., from paused to running) and
for auto-layouting have been written11 . Moreover, the model checking functionality
(as given in Sec. 5.5.1) and the autonomous execution optimization (as described in
Sec. 6) are implemented using the plugin concept as well.
Additionally, the flexible design of RAFCON in combination with features of the high
11 see

https://dlr-rm.github.io/RAFCON/plugins
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level language Python allows for online state machine modifications even during
execution. Both, the state machine layout as well as the source code can be manipulated graphically in the GUI or automatically using ExecutionStates. The changes
take effect immediately, even without the necessity to save the HPFD beforehand.
RAFCON’s API can also be used to generate state machines programmatically, e.g., by
using a task planner (see Sec. D) or other on the fly state generation methods (as
described in Sec. 7.1.1).
Furthermore, the fact that the RAFCON core and the RAFCON GUI are completely
separated yields many advantages when using the task control engine on real robots.
HPFDs can be developed efficiently on a local PC. Afterwards, it can be deployed to
the target system, where it can run without the GUI overhead only using the HPFD
interpreter of the core. As the core is very lightweight the CPU overhead for running
state machines can be kept low and is thus suitable for systems with low computation
power. With a special plugin called the monitoring plugin12 a remote GUI can connect
to the execution of a HPFD on a robotic system. When the connection is established
information about the execution status of all states is forwarded to the remote GUI.
Additionally, the execution can be controlled remotely including the triggering of all
mentioned step commands (see Sec. 4.6.1). Several remote GUIs can be attached to
a server process, which can either run inside a GUI or using the core only.
Finally, RAFCON is scalable enough to run very complex tasks, such as the one in
the SpaceBot Camp scenario (see Sec. 4.7.1), the ROBEX demo (see Sec. 7.1.1) or
on AIMM (see Sec. 7.1.2). For the latter use case, we developed state machines
with several thousands of states, transitions and data flows. The main reasons that
such a complexity can be tackled are the 2.5D view of state machines, the clear,
modular design of HPFDs and the explicit modeling of data flows allowing to track
data distribution over many hierarchy levels efficiently.

4.6.3

The World Model

As specified in Sec. 4.4.2 the described world model is graph-based. Moreover, as
world model information can get large, using a database is a valid approach. Additionally, most databases are optimized for low latency, which makes task control fast as
there are many world model queries per task execution (e.g., see 7.4). Furthermore,
batch processing features care for high throughput in the case that many requests
need to be placed at the same time.
12 see
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These facts directly lead to the choice of implementing the HPFD world model using
a graph database. In our case (see Lehner et al. (2018)), we chose Neo4j13 , which
is a famous graph database running in Java. Fig. 4.32 shows a screenshot of our
Neo4j world model as used in the ROBEX scenario (see Sec. 7.1.1.). Neo4j’s query
language CYPHER (see Francis et al. (2018)) is one of the most used query languages
in industry.

Figure 4.32: A screenshot of the Neo4j world model as used in the ROBEX scenario (see
Sec. 7.1.1.)

Neo4j holds the data in a property-graph model, which directly maps to our definitions
of abstract world model components, i.e., nodes, properties, edges and labels. Except
for complex queries, our world model implementation uses the neomodel library14
to access the data in the Neo4j database. Neomodel’s object-graph-mapping (OGM)
is used to create a type-system for the world model objects with both optional
and required properties. For example, the node types Physical Object and Marker
(according to the example of Sec. 4.4.3) can be defined using the OGM. Additionally,
rules can be set up so that, e.g., each PhysicalObject node has a mass and all Marker
nodes have a size. For more complex queries we rely on CYPHER, as this is the native
query language for Neo4j enabling the access to the full power of the database.
We use YAML files as a human readable format to specify world model information,
such as object templates, object instantiations or whole world model states. Object
templates are a powerful way to define the objects in an abstract manner. These
templates may even contain other objects and edges, and can thus represent small
graphs on their own. Those templates can be instantiated efficiently and can be
modified subsequently. Our implementation uses Python to access and read those
YAML files and to create world model objects using the neomodel library.
13 https://neo4j.com/
14 https://github.com/robinedwards/neomodel
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As the world model is a central module, which needs to be accessed by many other
nodes as shown in Fig. 4.24 we wrote several adapter nodes. Commonly, different
nodes of a robotic system talk via a middleware to each other. In our experiments,
we used the ROS middleware for communication purposes. The adapter nodes care
for retrieving a specific subset of information from the world model and passing
it to other nodes. One example is the generation of the geometric scene of the
environment, which is fed to the path planner in order to generate collision free
paths for the manipulator. Another example is our tf-world-model-module, which
retrieves all spatial information between objects from the database and publishes it
via a ROS-Tf-tree15 . As a matter of fact, the job of the adapter nodes is not only the
retrieval and forwarding but also the adding of data to the database. For example, the
tf-world-model-module does not only publish spatial information but also receives
3D transformations from other nodes and enters this data into the database.

4.6.4

Resource-Aware Task Nodes

As given in Sec. 4.5 RATNs are basically HPFDs enhanced with structured, semantic
information. The Semantic Data Editor of RAFCON’s State Editor as described in
Sec. 4.6.2 plays a vital role for implementing RATNs. As I will elaborate more on
RATNs in Chpt. 6 the implementation of them will be explained in that chapter in
detail.

4.7

Application Scenarios

To measure the benefits of a programming language or framework, such as their
modularity, flexibility or generality, in numbers is very hard. One way to do so
is to compare my framework with others, which I did in Chpt. 3 using several
metrics. Another way is to show the use and applicability of HPFDs and RAFCON in
challenging application scenarios of different robotic domains, which I performed
extensively and summarized in the following section. Next to space-related use cases,
also industrial and service robotic use cases are covered. An overview of all use
cases covered with RAFCON so far is given at https://dlr-rm.GitHub.io/RAFCON/
projects.
15 Concerning
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4.7.1

Space Related Application Scenarios

Figure 4.33: The environment the LRU had to act in during the SpaceBot Camp 2015. A
base station, where several parts had to be assembled, was located on a two meter high
elevation, accessible only by a steep ramp.
SpaceBot Camp: The first real project in which I used RAFCON to control an au-

tonomous robot was the SpaceBot Camp, organized by the DLR Space Administration
in November 2015. The mission was to built a mobile robotic system able to explore
an unknown Moon-like terrain of approximately 200 square meters, to localize and
pick up two objects and to transport them back to a base station. The terrain and
our robot, the LRU, are visualized in Fig. 4.33. The first object was a battery and
the second a soil sample. Back at the base, the battery had to be used to power a
scientific device able to investigate properties of the sample. The total time limit for
the mission was sixty minutes. A communication delay between mission control and
the robot of two seconds (i.e., four seconds round trip time), which simulated the
real signal delay between Earth and Moon (see Schuster et al. (2016)), posed an
additional challenge. The delay was the main reason, why a high autonomy level
had to be achieved by the participating robots.
Ten teams in total participated at the event. Our team RM-explores was the only team
which accomplished the mission fully autonomously according to the competition
constraints (see Schuster et al. (2016)). On top of that, we solved all tasks in
only half of the given time limit. Next to sophisticated manipulation, computer
vision and navigation modules my proposed task control framework RAFCON was a
vital advantage compared to the other teams. It orchestrated all software modules
in a centralized, efficient manner that allowed to easily comprehend the choices
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the system made. The robotic software architecture strongly resembled the 2T*
architecture described in Sec. 2.5.
The robotic behavior, which solved the mission, consisted of more than 700 states
and 1200 transitions. We used eight abstraction layers (i.e., HPFD HierarchyState
levels) in order to handle the mission complexity. We used RAFCON to trigger high
level commands only, such as moving the robot to a specific waypoint or driving the
manipulator to a certain 3D position. Single wheel or pan-tilt movements during
navigation were part of the lower software modules and not triggered by RAFCON
directly.
We strongly benefited from the hierarchical, modular design of HPFDs and RAFCON.
Several programmers could develop the state machine at the same time independently
and created state machines for solving the sub-tasks for manipulation, grasping,
computer vision, navigation and exploration. We discussed the initial strategy of
how to solve the overall SpaceBot Camp mission beforehand by graphically sketching
the whole mission with abstract high level RAFCON states in meetings, in which
experts of various fields participated. As we wrapped the whole robot’s functionality
in dedicated RAFCON states, the robot’s behavior could be updated and improved
efficiently by only using RAFCON’s GUI. Especially high level mission discussions
were much more fruitful by leveraging the RAFCON state machine compared to using
abstract sketches or textual descriptions.
The ROBEX Project: We used RAFCON during a complex Moon-analogue campaign

called ROBEX. For this project, we programmed several missions for the LRU robot.
The final behaviors solving the missions consisted of more than 1500 states and more
than 2000 transitions. More information about the mission is provided in Sec. 7.1.1
of the validation chapter.

4.7.2

Industrial Application Scenarios

Mobile Manipulation on AIMM: During Automatica 2018, the leading exhibition for

smart automation and robotics 16 , RAFCON controlled our AIMM robot to maintain
an autonomous supply chain for various workcells. The main HPFD for delivering
various material to the different workcells had more than 4000 states and 5000
transitions and was created by nine developers. More detailed information about this
16 For highlights of the RMC institute at Automatica 2018 see https://www.dlr.de/dlr/en/
desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-10081/151_read-28474/#/gallery/31018
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application scenario is given in Sec. 7.1.2 in the validation chapter.
Programming by Demonstration on KUKA LWR4+: In the RACELab project, Steinmetz

and Weitschat (2016) employed RAFCON to program complex skills for an industrial
automation scenario with several robotic manipulators. The skills were then used
in a programming by demonstration workflow, in which shop-floor worker (non
robotic-experts) created various, sequential tasks with a software tool called RAZER
created by Steinmetz et al. (2018).

4.7.3

Application Scenarios in Service Robotics

UAV High Level Autonomy Control: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) such as Helicopters17

or the High Altitude Platforms as shown in Fig. 4.34 have many interesting use cases
such as transportation of goods into terrain not accessible by or hazardous to humans, aerial manipulation, plant inspection, establishing communication networks
and data retrieval of the atmosphere for meteorology science. Many of those use
cases require the UAVs to act autonomously, as remote control is not possible (e.g.,
in caves), the target terrains lack networking infrastructure or remote control by
humans is too expensive (e.g., in agriculture applications scenarios). Next to acting
autonomously, airborne vehicles have to fulfill much higher safety constraints. This is
because accidents of UAVs yield much higher risks both for their surroundings (such
as humans) and themselves (in a crash UAVs are often a write-off). For these reasons
automatic model checking and mission verification have uttermost importance.
Thus, the Flying Robots Group at DLR RMC, which used the flow control framework for their UAVs, enhanced RAFCON by model checking capabilities. With the
enhanced RAFCON it is possible to guarantee system properties like: "While flying
never deactivate the motors" or "Do not start the motors if there is a person near to the
UAV". More information concerning model checking with RAFCON can be found in
Sec. 5.3.
Medical Assistant: In the context of the SAPHARI18 project, we successfully used

RAFCON for human-robot-interaction in a medical assistant scenario. Here, a KUKA
LWR4+ could handle different tools such as scissors, scalpels or pliers to surgeons
during simulated operation procedures.
17 Flettner helicopter built by the Flying Robot Group at the RMC institute https://www.dlr.de/dlr/
presse/en/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-10307/470_read-16914/#/gallery/22188
18 http://www.saphari.eu/
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Figure 4.34: Artistic rendering of a solar-electric high altitude platform flying in the stratosphere.

4.8

Related Work and Discussion

Many of the task control frameworks introduced in Chpt. 3 use a state machine
approach as their underlying model such as SMACH, ROS Commander, FlexBE,
ArmarX, Xabsl and Fawkes. However, most of them do not offer the ability of
modeling data flows in a dedicated manner (such as ROS Commander, Xabsl, SMACH
and Fawkes). Other approaches bind the data flow to the state transitions (such as
ArmarX), which is overly restrictive. From the task control frameworks of Table 3.1
only Modelica, FlexBE, Robot Task Commander and RAFCON allow for explicit
modeling of control and data flow.
Although graph grammars (as defined by Zhang (2010)) offer an intuitive, clear
way to define the meaning of a graphical program, they are rare in the context of
visual behavior programming. In fact, none of the frameworks given in Fig. 3.1
offer a graph grammar for the graphical behavior representation. Only Effinger et al.
(2010) proposes a graph grammar for his Hierarchical Constraint Automaton (HCA).
It is used to create a graphical representation of programs written in the Reactive
Model-based Programming Language (RMPL), a textual language for defining reactive
robot behavior. On top of that, also Glas et al. (2016) show all building blocks of
their graphical language (Interaction Composer) in a clear manner and map them to
control flow building blocks, which is very similar to the graph grammar approach.
Modeling the knowledge of a robot about its environment is actually a huge topic,
which I cover only to some extent in Sec. 4.4. There are many concepts in literature
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describing how complex data can be stored in a structured manner and easily be
queried (see Blumenthal et al. (2013) and Margitus et al. (2015)). Graph database
based approaches are just one possibility, which, however, promise to be a scalable
solution (Blumenthal et al. (2013)). In practice, many proposed frameworks do not
offer a (mature) world model concept, such as FlexBE, ROS Commander, Modelica,
Matlab Simulink and LabVIEW. This does not mean that they cannot be interfaced
with a world model, they just do not present one in their framework description.
However, there are also frameworks which offer very powerful knowledge processing
capabilities, such as CRAM in combination with KnowRob (see Beetz et al. (2018)).
It supports data acquisition from ontologies (also located on remote servers), from
general instructions that can be found in the world wide web and from natural
language instructions.
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five

Design, Execution and
Post-Mortem Analysis of Robotic
Behavior
Next of being able to program complex robotic behavior, sophisticated task analysis
concepts are needed to support different stakeholders during the different lifecycle
phases of robot behaviors, i.e., during the pre-, the runtime- and the post-mortem
phase.

5.1

Analysis Goals

Logging and analyzing the execution of robotic tasks has multiple goals, whereat
three major areas are debugging, monitoring, profiling 1 .
Debugging is especially necessary during designing robotic behavior. Actions of
various abstraction levels have to be defined and arranged in order to create reactive,
concurrent or goal driven behavior. The ability to debug occurring errors efficiently
is vital for each task control framework. The programmer must be able to get deep
1 Learning is another reason for logging data, e.g., to feed semantically logged images into the
training of object classifiers/localizers. However, this topic will not be covered in the scope of this work.
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insights into the reasons why specific choices were made during behavior execution.
All the different abstraction layers of the behavior need to be easily accessible by the
programmer. As for robotic systems a lot of data accumulates during task execution,
the data relevant for error inspection must be extensive and efficiently accessible.
Logging data is not only useful for error debugging but also for error detection
during execution, commonly called task monitoring (see Brunner et al. (2018)). In
the case of an error it must be easily possible to pause or stop the current mission.
After inspecting the robot’s current situation the mission can be optionally updated
and finally resumed. The more critical a mission is, the more important are proper
monitoring possibilities.
In many scenarios, tasks must often not only be solved effectively but also efficiently.
Especially, time constraints have to be accounted for. Thus, profiling concepts able to
analyze the mission status and generate information about performance bottlenecks
are essential. This can be achieved by analyzing log data recorded during behavior
execution. As given in the introductory space rover example (see Sec. 1.2.3) the
time available for mission execution can be limited, thus, efficiency is essential.
Based on the identified performance bottlenecks, the robotic system can be updated
selectively, e.g., by optimizing existing or creating better algorithms, and making
behavior execution more efficient.
In Sec. 5.3, I present an architecture to reach these goals. Prior to that, I will highlight
the log data processing benefits of grounding the semantic information of RATNs in
ontologies.

5.2

Linking Ontologies to Resource-Aware Task Nodes

During task execution large quantities of log data accumulates, such as image data,
telemetry and house keeping data, information about the robot’s environment, decision logs of the task control process, and the internal state of various software
modules. Logging can be performed in a continuous fashion, event based or triggered
by the task control module. In order to interpret such data, context information is
required. Semantic description of a task is essential to put the log data into context.
RATNs are a powerful semantic action model able to be used for a range of use cases
(as shown in Sec. 4.5.4). So far, the programmer can add arbitrary semantic information to a RATN, such as needed resources or classification information. Grounding
this semantic information using ontologies yields a huge benefit: accessing and
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filtering the logged data can be performed in a standardized fashion by only using
the ontologies. The difficulty of inferring context from not explicitly encoded data, or
requiring information about the whole ecosystem of the robot in order to know the
data types (such as 3D pose or SI unit conventions) of the logged raw data can be
drastically reduced.

Figure 5.1: An excerpt of the resource ontology as used in the ROBEX project (see Sec. 7.1.1). I
used Protégé by Noy et al. (2003) to create the ontology.

Ontologies can be used to create object taxonomies (i.e., relating entities only using
the ’is-a’ relation: e.g.: water is a liquid) or to model more complex relations
between objects (e.g., ’water extinguishes fire’ and ’water cools hot components’).
An example ontology is given in Fig. 5.1. I used it to model all relevant resources
needed by various actions during the ROBEX project on Mt. Etna. Next to the list of
existing components it shows the membership relation using the tree structure, i.e.,
rmc_owl:Manipulator belongs to the class of rmc_owl:Robot resources. Ontologies
ground abstract, machine-readable symbols to concepts and objects in the real world
(see Tenorth and Beetz (2009)). Thus, filtering log data by only referring to these
real world entities is possible. This allows for intuitively writing powerful data
queries by people that do not have to be robotic or domain experts. Appropriate
ontologies are the key for a suitable classification of actions and thereby for proper
classification of recorded raw data. Example queries, visualization and graphs which
can be generated using such ontologies are shown in the validation Chpt. 7.1.
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5.3

An Architecture for Whole Lifecycle Analysis

Fig. 5.2 shows the overall architecture of the whole-lifecycle analysis concept, which
forms the major part of this chapter. The figure is split in three rows and three
columns. Each row shows one of the three lifecycle phases of the iterative development of a robotic behavior, i.e., the design phase, the runtime phase and the
post-mortem phase. The first column shows all stakeholders involved in the respective
lifecycle phase. The second column lists the actions performed by the respective
stakeholders. The third column shows the concepts of how to analyze the progress
and the quality of each phase. The analysis concepts aim to reduce the stakeholders’
time needed for development, verification and improvement of the robotic behavior.
We realized all of those concepts in RAFCON and tested the majority of them on the
LRU in the context of the ROBEX project (see Section 7.1.1). In the following, all
analysis concepts are explained.

5.3.1

Design Phase

In the design phase the robotic behavior is created. Basic actions are defined and
more complex robotic skills of various abstraction layers are built with those actions.
Furthermore, semantic information is added to these skills by using ontologies. This
includes classifying skills, and defining required resources and other RATN-related
dependencies. The overall mission is finally constructed out of these high level skills.
As depicted in Fig. 5.2 this is done by the behavior developers. This phase can be
supported by various analysis concepts.
Test (incl. Simulation): The first method for analysis is to apply state of the art
testing. This includes unit tests, module tests, integration tests and system tests.
Unit tests aim for checking the correctness of single functions. For module tests,
small simulations covering only the scope of the respective module under test can be
employed. Integration tests check the interaction of several modules and processes.
System tests, require a complete, comprehensive simulator to test the system’s
software in the whole. As these concepts are common practice for every larger
software system, I do not elaborate on this topic.
Code Syntax Checks: Syntax errors of the HPFD ExecutionStates can be revealed
by static code analysis, such as linters. This can be automatically performed during
editing of the code snippets or after saving. For interpreted languages (such as Python
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Figure 5.2: The whole-lifecycle analysis architecture: the left column shows the responsible
stakeholders for each life-cycle step, the center describes the main steps performed by the
stakeholders, and the right column shows possible analysis methods.
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or Lua) this is especially valuable as typing errors are otherwise not revealed before
runtime.
Data Integrity Checks: Actions, as defined in the HPFD formalism, are parameterized with various input and output ports of different data types. Connecting those
ports with data flows must ensure type consistency by either requiring the exact same
data type or by respecting the inheritance structure. This means that an object of a
specialized class can be forwarded into an input data port with its base class as data
type (but not the other way round!). Fig. 5.3 shows an overview of all important
data type consistency checks. These checks are always performed before the task
execution starts in order to ensure the syntactic correctness of the program.

Figure 5.3: Top: an exemplary class diagram including generalization; bottom: exemplary
data integrity checks, as enforced for HPFDs by the whole-lifecycle analysis architecture.

Error Handling Coverage: In real robotic application scenarios every action has
a certain probability to fail. Thus, recovery routines and error detection have to
be implemented for critical tasks. This especially holds true for missions requiring
longterm autonomy, i.e., autonomous behavior for longer periods of time. The longer
the system runs, the higher the probability of the occurrence of errors, which have to
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be handled by the robot autonomously. In principle, there exist two types of error
detection. The first type is the synchronous error response. Every robot action has to
return exact information about its outcome, i.e., if the action was successful or not.
In the case of an error, the task has to return the error reason, e.g., in case of a grasp
action, if the contact force of the grasp was significantly off to the expected one, if
the gripper could not reach the commanded position, or if the gripper driver itself
failed and did not respond. The second type is the asynchronous error monitoring by
using dedicated error observers. This is required for all critical environment states
of the robot. Typical examples are observers checking if an object remains grasped
during manipulator movements, or monitoring the robot during navigation in order
to interrupt the current action if a certain distance or time threshold is met.
Next to detecting an error, a robust behavior must also be able to recover from it.
Recovery procedures have to be implemented for every action that has high failure
probability. For the synchronous case, error handling can be either implemented
straight forward by connecting the failure outcome to a routine which handles
the error correctly or chosen by, e.g., procedural reasoning or semantic planning
(see Appendix D). In the case of asynchronous observers an error routine for each
environment state under observation has to be defined.
In both cases, defining error handling routines for all HPFD or environment states
does not scale, as HPFDs can consist of several hundreds or thousands of states (see
Sec. 7.1.1). Therefore, modularity and reusability of error routines are required. A
key element of a scalable architecture is that errors can be forwarded to the next
higher abstraction level until a generic error handler can take care.
For developers the so called “error handling coverage” metric provides insights
of how robust and error-tolerant a state machine is with respect to synchronous
error handling. In order to define it formally (for the prerequisites, i.e., the HPFD
formalism, see Sec. 4.1.2) the parent set of a state is introduced:
Definition 13 (Parent set) The parent set of a state s consists of all states pi that are
elements of the path from s up to the root state r of a RST. The parent set excludes s and
includes r . The parent set of s is written parentset(s).
Equation 5.1 provides the formula for calculating the error handling coverage ehc(sm)
of a state machine sm. Ssm denotes the set of all states of a state machine sm with
root state r . S eh,sm denotes the set of all states si (with 0 ≤ i ≤ n and n being the total
number of states of sm), which are provided with direct or indirect error handling.
The final error handling coverage of a state machine is simply the ratio of states with
error handling S eh,sm and the total number of states S em .
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ehc(sm) =

S eh,sm
Ssm

S eh,sm = {si }, 0 ≤ i ≤ n : deh(si ) ∨ ieh(si )

(5.1)

(5.2)

A state has direct error handling, written deh(s) = T rue, if it has a state connected to
its aborted outcome via a transition t. This is defined by the following equation:

deh(s) =



true


if ∃t : t = (l 1 , l 2 ) : l 1 = (s, o) : o = aborted


 f alse


otherwise

(5.3)

A state has indirect error handling, written ieh(s) = true, if one of its parents has
direct error handling:

ieh(s) =



true


if ∃p ∈ parentset(s) : deh(p) = true


 f alse


otherwise

(5.4)

In addition to the error handling coverage the average error handling depth is
of interest. The error handling depth of a state is the sum of all error handling
procedures of all the parent states of s up to the root state. It is calculated as shown
in equation 5.5



0
if s = r (= root state)




ehd(s) = 1 + ehd(parent(s)) if deh(s)




 0 + ehd(parent(s)) otherwise


(5.5)

The average error handling depth aehd of a state machine sm if finally defined as
aehd(sm) =

Ín

i=0 ehd(s i )

Ssm

(5.6)

In the validation chapter, several experiments are presented that calculate the error
handling depth in order to make statements about the robustness of the analyzed
behavior.
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The error handling coverage is a quantitative metric to analyze the robustness of an
autonomous behavior. In general, it only states if and how many error handlers are
defined per state. If the handler is sufficient for a specific error in various contexts is
not covered by the error handling coverage and depth.
Model Checking: Model checking and model driven development are essential for
critical missions. Critical can either refer to system critical, i.e., if some condition does
not hold the robotic system can take severe damage, or critical to the environment,
i.e., if the robot fails then there can be serious injuries for humans or expensive
damages to external equipment. One of the most severe and expensive accidents
of mankind was the Ariane-5 launch on June 4, 1996 (Baier and Katoen (2008)).
A simple software bug (a type conversion from a 64-bit floating point into a 16-bit
integer value) was responsible for the mission failure, which could have been easily
prevented using model checking (Baier and Katoen (2008)).
The general picture of model checking is rather simple and is shown in Fig. 5.4. Based
on a system description, the system is modeled using a suitable system modeling
language. At the same time, crucial system requirements are listed and formalized
using a property specification language. The system model and property specification
are passed to the model checker, which checks whether the system model satisfies the
defined properties. If this is not the case, the model checker returns a model failure
in the form of a counter example, i.e., a sequence of internal system states leading to
a case in which some of the specified properties do not hold.

Figure 5.4: The general model checking methodology as presented by Baier and Katoen
(2008).

For each robot system different properties are critical and must hold during the
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whole mission execution. For example, the motors of an UAV must never be turned
off while it is in the air. Such properties have to be ensured automatically for all
possible system states. Manual checking would be much too costly because its too
work intensive and error prone and (in practical uses cases) simply not possible for
programs with high numbers of states.
Using model checking for system analysis has several advantages. A model checker
can prove different kinds of properties for a software system, e.g., the existence or
the non-existence of certain variable values, reachability of certain states, and the
existence of deadlocks, life-locks, starvation, and race conditions. Model checking can
also be used for partial system verification, which means that specific properties can
be checked individually without the need of a complete requirements specification
from the beginning. Furthermore, model checking is “not vulnerable to the likelihood
that an error is exposed. This contrasts with testing and simulation that are aimed at
tracing the most probable defects”(see Baier and Katoen (2008)). Finally, the fact that
a property violation always returns an example for the violation (a counter-example
for the specified property) is very beneficial for debugging purposes of the system
model.
However, model checking has several weaknesses as well, as stated by Baier and
Katoen (2008):
• It is mainly appropriate to control-intensive applications and less suited for
data-intensive applications as data typically ranges over infinite domains.
• It verifies a system model, and not the actual system (product or prototype)
itself; any obtained result is thus as good as the system model.
• It checks only stated requirements, i.e., there is no guarantee of completeness.
The validity of properties that are not checked cannot be judged.
• It suffers from the “state-space explosion problem”, i.e., the number of states
needed to model the system accurately may easily exceed the amount of
available computer memory. Despite the development of several very effective
methods to combat this problem, models of realistic systems may still be too
large to fit in memory.
The second bullet point aligns with the “the code is the design” principle. In the
opinion of several authors model specification languages are only one view on the
overall system design, with the source code being the only complete description
of a system (see Reeves (1992), Martin et al. (2003), and Ye (2018)). As model
checking only checks the part of the system that is modeled by the model specification
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language, it is per design incomplete and can even validate completely irrelevant
properties if the system model and the system implementation do not align. Analysis
methods that check the actual behavior itself (i.e., the source code being executed)
such as Code Syntax Checks, Data Integrity Checks and Error Handling Coverage do
not suffer from this misalignment problem.
In summary, model checking can significantly increase the confidence level of system
design, but cannot be the only way to ensure the system’s integrity. This is the reason,
why model checking is only one of many elements of the presented whole-lifecycle
analysis architecture for HPFDs.

5.3.2

Runtime Phase

During task monitoring there are several approaches to assist the operations team and
mission control. Monitoring tasks for critical systems can be very intricate as next to
the housekeeping data and the environment of the robot, especially the task related
data of mission execution has to be observed. The data includes all information
about the progress of the task, including all detected and manipulated objects, the
current state of internal modules (such as if the rover is currently localized) and the
status of all goals. To support the mission control during the execution of a task, two
monitoring tools are proposed apart from classical logging.
Logging Outputs: Logging debug output to the console or dedicated files is the
classical way of making the current state of the system accessible. Each state can
print out different information using different log levels, i.e., info, debug, verbose,
warn and error. Depending on the log level, the severity of the logs can already be
inferred. The clear goal is to avoid system breakdowns completely. The presence of
many warnings or errors is a hint that system health degrades. In such a case, the
mission control team has to interfere and at least pause the execution of the current
behavior
Graphical Viewer: A 2.5D graphical viewer is able to efficiently show the internal
representation of a robotic behavior in one consistent graph, including the currently
executed actions and all past and future ones. The 2.5D can not only visualize
the actions of the current abstraction level but also the ones at lower levels (see
Sec. 4.2.2 for Continuous Visual Abstraction). In order to track the parameters of
each HPFD state live data introspection is a powerful approach. Next to the input
and output port of each action the current data content is visualized. As the space
for the graphical viewer is limited, ports with complex data need a way to compress
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or crop the depicted data.
Execution History View: The execution history view is one of the most powerful
debugging and monitoring approaches in the architecture. It allows to inspect each
executed action including all its context data. The context data consists of all input
and output data of the state itself and its parent, the start and finish times of the
action and its final outcome. The actions are visualized in a tree structure, in which
each tree level maps to a hierarchy level in the HPFD. A specific action can be selected
in the view, which reveals all its context data. In principle, it is very similar to the
call stack visualization offered during debugging by a common IDE: The user first
selects the thread and the function in the thread’s call stack and can then introspect
all function variables and the members of all accessible objects.
The implementation section shows the benefit of these concepts by giving examples.
Furthermore, the validation section will refer to these concepts and highlight their
advantages in the context of real and simulated missions.

5.3.3

Post-Mortem Phase

Most of the stakeholders are interested in the third phase of the whole-lifecycle
analysis architecture. At this stage the success of the mission can be evaluated and
performance bottlenecks can be identified. This information can be used in order
to guide development efforts focusing on the critical aspects of new missions. The
post-mortem analysis concepts make up the major part of the architecture shown in
Fig. 5.2.
Execution History View: The execution history view is not only valuable during
runtime but after missions execution as well. Next to reconstructing the task, all
decisions made by the task control during execution can be analyzed using the tree
structure. In fact, the logged execution traces are the most essential data sources
for calculating task statistics. With the timing information of the start and end
timestamps of each action, semantic queries can be created able to access raw data
streams using the time information as index. Different parts of the raw data stream
can thus be mapped to the semantics of that actions that were executed at the
timestamps of interest.
Gantt Charts: Gantt charts belong to the set of essential tools for tracking the
execution order and for comparing the execution times of actions. They can be
generated based on the timing information stored in the execution logs. Arbitrary
time windows can be defined to focus on the interesting events in the Gantt chart.
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An example Gantt chart is given in Fig. 7.8 showing the execution order of actions
during one of the ROBEX missions.
Resource Capability Profiles: To allow the analysis of the resource usage of all actions during task execution a special chart type similar to common Resource Capability
Profile (RCP) is used. The resource dependencies of RATNs are the basic information
needed to generate such diagrams.
The charts in Figure 5.5 show the evolution of the different RCP styles.

Figure 5.5: Different types of resource capability diagrams; from top to bottom: Resource
Capability Profile (RCP) with a single resource, RCPs for several binary resources, Inverted
Resource Capability Profiles (IRCP) as bar plot, Inverted Resource Capability Profiles with
Shifted Y-Axis (IRCP-SYA) as bar plot. The bar plots show the resource usage sampled in a 2
second discretization

RCPs can visualize a single resource (see the first sub-figure of Figure 5.5) or even
several resource at once (see the second sub-figure of Figure 5.5). It is obvious that
the information retrieval efficiency of the second is low because of the overlapping
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of the plot for the different resources. Thus, I give more efficient variants of how
to draw several resources into the same graph in the next two sub-figures. The
sub-figures in the rows two, three and four all visualize the same data. Sub-figure
four eases the information retrieval significantly compared to sub-figures two and
three, as the overlap of the lines is drastically reduced.
In the third sub-figure the graph is inverted, i.e., it shows the resources in use and
not the remaining ones. The reason for this inversion is that a lot of resources just
have a total capacity of one (i.e., binary resources). Thus, in most cases, showing the
usage of the resource is more significant than its sole availability. The usage maps to
the event of interest, whereas the availability is just the default state. For resources
with a higher availability such as the power of the robot, the non-inverted approach
is used.
The reason why I use bar plots instead of scatter plots is that scatter plots are not
convenient for zooming (see, e.g., Plotly (2017)). As a lot of data of long time periods
(tested up to several hours) can be plotted, the user must be able to zoom into the
interesting spots. Unfortunately, scatter plots suffer from a lot of white space inside
the graph. This makes it very hard for the user to navigate inside the graph (i.e.,
translate the view or zoom in even further). Thus, I rely on bar plots.
If several resources are used at the same time the bars of the bar plot overlap.
Thus, resources drawn below other resources cannot be seen anymore. Visualizing
the bars in different transparency levels, quickly confuses the user as transparently
overlapping bars produce new colors: in the worst case colors that are already
reserved for other resources. This is the reason why the resource usage is sampled
(e.g., in a 2s resolution). By using a small offset for each resource, several resources
can now precisely be plotted into the same graph.
On hovering over a bar (i.e., a resource sample) all context information is shown.2
This enables the mapping between the resource sample to the respective action. By
shifting and scaling the y-axis of the graph different types of resources can now be
included into one graph (see the fourth subfigure of Figure 5.5). This final type of
RCPs is called Inverted Resource Capability Profile with Shifted-Y-Axis using Bar plots
(IRCP-SYA-Bars) (see Brunner et al. (2018)). Ultimately also classical RCPs can now
be integrated into the same graph, as shown in Fig. 7.7.
Task Metrics and Statistics: Based on the log data various metrics and statistics can
be computed. There are two groups of metrics.
2 See http://rmc.dlr.de/rm/de/staff/sebastian.brunner/task-analysis for multiple real RCPs
of different types created with Plotly (see Plotly (2017)). These RCPs are based on real data of the
ROBEX mission described in Sec. 7.1.1.
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On the one hand, there are efficiency metrics. The total runtime of single primitives,
skills, tasks and the whole mission can be of interest. Also, the minimum, maximum
and mean action execution time are significant numbers concerning their efficiency.
Putting the numbers of various sub-tasks into relation with each other or with the
total mission time can finally be used to identify bottlenecks.
Let a j be an action type as defined in the RATN formalism. In the robotic behavior
b there are k action types in total. j refers to the action type index (i.e., 0 ≤ j ≤ k).
Let db be the execution time (i.e., the duration) of the behavior b, and di (a j ) the
ith execution time of action type a j , with 0 ≤ i ≤ na j . The relative execution time
consumed by action type a j , written ret(a j ) is given by:

ret(a j ) =

Ína j

d (a )
i=0 i j
db

(5.7)

An individual weight for each action based on the total number of action executions
needs to be taken into account, as actions only performed once in several hours are
not a good candidate to focus optimization upon. The individual weight w for an
action type is calculated by:
na j
w(a) = Ím
(5.8)
j=0 n a j
The weighted relative execution time wret of an action type a j is finally calculated
by:
wret(a j ) = w(a j ) × ret(a j )

(5.9)

It is reasonable to focus the optimization on the action types a j s with the highest
weighted relative execution time. All statistics can be calculated for single (sub-)tasks
or the whole mission.
On the other hand, also robustness metrics can be calculated. Next to the error
handling depth and coverage of the design phase, errors that actually occurred and
were not caught and error handling routines that were triggered can be counted and
put into relation. Let oi (e j ), with 0 ≤ i ≤ ne j and 0 ≤ j ≤ m, being the ith occurrence
of the error type e j (with m different error types in total). For filtering and grouping
of errors of interest a reasonable error classification is required. This means that the
error types e j need proper semantics in order to be meaningful (such as given by
Beetz (2000)). The relative error severity res for an error e j is calculated by:
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ne j
res(e j ) = Ím

k=0 n e k

(5.10)

The relative error severity statistic is only meaningful when several runs of a robotic
behavior are taken into account, as an uncaught error normally means the termination
of a behavior execution. However, the relative error severity statistic can also be
calculated only for all caught errors, denoted as resc(e). The calculation for resc is
analogue to equation 5.10, with the difference that only error occurrences oi (e j ) are
taken into account if they were caught, i.e., if an error handling procedure took care
of the error.
The presented statistics have been calculated for several scenarios given in the
validation chapter and help to identify performance and robustness bottlenecks.

5.4

Online Mission Update

During the runtime phase, mission updates might be required in order to adapt to environment changes, hardware failures or changes concerning the mission objectives.

Figure 5.6: Mission update procedure during the runtime phase. Two cases are visualized:
1. shows the case, where the robot encounters an error that cannot be solved by itself; 2.
shows the case that the mission control wants to update the robotic behavior because
of, e.g., changing task objectives which are based on new insights about the target area.
Mission states are shown using gray boxes, actions required by mission control are shown
using white boxes.

Fig. 5.6 shows two cases in which an online mission update is required. The first
case covers errors or events the robot recognizes and cannot resolve on its own.
Upon detecting the error the robot contacts the mission control and asks for new
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instructions. This case includes only situations, that can be modeled using the robot’s
semantics, i.e., situation that the robot “understands”.
The second case covers situations in which either the target objectives change (e.g.,
because of new findings) or in which the robot faces an error which it does not detect
or cannot model. Examples for the latter situation would be that the robot tries
to reach a certain POI, which is located on an elevation, and because of the high
slippage the rover does not reach its goal. In the first case, the robot is the initiator
of a mission change, in the second case the mission control itself has to act and has
to initiate the mission change. In both cases, the procedure for mission control is
similar.
The first step consists of bringing the robot into a safe state. First and foremost,
this step includes the identification and analysis of all errors by using the proposed
tools for Runtime Analysis. If the identified error is software related, the respective
modules have to be reset and re-configured. Otherwise, if the error is hardware
related, two cases have to be distinguished. The first case includes all situations in
which the robot’s misbehavior is based on critical contacts to its environments, e.g.,
one of the robot’s wheels is stuck or the manipulator is clamped. By analyzing the
situation correctly the mission control might be able to resolve the problem by, e.g.,
retreating the robot’s manipulator from undesired contacts or moving the robot’s
base to another spot. The second case includes all permanent hardware damages
to the system (e.g., because of stellar flares, or a broken link because of a failed
manipulation attempt). In this case the mission control has to adapt the mission
objectives. If only the mission objectives are going to be changed (i.e., the case where
the mission control initiates the change), this step simply consists of pausing the
robot at a suitable point during task execution.
In the second step, the robot is remotely commanded to perform critical actions in
step by step fashion in order not to encounter the same errors as before. This might
include the repositioning of the robot in order to try a manipulation action from
another relative position to the target object or analyze a target object from different
perspectives. In the case that simply the mission objectives change this step might be
skipped.
The third step consists of updating the robot’s behavior (i.e., the HPFDs) such that
the probability of the encountered error is reduced or the new mission goals can be
achieved.
In the fourth step, the robot’s belief state has to be adapted in order to reflect the
effects of the encountered error or the effects of the modified task objectives. In
the former case, this might include to constantly block a resource (e.g., the robot’s
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pan-tilt unit in case it is broken). In the latter case, this could mean to add further
waypoints the robot has to explore or further POIs the robot has to investigate.
The final step consists of resuming the mission. This includes triggering the correct reinitialization procedures and loading the updated belief state. On top of that, situation
specific actions might be required, e.g., the scanning of the direct surroundings of
the robot in order to get an updated local obstacle map needed for autonomous
navigation.
The in-depth analysis of error reasons and effects and the creation of a powerful
error taxonomy, able to describe all major errors the robot can encounter during such
missions, is out of the scope of this work. However, in the evaluation chapter 7, I will
provide multiple examples describing common errors and error handling approaches.
Particularly, I will highlight examples for all steps of the online mission update
procedure in the context of the ROBEX mission.

5.5

Implementing the Analysis Architecture in the RAFCON
Framework

The whole-lifecycle architecture is a domain-independent, universal approach and
thus implementation-independent. Yet, it poses many challenges for the underlying
target task control framework as it covers all major lifecycle phases. In the following,
I describe how I have used and extended the task control software RAFCON to meet
all the requirements of the analysis architecture.
Before explaining the implementation for the single analysis features, I will highlight the logging system of RAFCON which is extensively used for the runtime and
post-mortem phase. The RAFCON execution engine generates logs for each state
execution. A very precious source of log data are the data flows that are modeled
for each state. Figure 5.7 shows various execution commands for an example state
machine including fine-grained execution control possibilities. Furthermore, the
figure summarizes the data logged for each state execution:
• Input / Output Data: All input and output data of the action either passed via
data flows or taken from the default values including all return values
• Scoped Data: All the scoped data of the parent state, which combines all input
and output values of all executed siblings
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Figure 5.7: On the left the execution architecture of RAFCON is shown by utilizing the state
machine on the right, which is inspired by the ROBEX scenario (see Sec. 7.1.1) and has three
hierarchies H1 - H3. Every state name starts with its current hierarchy level, followed by a
unique number for its own level. On the left, the arrows show the start and end states of
various execution commands. By executing the command given in the label of the arrow,
RAFCON’s state machine interpreter executes all states between the start and the end state.
Execution steps are separated by dashed vertical lines. The table below the left figure lists
all data that is recorded when executing each state.

• Final Outcome: The final outcome of the state, which can either be user defined
or built in such as the ’preempted’ and ’aborted’ outcome
• Exceptions: All occurred exceptions during state execution
• Log and Error Messages: Common log and error messages of each state
• Semantics: The semantic data of the task node, which consists of RATN information such as semantic dependencies and action types
• Timing information: The start and end timestamps of the state execution.
The logged data for each state is extensive and heterogeneous. Hundreds of megabyte
log data accumulated every day for the ROBEX mission on Mt. Etna. Nonetheless, it
is clearly structured when taking the underlying state machine and execution trace
into account. Especially, the execution trace is a precious type of information and
can be used to select and filter raw data from sensor stream recordings.
The semantic knowledge inherent to each action extends the knowledge of the robot
about its own behavior. RATNs provide semantic information about the modeled
action, amongst others the action type and the required resources, which are commonly defined in an ontology. In the beginning of this chapter in Fig. 5.1, I already
gave an example ontology for resources. It defines robot, domain and task specific
resources. Accordingly, I created an ontology for action types, and wrote a dedicated
ontology plugin for loading the ontologies into RAFCON. The plugin ensures that the
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user can, during RATN modeling, only enter resources and action types defined in
the ontologies (and thus avoids un-modeled entities and typos).
The library and hierarchy concept of RAFCON leads to reuse and inheritance of
semantic data. This is based on the fact, that LibraryState, which only have to be
annotated once, can be reused (i.e., linked) several times into a robotic behavior.
Thus, a developer only has to annotate a fraction of the whole set of states (in
the state machine of Section 7.1.1, less than 5% of all states had to be annotated).
Furthermore, the annotation of LibraryStates and the programming of the robotic
behavior for a certain mission can be done independently by different developers.
In general, both the amount of semantic information per action and the coverage of
the state machine annotation are adaptive. Thus, the developer is able to make a
conscious decision concerning the tradeoff between manual annotation overhead and
the degree of the semantic structure and classification of raw data. Once RAFCON
is integrated into a robot, the annotation workload is kept low, as only the domainspecific semantic knowledge has to be modified. This finally leads to the fact that
there is no additional annotation overhead for a robot that always works in the same
domain.

5.5.1

Design Time Analysis Features

Tests (incl. Simulation): The majority of the employed high level software (including RAFCON) running on the robotic systems such as the LRU or AIMM (see the
validation Chpt. 7) is covered by unit tests. We employ a CI workflow based on
Buildbot3 and Jenkins4 . The CI system automatically builds our software module
on each new commit and runs all unit tests. The workflow includes versioning with
Git and the usage of a sophisticated package management system (called rmpm, see
Schuster et al. (2017)), able to resolve complex dependencies and build highly modular runtime environments. For system simulation, we use the RoverSimulationToolkit
(see Hellerer et al. (2016) and Schuster et al. (2016)), a multi-body simulator written
in Modelica currently developed at DLR, as well as Gazebo. More information about
how I employed Gazebo is given in the validation Chpt. 7.
Code Syntax Checks: Pylint5 is used for RAFCON to inform the developer about
syntax errors in the code. Pylint is able to check common coding standards such as
3 https://www.buildbot.net/
4 https://www.jenkins.io/
5 https://www.pylint.org/
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Python’s PEP8 style guide6 , to find duplicated code and to create UML diagrams for
Python code.
Data Integrity Checks: As our task programming framework is written in Python,
data integrity is not guaranteed in a way as it is the case for statically typed programming languages such as C++. Thus, a concept for checking the data types of
data passed between states is necessary. As RAFCON is designed in a way that data
handling is modeled explicitly, all data flows between states are checked for matching
types (see Brunner et al. (2016a)).
Error Handling Coverage: To calculate the error handling coverage of a state
machine, all states whose “aborted” outcomes (triggered in the case of errors) are
connected to another state are regarded as covered. The calculation of this metric is
simply performed using the RAFCON API and Python.
Model Checking: We integrated the DIVINE model checker, created by Barnat et al.
(2013), into our RAFCON framework (see Vilzmann (2016)). Fig. 5.8 shows an
overview of the integration of the model checker into RAFCON. DIVINE uses partial
order reduction for state space reduction and can distribute model checking tasks to
multiple computation nodes. These features drastically decrease the problem of the
state-space explosion problem as outlined in Sec. 5.3.1.

Figure 5.8: The RAFCON model checking implementation

Robotic behavior modeled purely with HPFDs cannot be model checked, as the
information about the effects of actions practically cannot be inferred by static code
analysis automatically. All code including that one of the functional layer would
have to be analyzed, which is a huge amount of work considering the million lines
6 https://www.python.org/dev/peps/pep-0008/
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of code of all modules running on, e.g., the LRU robot. Thus, we performed model
checking on symbol level by annotating the HPFDs states using the RATN concepts.
The annotation does not have to be performed for all HPFD states, but only for
those related to the system properties of interest. Our converter automatically
generates a DVE transition system out of an annotated HPFD. DVE is the native
modeling language for DIVINE7 and was created by Barnat et al. (2013) for modeling
asynchronous systems and protocols. The following RATN properties are mapped
onto their DVE specific counterpart:
• states: map to DVE processes
• transitions: map to DVE transitions
• outcomes: map to DVE synchronization channel variables
• world model and resource effects: map to DVE variables by using transition
effects
• world model and resource preconditions: map to DVE guards (which access
the DVE variables in turn)
• data flows: are not mapped, as they affect the internal behavior of ExecutionStates (i.e., Python code), which is not verified by our current DIVINE
pipeline
The execution engine of RAFCON was mapped to a simple interaction model based
on DVE channels, states and transitions, which was able to start and preempt DVE
states based on the HPFD execution semantics.
Listing 5.1: Example LTL property

#d e f i n e motor−running ( motor_running == 1)
#d e f i n e f l y i n g ( i s _ f l y i n g == 1)
#p r o p e r t y [ ] ( f l y i n g −> motor−running )
Given a transition system in DVE, DIVINE can validate arbitrary system properties,
which can be defined via Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) (see Barnat et al. (2013)). One
example of a LTL formula is given in Fig. 5.1. Here “motor-running” and “flying”
are two atomic propositions of a system model (the according system model is
given in the work by Vilzmann (2016)). The LTL property states that for the whole
system runtime the propositional formula “(flying -> motor-running)” must always
7 see https://paradise.fi.muni.cz/~xstill/darcs/divine31a/gui/help/divine/language.html
for the DVE reference.
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be satisfied. The formula reads as: “The flying property must always imply the
motor-running property”. Thus, if flying holds, than motor-running must also hold.
In the case that the model checker has found a property violation it automatically
generates a counter example, which can be used to debug the HPFD. This process is
iteratively performed until no counter examples are found anymore.

5.5.2

Runtime Analysis Features

Logging Outputs: For logging state machine execution relevant data Python’s logging library is used. It can be easily configured to log data either to the standard
output, to a specified file, or both. Furthermore, various logging levels can be configured, which can be used to highlight the severity level of logs. Moreover, each
module has its own logger. Next to the time, the module’s name is prepended to each
logging statement, which allows to easily track the origin of the statement.
Graphical Viewer: The implemented viewer shows the current values of all data
ports directly next to the states. This live data introspection is especially valuable
to, e.g., quickly check the index of a loop or the id of a target object (e.g., see the
“seismometer_id” data port of Fig. 5.7). For more complex data values the data is cut.
Thus, proper plugins must be written to visualize the more complex data in a clear
manner.
Execution History View: RAFCON completely tracks the execution history of all
state machine runs. A foldable Execution History Tree View shows all executed states
in their respective hierarchies together with all the context data before and after a
state execution (see widget “6” in Fig. 4.31). The execution history is also completely
accessible after runtime, but in a lightweight GUI optimized for large data sets.
An overview of the context data, which is logged per state, was already explained in
Fig. 5.7. One central element of the context data is the input and output data per
state, i.e., the parameterization of an action. The Python implementation stores the
context data by marshaling the complete input and output objects. Compared to just
logging the string format of objects to some log file, complete marshaling has several
advantages.
First and foremost it allows for fully recovering the objects in the form they had
during execution time. This assures that all information is present, not only the
information used to create the string representation of the object. Next, the objects
can be used for further calculation or can be transformed using their builtin class
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methods. Finally, as we rely on the pickle library of Python, data pickled with an old
EOL Python versions (e.g., Python 2.7 or Python 3.4) can be analyzed using newer
Python versions (e.g., Python 3.7).

5.5.3

Post-Mortem Analysis Features

Figure 5.9: The pipeline for generating data for post-mortem analysis (see Riedel (2018)).

Task Metrics and Statistics: The pipeline of how the data for post-mortem analysis
is generated and analyzed is shown in Fig. 5.9. In the annotation phase all skills
of the target HPFD have to be semantically annotated (i.e., by using the RATNs
methodology). In the recording phase, the RAFCON state machine, the RAFCON
execution history, and selected middleware raw data are recorded. In the preparation
step, the data is edited such that it can be processed more efficiently. The *.h5
file ending refers to the HDF5 file format8 , which has the advantage of fast data
access times (much faster than SQL data bases, see Folino et al. (2009)), and thus
providing high data throughput for big data applications. Another advantage of
HDF5 is its ability to work well for time series data, which is important for this use
case as all data is queried on a time-index basis. Python’s Panda library (see Harrison
and Prentiss (2016)) is then used to cache the data loaded from *.h5 files. Finally
the Panda library and Python’s Plotly library (see Plotly (2017)) are used for the
calculation and visualization of task metrics and statistics.
Concept-wise my analysis pipeline is similar to Narrative-Enabled Episodic Memories
(NEEMs) as defined by Beetz et al. (2018). They are used to store robot experience
8 https://www.hdfgroup.org/solutions/hdf5/
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Figure 5.10: A schematic overview of the building blocks of NEEMs. The upper part shows
a task tree, with different rows mapping to different semantic task levels. The lower part
shows the data of different middlewares with the x-axis showing the time.

Figure 5.11: A schematic overview, how annotated RAFCON states can be used to query
(based on timestamps) robotic experience data distributed to data streams of several
middlewares.

linked with semantic information about the task, the robot and its environment.
Fig. 5.10 and 5.11 show a schematic overview of how the RAFCON execution histories
can be used to query raw data related to specific actions (using the AIMM example of
the validation chapter). Using API functions provided by RAFCON, the start and end
timestamp of specific actions can be queried. These timestamps can then be used to
query into the time-indexed raw data streams of the robot. The raw data includes
images, poses, force profiles (e.g., of in-contact motions) and scene descriptions (see
bottom data stream) based on the robot’s belief state.
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This pipeline enables the automatic generation of labeled raw data. This is a promising approach to automatize the creation of machine learning models such as neuronal
networks. In fact, during Automatica 2018 (see validation Chpt. 7) we auto-generated
a neuronal network for in-hand detection of grasped objects using the labeled raw
images.
Gantt Charts and RCPs: As the runtimes for autonomous tasks can be high (the
validation Chpt. 7 shows experiments with a duration of several hours, executed
several days in a row) and the number of action types and resources can be numerous,
scalability problems quickly occur. Thus, I employ the plotting library Plotly9 to
generate various plots. Since the user can zoom into arbitrary sections of the graphs,
translate the view to interesting spots and zoom out again to gain an overview, the
presented plots scale extremely well. Moreover, arbitrary action types and resources
can be dis- and enabled with a simple click into the legend. Ultimately, arbitrary
information can be rendered at the mouse position while the mouse is hovering over
a certain part of the chart. This is used to show the context data of the selected
state. Multiple state machine executions over several sessions can be grouped and
analyzed together.10 As future work the time-synchronized visualization of multirobot experience data of several runs could be performed.

5.6

Application Scenarios

In the validation Chpt. 7, I present the results of applying the whole-lifecycle analysis
architecture in two application scenarios: The first is taken from the space domain,
i.e., the final ROBEX demonstration missions. The second shows the industrial use
case of maintaining an automated supply chain with the AIMM platform.

5.7

Related Work and Discussion

In this section I will highlight and compare relevant task control frameworks using
their possibility to analyze robotic behavior during all three lifetime phases. Specifi9 https://plot.ly/
10 See

http://rmc.dlr.de/rm/de/staff/sebastian.brunner/task-analysis showing example plots
created with Plotly.
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cally, this refers to behavior analysis during design-time, during runtime and after
execution (i.e., the post-mortem phase). The first phase focuses on possibilities to
inform the behavior developer about the quality and robustness of the programmed
tasks before executing those tasks. The runtime analysis features enable the mission
control to monitor the execution of the tasks, to get deep insights into the current
state of the robot and to get feedback of the modules of the functional layer. The
last type of the analysis, the post-mortem analysis, helps to investigate special events
occurred during the execution, error reasons and performance bottlenecks using
semantic task logs.
Table 5.1 shows an overview of various analysis features for a selected number of
frameworks. The life-cycle analysis of robotic tasks strongly depends on the data
collected by the underlying task control framework. This is probably the reason
why all theoretical work concerning this topic I found in literature was published
alongside such frameworks. The table does not contain as many entries as Table 3.7
as not all frameworks provide analysis features of the proposed kind.

Smach

x

x

ROS Commander

x

x
x

Xabsl

x

x

FlexBE

x

x

x

CRAM +
openEASE
RAFCON

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Task Statistics

RCPs

Gantt Charts

Task Replay in Simulation

Execution History Offline

Semantic Logging

Logging Outputs

Execution History Online

Graphical Live Data

Error Handling Coverage

Data Integrity

Task Control Framework

Table 5.1: Analysis features supported by different task programming software.

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

For example, CRAM (see Beetz et al. (2010)) in combination with openEASE (see
Beetz et al. (2015)) offers powerful semantic task logging features that enable to
replay the high level actions executed by a robot. The semantic knowledge is, as in
my approach, defined in ontologies. openEASE is not only used for visualization but
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also as a mean to retrieve and infer knowledge via Prolog. However, this framework
does not support as many design time features, runtime analysis possibilities and
debugging support related to data handling and data integrity.
ROS Commander by Hai Nguyen et al. (2013), XABSL by Loetzsch et al. (2006),
SMACH by Bohren and Cousins (2010), and FlexBE by Schillinger et al. (2016) are
also examples for behavior programming frameworks that offer several analysis
concepts. Unfortunately, the development of ROS Commander and XABSL discontinued several years ago. Furthermore, they lack important post mortem analysis
features. In SMACH, although widely used, the task logging is restricted to recording
console output only. FlexBE on the other hand offers quite powerful logging and
analysis features but does not include the recording of semantic knowledge based on
ontologies.
ROS diagnostics (see Fernandez et al. (2015)) is a very powerful monitoring tool
for robotic systems programmed in ROS. Using my terminology it is mostly a tool
for runtime task analysis. It can be used to characterize the functional state of
a robot and to monitor various states inside ROS topics and make sure that the
observed properties are valid or inside a certain numeric range. On top of that,
it offers visualization tools to access detailed information quickly. Finally, it can
be used for long term logging and historical analysis. However, the real gain for
behavior analysis is limited as the logging lacks synchronization to semantic task
data. Moreover, monitoring rules are hand-coded and update rates and history length
can only be set to fixed values, which does not always account for the dynamic
properties of complex robotic systems. Although it is widely used in the robotics
community its functionality is too limited from a semantic behavior’s perspective and
thus not covered in Table 5.1. Interesting work by Kirchner et al. (2013) motivates
to integrate Bayesian Networks and Bayesian Inference to dynamically configure the
monitoring (i.e update rate and history length) of the systems based on semantic
events. Unfortunately, I cannot add this work into the comparison table as no open
source software was released for this extension.
As the majority of my use cases are space related, I would like to highlight NASA’s
effort in this field as well. Logging and analysis software for mission critical spacecraft
data, such as logging frameworks with online modifiable severity levels (see Dvorak
et al. (2000)) and timeline and resource capability profile plots (see Chien et al.
(1999)), always played a central role in their software architectures. Recently, NASA
also enhanced their Europa framework (see Barreiro et al. (2012)) for integrated
planning and scheduling with features to visualize Gantt charts, action details, action
violations and solver statistics, i.e., statistics of (generated) action sequences. The
framework focuses on the creation of plans and does not provide much support
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for runtime and post-mortem analysis. Finally, NASA recently created a telemetry
visualization GUI called Open MCT (see NASA (2017)). However, it only aims at
visualizing logged telemetry data, not the logging itself.
The discussion of the related work shows that, except CRAM, no other framework
supports as fine-grained task logging, including semantic data, as RAFCON. Most
of the times, none or only some of the features mentioned above are supported.
Especially concerning fine grained logging capabilities and error statistics, RAFCON,
including its extensions, is more mature than the other analyzed frameworks.
Subsequently, I give a comparison between the profiling features of our task programming framework RAFCON and those of high-level-programming-language profilers.

Time per Call

Time per Total Spent Time

Max / Min Time

Total Exception Count

Exception Proportion

List View of Called Entities

Call Graph

Memory Leak Identification
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x
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Python "profiling"
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cProfile +
graphViz

x
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JProfiler
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x

x
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RAFCON

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Suitable for Task Profiling

Total Spent Time

Valgrind +
KCachegrind

Profiler

Total Call Count

Table 5.2: Feature support of different profiling frameworks.

x

When designing and implementing the architecture for whole life-cycle analysis, I
tried to keep close to the concept of profilers for high-level programming languages.
Well known examples in this area are Valgrind (see Nethercote and Seward (2007)),
JProfiler by Gousios and Spinellis (2008), cProfile (see Python Software Foundation
(2017)) together with Graphviz by Ellson et al. (2002), and the profiling package of
Python (see What! Studio (2017)). Although all of them are more powerful than
RAFCON for their respective programming language (and Valgrind being specifically
useful for identifying memory leaks), I applied many of their features to robotic task
profiling. In Table 5.2, I give a feature list of what common profilers normally offer
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and compare different profiling frameworks using these features. The table shows
that RAFCON exhibits all necessary profiling capabilities. However, to the best of my
knowledge, nobody did profiling on pure task level for robotic applications before.
The experiments in the validation chapter show that next to the actual manipulation
actions, (motion) planning and computation actions can consume a huge amount of
the overall behavior runtime. In some cases even more than the acting time of the
robot, i.e., the time in which the robot moves its base, manipulator or gripper.
Now we have to critically analyze the reasons for this. Robots are very complex
mechatronic systems. In order to handle this complexity and let the robot do sensible
things, we stick to a sense-plan-act routine: at first, the robot senses its environment,
then, it plans its next actions including their parameterizations and, subsequently,
it acts in order to change its environment. For all of these three steps (computer
vision, planning, manipulation and control) there exist many methodologies and
algorithms. However, they all use up time. From an economic perspective, all the
time the robot does not manipulate its environment is lost time. A robot being able
to act all the time and does not have to pause until some internal calculations are
finished is superior to a robot that stands still significant amounts of time.
How can we achieve more effective robots? There are basically two possibilities.
Either the algorithms for planning and computer vision get better and their runtime
can be reduced. Or we directly tackle the sense-plan-act loop that is most often
simply executed sequentially. This sequential execution is not needed in many cases,
as many actions can either be parallelized or pre-calculated. The next and final
theoretical chapter tackles exactly this problem.
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six

Autonomous Optimization of
Robotic Behavior
Programming robots that require prolonged phases of autonomy to solve their tasks
is still very challenging. Robot task programming frameworks facilitate this process
(as outlined in Chpt. 3). However, in practice, the execution of such programs is
often slow due to high software run-times. I identified two reasons for this.
First, path planning and object pose estimation are usually computationally intensive
operations, and only by applying probabilistic or learning-based algorithms sound
solutions can be found at all. This holds true in particular for mobile manipulation,
which requires many calls to such expensive operations for perception, navigation,
and planning.
Second, actions are often programmed only sequentially, and opportunities for
parallelization and pre-computation are not exploited. Users often program a task
solution that works in principle, but in the space of all possible task solutions, is
hardly ever the most efficient one.
See for instance the mobile manipulation use case in Fig. 6.1, where the task is to
deploy several scientific instruments, i.e., boxes with different measurement devices
such as seismometers. For each box, the executing rover has to drive to a suitable
location, has to register to the environment and has to detect the box in its carrier
and the target location where the box has to be placed. After picking the box from its
carrier the robot places it at the target location.
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Figure 6.1: An exemplary HPFD representation for a mobile manipulation task, in which a
robot has to deploy several payload boxes. The rows represent the different abstraction
layers of the tasks. Vertical lines represent consist-of relations, horizontal lines next-state
relations. The Detect Box state, for example, consists of the states Move Sensor Head and Record
Image (MaR1), Localize Object (LO1), and Object Found (OF).

Figure 6.2: This figure shows four execution example traces for the mobile manipulation
task given in Fig. 6.1. Horizontal lines show “next action” relationships. Invalid actions are
rendered in red.

As Fig. 6.2 visualizes, there are several possibilities concerning the execution order
of the tasks. For example, detecting the target location could be performed after
detecting the box (see row 2), and thus also in parallel. Moreover, the planning
actions could be executed before executing any of the manipulation skills. This
shows that the initial order of the actions, as specified in the state machine, is overconstrained. A second aspect of the example worth highlighting is that all actions
are required to solve the task, but not all of them affect the environment state (i.e.,
the state of the real world). For instance, computing a path with a path planner
does not affect the objects in the environment, but this computation is necessary
before the arm can be moved to follow this path. If this computation could now be
pre-computed, precious execution time could be saved.
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This leads to the following scientific questions: How can opportunities for parallelization and pre-computation in such over-constrained task descriptions be exploited?
How can we leverage the knowledge and respect the constraints encoded in programmed task descriptions, whilst still automatically determining opportunities for
parallel execution, pre-computation and caching of results?

6.1

Concurrent Dataflow Task Networks (CDTNs)

In this chapter I will propose a conversion of HPFDs to so called CDTNs, whose execution can be optimized autonomously. For humans, highly concurrent, interleaved
implementation of tasks is not easy to understand, modify and maintain. I argue that
the optimization of programmed tasks should thus be automated, rather than leaving
it as a tedious task for the user.

6.1.1

Resource-Aware Task Nodes Revisited

In this chapter I will employ the dependency model of RATNs in order to represent
partial ordered set of actions that can be subject to autonomous execution optimization. RATNs have already been introduced in Chpt. 4. As they play a central role for
the presented optimization methodology, they are illustrated here in more detail and
with additional examples. Additionally, a formalization of RATNs will be given, which
is needed for explaining subsequent concepts, e.g., the CDTN execution algorithm.

6.1.2

Dependencies

RATNs feature three types of dependencies: world model dependencies, data dependencies and resource dependencies.
World Model Dependencies World model dependencies represent action precondi-

tions, whereby actions may only be executed if certain facts in the world state
hold, as in PDDL (see Mcdermott et al. (1998)).1 Formally, world model de1 I use “world model” as synonym for “world state”. Both describe the robot’s model of the real world
it acts it. To refer to the state of the real world I use “environment state”.
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Figure 6.3: Overview of the components of RATNs.

pendencies are defined as parameterized predicates, which can be grounded in
ontologies. For instance, the action дrasp_object(o) can only be called if the fact
manipulator _at_approach_position_o f _object(o) holds. As it can be seen in this example, world model facts can be bound to specific objects. Action effects, on the other
hand, add, modify or delete facts of the world model and thus satisfy the preconditions of other actions. For implementation details see Fig. 6.10 in the implementation
section.
Data Dependencies In many robotic task control languages, data, signals and events

are modeled in a global variable structure (such as a global world model, see
Beetz (2000)). In contrast, dataflow modeling defines clear scopes in which data is
accessible and valid. Furthermore, it ensures that data interfaces between processing
nodes are consistent. On top of that, the concept strongly facilitates parallelization
possibilities. In terms of debugging, this leads to a clear data dependency overview
for the whole system. Another advantage is the ability to modularize and reuse
functionality (see Wulf and Shaw (1973)).
A data dependency represents a necessary datum for an internal computation, but it
does not influence the world model of the robot. Thus, data dependencies are modeled as data flows of HPFDs. They are formally defined as a quadruple: (source_action,
source_data_port, target_action, target_data_port). Additionally, they are associated
with a defined data type.
The main reason for employing data dependencies in CDTNs is to enable easy
projection of action effects and finally the pre-calculation of intermediate task data.
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Resource Dependencies Planning for robots must take into account the resources that

are available to a robot: Is there an idle motion planner for computing a motion
plan? Is the planning process running, or has it crashed upon startup? Does the robot
have enough battery power? Is a world model currently available (e.g., for forward
simulation), and is it up-to-date? Such questions are often not taken into account in
high-level planning and scheduling algorithms, but are essential in order to achieve
robust autonomy.
The resource manager, presented in detail in Section 6.2.1, is a component which
administrates all resources in a resource pool. As a concrete example, if the action
plan − path depends on the path planner process to be running but it has crashed,
the resource manager ideally signals the process manager to create this resource by
re-starting the process.
In my resource model, there are five classes of resources: system, process, module,
world and task resources. System resources are created by hardware interfaces (e.g.,
by monitoring the battery power), process resources by a process manager (e.g., if the
object detection process is running), module resources by the modules themselves
(e.g., stating that the internal module state of the navigation module is ‘unlocalized’),
world model resources by the world model pool (i.e., copies of the root world model)
and finally task resources by the task control module (e.g., two blue boxes are already
delivered). Task resources help to track the progress of the final goal, e.g., if several
blue boxes have to be delivered.
Thus, hardware and software resources can be represented in the same model.
Almost any component can be modeled as a resource, independent of if it is a
software process (e.g., a constraint geometric motion planer), a semantic resource
(e.g., two objects left to deliver) or the whole robot. The latter point also makes the
model attractive for multi-robot scenarios.
Formally, I define resource dependencies, such as world model dependencies, as
parameterized predicates grounded in an ontology (see Brunner et al. (2018)). In
practice, resource dependencies are modeled in RAFCON’s Semantic Data Editor,
shown in Fig. 6.10.

6.1.3

Dependency Graphs

A CDTN is created by converting the actions of a HPFD into RATNs and by defining
dependencies between those task nodes. During CDTN execution, a dependency
graph (see Fig. 6.4) is generated, in which the nodes are task nodes, and the edges
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Figure 6.4: Exemplary dependency graph for the mobile manipulation task shown in Fig. 6.1.
Different colors model different kinds of dependencies between the actions. Since there
are many resource dependencies, only two exemplary dependencies have been plotted.
Condition dependencies are explained in Section 6.3.2.

are task node dependencies. World model dependencies (red) are drawn between
two actions a and b if a makes a world-model fact become True, which is required
by b. For example, grasping an object (GO) is only possible if the manipulator is
at the approach pose for the specific object, which it achieved by executing action
M-MA. Resource dependencies (blue) connect a resource to an action that needs
the resource. For example, to plan a collision free path for the manipulator the
path planner action P-MA needs a planner and a world-model resource. Finally,
data dependencies (yellow) connect actions that compute a certain data structure
to actions that require this data as an input. For example, the action for moving the
arm M-MT requires a trajectory as a data input.
Generating this graph happens in two steps. First, Iterator nodes of the CDTN are
expanded (see Sec. 6.3.1). Then, all dependencies of the original and newly created
task nodes are inserted as edges into the dependency tree.
Note that several actions are no longer constrained to be executed sequentially (e.g.,
the path planning actions P-MA, P-MT , P-R), as was the case in the HPFD in Fig. 6.1.
Therefore, they can be executed in parallel even on different CPUs. In Sec. 6.3.2, I
present an algorithm that is able to exploit these potential parallelizations, without
violating any of the dependencies.

6.1.4

Formalization

In the following, a formalization of RATNs is given. The formalization allows for an
exact understanding and is a reference guide for subsequent sections.
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Definition 14 (World Model) The world model consists of a set of facts fi as defined
in the HPFD formalization. Every fact has a knowledge identifier ki f . The term
world_model(ki f ) retrieves the (truth) value of a fact f represented by the knowledge
identifier ki f .
Additionally, a world model must have the following properties: “persistent”, “versionable”, “reproducible” and “knowledge-inferable”. The property “persistent” refers
to the fact that a world model is not volatile and still present if the robot reboots.
“Versionable” means that for every point in time a dump of the world model can be
made in a versionable (i.e., non binary) format. “Reproducible” refers to the ability
to create a copy of a world model, which behaves identical to the original world
model. The property that “knowledge is inferable” refers to the ability of knowledge
bases to infer new facts from existing facts and relations, e.g., via a query languages
or first-order-logic.
Definition 15 (Resource) A resource r is an entity in a robotic system with a certain resource type rt: rt(r ) ∈ {system, process, module, world, task}. The following
operations are defined for resources: {create, consume, block, release}.
For more information about the operations on resources see Sec. 6.2.1.
Definition 16 (Resource-Aware Task Node) A task node tn is a HPFD state with an
additional set of information. It has an action type (written action_type(tn)) and an
optional control flow type (written control_f low_type(tn)), whereas the action-type is
based on an action type ontology and the control flow type is one of the following values:
Condition, Loop or Routine.
Each task node has preconditions, results, side effects (which map to world model dependencies) and can perform resource operations (which map to resource dependencies).
Data dependencies refer to the data ports of the underlying HPFD state. The set of all
dependencies of tn is written as dependencies(tn) (see Def. 19). Results, side-effects and
the resource operations can be bound to the outcomes of the underlying HPFD state, i.e.,
there can be different effects for different outcomes. Such effects are called conditional
effects.
A task node tn may not only consist of one HPFD state but also of several HPFD states
and other task nodes, which are called child nodes child_nodes(tn).
The overview of RATNs is shown in Fig. 6.3. The use of control flow types is explained
in the context of the CDTN execution algorithm (Sec. 6.3.2).
Definition 17 (Action) All HPFD states and task nodes are called actions. All actions
of a task node tn are defined as actions(tn).
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Definition 18 (Parental) For actions a, b the term parental(a, b) is T rue if b is an
element of the set parental_nodes(a). The set parental_nodes(a) is the transitive hull of
the parent relation defined in Sec. 4.1.2.
Definition 19 (Task Node Dependency) A task node dependency d is a dependency
between a source task node tns and a target task node tnt . Every dependency d has a
truth value, truth_val(d) ∈ {T rue, False}. Per default truth_val(d) is False. There exist
three types of dependencies.
• A data-dependency dd always has a data flow d f associated with it (including
a data flow source and target port, see the HPFD formalism in Sec. 4.1.2). All
data-dependencies have a dependency source ds and a dependency-target dt. ds
maps to tns and dt to tnt . If, by executing tns , a value is assigned to the data flow
source port of d f then truth_val(dd) is T rue.
• A resource-dependency rd always has a resource r associated with it. If some tns
is able to create (or unblock) resource r and tnt requires r (by either blocking or
consuming r ), then rd belongs to the dependencies of tnt . If tnt could successfully
block or consume r then: truth_val(rd) = T rue. If r is created or unblocked
by tns based on a conditional resource operation the dependency is also called
conditional-resource-dependency.
• A world-model-dependency wd depends on a world model fact f with knowledge
identifier ki f . If some tns creates f and tnt requires f as precondition, then
wd belongs to the dependencies of tnt . It holds: truth_value(wd) = T rue =⇒
world_model(ki f ) = T rue. If f is created by tns based on a conditional world
model effect the dependency is also called conditional-world-model-dependency.
Definition 20 (Potentially Irreversible Action) A Potentially Irreversible Action (PIA)
is a task node with a special action type at. This type at must have the property
potentially − irreversible. Potentially irreversible actions are actions that can potentially
not be undone.
In the field of robotics this is the case for the action types Manipulation. This means
that every action of type Manipulation is potentially irreversible, e.g., if a robot
manipulates a delicate object and smashes it, the action cannot be undone.
Definition 21 (Dependency Graph) A dependency graph is a graph, in which the
nodes are task nodes, resources, facts and input or output data and the directed edges
are task node dependencies.
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Example dependency graphs are shown in the implementation section of this chapter.

Definition 22 (Executability) An action a is called executable if:
∀di ∈ dependencies(a) : truth_val(di ) = T rue. For an action a the term executed(a) is
defined as T rue if all its child actions are executed (see Def. 12). Otherwise, executed(a)
is False.

Definition 23 (Dependency) An action a x is called dependent on another action ay
if the execution of ay leads to a direct effect that the truth value of a dependency
d ∈ dependencies(a x ) becomes T rue. Effects can either write a value into the data
dependency source of a x , create or unblock a resource a x requires or update the world
model with new facts a x has a precondition on.

Definition 24 (Connectivity) Two actions a x and ay are called connected if:
∃az : (dependent(a x , az ) ∧ dependent(az , ay ) ∨ (dependent(a x , az ) ∧ connected(az , ay )) ∨
(connected(a x , az ) ∧ dependent(az , ay )). Thus, the connectivity property is transitive.

Definition 25 (Intermediate Action) All actions that are a part of the path between
two connected actions a x and ay in the dependency graph dд are called intermediate
states of a x and ay . This is written as intermediate_state(a x , ay ). The intermediate_state
operator is not commutative, e.g., intermediate_state(a x , ay ) , intermediate_state(ay ,
a x ) as dд is a directed graph.

Having defined all prerequisites, CDTNs can finally be formalized.

Definition 26 (Concurrent Data Driven Task Nodes) Concurrent Data Driven Task
Nodes (CDTN) are sets of task nodes including their world model, data and resource
dependencies. All task nodes of a CDTN cdtn can be retrieved by task_nodes(cdtn), all
actions (i.e., all the task nodes and the HPFD states they consist of) can be retrieved by
actions(cdtn). A CDTN is executed if all its actions are executed.

Based on these formalisms and the semantic information present in RATNs, CDTNs
can now be used to replace the rigid control flow of HPFDs with a more optimal
execution strategy. Before describing these concepts in Sec. 6.3 the remaining
prerequisites are explained.
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6.2

Prerequisites of Autonomous Task Parallelization

Next to RATNs the autonomous optimization is based on three concepts, which are
the Resource Manager, Process Pools, and World Model Projection.

6.2.1

Resource Manager

Figure 6.5: Overview of different resource classes and their relationships: The ‘Resource
Manager’ in the center holds all resources, which are created and forwarded to the ‘Resource
Manager’ by the ‘Process Manager’, the modules administrated by the ‘Process Manager’,
the ‘World Model Pool’ and the ‘Task Control’ module.

The resource manager holds all resources of the robotic system and manages which
of them are available. It cares about concurrent resource requests and resource
assignments to task nodes. The following operations are defined on resources:
• create: adds a new resource to the resource pool
• block: blocks a resource for a certain amount of time; if a resource is blocked
no other task node has access to the resource until it is unblocked
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• release: unblocks a resource
• consume: consumes a resource (can only be applied to consumable resources,
such as power)
• exists: asks for the existence of a resource
The resource manager ensures that only those actions are executed in parallel that
do not interfere with each other in their resource claims. On the one hand, this is
done by thread safe access to all resources. On the other hand, the resource manager
only allows actions to either block all of their resources that they need for execution
or None of them. Circular waits by partially blocked resource sets are thus avoided.

6.2.2

Process Pools

Process Pools are used to manage several software processes of the same type. They
consist of a set of identical processes that only differ by their configuration and
allocated task, and are maintained by the process manager. To get a new process of a
certain type, the process manager can be asked to create a new process by providing
the specification for the process. The manager adds the newly created process to
the pool and returns a handle to the process. In Fig. 6.5 an example of two process
pools is shown: one pool for path planning processes and one pool for object detector
processes. Being able to spawn a configurable amount of processes of a certain type
is a key aspect of executing a CDTN.

6.2.3

World Model Projection

During CDTN execution, a pool of world models is maintained. One world model
represents the robot’s current belief about the actual state of the robot’s environment,
and is thus called the robot’s root world model. The other world models are copies,
which are used to project the effects of task nodes into the future. They represent
possible future world states arising from the execution of task nodes modifying their
passed world model instance. Such a task node tn is called world model task node
and it holds: action_type(tn) = World Model.
Similar to PDDL, the world model is a set of facts (see Def. 14). As shown in Fig. 6.5,
world models are also resources and are managed in the world model pool. The initial
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world model is classified as the root world model. The root world model is always
the model of the robot’s real environment, that resembles it as close as possible.

Figure 6.6: World model projection in the context of the action set shown in Fig. 6.4. The
top sub-figure shows an enhanced version of the dependency graph of Fig. 6.4. The bottom
sub-figure shows the resolved dependencies for the planning actions Plan Path (P-MT) and
Plan Path (P-R) after world model projection. In the bottom sub-figure, the object detection
actions are dropped for layout purposes.

Many task nodes require a world model as a resource, e.g., a path planning node
needs the geometric representation of the world state to plan a collision free path to
some goal pose. During algorithm execution several world models can be created,
modified and deleted. The root world model itself must not be deleted or used and
modified for any projection actions. If a task node t requires a world model, a copy of
the root world model is created and all intermediate world model task nodes between
the latest executed PIA and t are executed on the world model copy. As given in Def.
25, these intermediate nodes represent all nodes, which are on the path from t to the
last executed PIA inside the dependency graph. This implies that all future events
that would affect the world state before t is executed are applied to the world model
copy. The modified world model copy is then passed to t as a parameter.
Fig. 6.6 shows the world model projection for the example given in Fig. 6.4. The top
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of the figure shows an enhanced version of Fig. 6.4, as it shows some child states
of Graph Object (GO) and Release Object (RO). As can be seen, the planning actions
Plan Path (P-MT) and Plan Path (P-R) need now more dependencies to be satisfied,
which currently renders parallel execution impossible. However, using world model
projection the required world model actions are now executed on world model
copies in order to satisfy the path planning action constraints. The world model
dependencies from the original world model actions (see red labels 1 and 2) can be
neglected as the planning states (Plan Path (P-MT) and Plan Path (P-R)) now receive
their own world model copies on which the required actions have already been
executed. The data dependencies of the world model actions must, of course, not
be neglected, as otherwise the numeric values for, e.g., the target position would be
wrong. In our case, the world model actions get their data from the object localizers,
which have to be executed before the planning states can be started.

Figure 6.7: World model projection example using the simulated LRU. Top left: the current
real state of the LRU; Top right: the root world model of the robot; Bottom left: projected
world model after planning the first path in order to grasp the payload box (action “P-MA”);
bottom right: projected world model after planning the path to place the payload box on
the ground (action “P-MT”). For the sub-figures with the projected world models both the
world model state before and after the planning step is shown.

Fig. 6.7 shows the projected world model for some of the actions of the behavior
example of Fig. 6.6. Next to the physical (simulated) robot environment and the
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root world model, the projected world model states (in purple and teal) for the
actions “P-MA” and “P-MT” are shown. For both actions, the start and target pose
of the planned trajectory are shown. Additionally, each world model shows two
transformations, which reflect the current base and end-effector pose of the robot
(i.e., the robot manipulator is still in the transport position and did not start to
manipulate the payload box yet; however, it already plans all required motions for
the future actions ahead).

6.3

CDTN Execution Semantics

As shown at the beginning of this section, graphically programmed HPFDs, as illustrated in Fig. 6.1, are often over-constrained, and do not exploit opportunities
for parallelization. CDTNs provide different execution semantics able to optimize
behavior execution based on the semantic information of RATNs.

6.3.1

Converting HPFD Control Flow to CDTN Execution Semantics

Converting the HPFD control flow into CDTN execution semantics happens in two
steps. At first, all the HPFD control flow elements are dropped (except for Routines,
see Fig. 6.8). This leads to the fact that the majority of all task nodes will be
executed in parallel and only the data flows between the task nodes maintain some
notion of action dependencies (such as in dataflow programming, see J. B. Dennis
(1980)). Of course, this will violate the logical control flow of the HPFD. As the
control flow given by HPFDs is often over-constrained some of the violations are
uncritical. However, other violations are critical, i.e., when essential world model and
resource dependencies are ignored. Thus, in the second step, a general executability
rule is added: only task nodes may be executed which have all their dependencies
satisfied. This will leverage the semantic task node information in order to optimize
the behavior control flow, without violating the essential task constraints.
Fig. 6.8 shows a summary of all HPFD control flow elements and their conversion to
CDTN execution semantics. They are explained in detail in the following.
Sequences and Concurrencies All HPFD states in a sequence are simply mapped to

a set of independent RATNs. This means that they can, in principle, be executed
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Figure 6.8: Basic control flow building blocks in the HPFD (left of the arrow) and the
corresponding CDTN representation (right of the arrow). Only for-loops are shown; do-while
and while-do loops can be rolled out analogously. Nodes marked with Px are PIAs (see
Def. 20), nodes marked with ROU (see 6.3.1) are routines and nodes marked with CON are
conditions (see 6.3.1).

in parallel. In practice, this may not be the case due to the RATN dependencies
(i.e., data flow, world model and resource dependencies); the algorithm explained in
Sec. 6.3.2 ensures that no dependencies are violated during execution. If BarrierConcurrencyStates are defined in the HPFD, they are treated the same as sequences and
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are thus automatically parallelized.
The translation of PreemptiveConcurrencyStates to CDTN execution semantics is
straight forward, as well. All task nodes in all of the children of a PreemptiveConcurrencyState pc are executed in parallel. If one of the ConcurrencyState’s children
finishes execution, all of its siblings (including their children) are removed from the
dependency graph and cannot be executed anymore.
Routines (ROU) The user can define a task node to be a Routine. This indicates that

the child states in that task node must never be executed in parallel, as they are
tightly coupled. A Routine is thus a label for a task node to indicate: “do not attempt
to parallelize the states inside of me”. Routines are treated differently from other task
nodes in the execution algorithm in Section 6.3.2. In fact, Routines are just executed
as normal HPFDs.
Hierarchies Hierarchies are used by the programmer to define abstraction layers. If

all dependencies of the hierarchies are satisfied, all child nodes of a hierarchy are
executed in parallel (as long as none of their dependencies constrain the nodes in
another way).
Conditions (CON) and Condition Dependencies Condition dependencies are used to

model conditions in a CDTN, i.e., two mutually exclusive branches of execution.
Before a condition is reached, idle processing power can be used to pre-compute
results required in any of the branches. Upon execution, results are then discarded
for branches that are not reached. In many cases, this is more efficient (from the
point of view of execution time, not computational time) than waiting until it is
known which branch will be entered.
Condition dependencies have not been explained thoroughly before as they do not
represent a new dependency type per se. In fact, they are represented by conditional
effects, i.e., if the HPFD state of the task node has several outcomes than the effects
can be different for each outcome. Thus, the internal calculations of the HPFD state
decide upon the outcome and the outcome maps to its own set of conditional world
model or resource effects (see Def. 19). All states featuring several outcomes are
automatically labeled as condition task nodes.
Fig. 6.4 shows an example condition dependency. The Object Found task node, which is
a condition node, is connected to subsequent task nodes with condition dependencies
(black arrows). If the detection did not find the target object (i.e., the world model
fact target-object-found is False), the sensor head moves and records a new image.
Otherwise the condition dependency to the planning task node is satisfied, which can
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then generate a collision free path for the manipulator.
When parallelizing states with condition dependencies, care must be taken to not
execute task nodes that cannot be undone. It is easy to undo the pre-computation
of a result, i.e., it can be simply discarded from memory, and an outside observer
would not notice. But grasping a cup changes the robot’s environment state and can
potentially fail. As given in Def. 20 such a task node is called PIA.
Loops Loops, such as for, do-while and while-do loops are rolled out. This means

that a copy of the loop body is created for each iteration. If dependencies allow it,
the different iterations of the loop can thus be executed in parallel.
In order to guarantee proper loop unrolling all RATN loops have to comply with the
following structure. A loop task node must have exactly two outgoing transitions:
t 1 for the case that the loop condition does not hold anymore (i.e., the loop has
finished) and one transition for the loop body. The loop body has to be a combination
of sequences, concurrencies and loops only. There must not be a condition that allows
the loop body to break out of the loop without leaving the loop via the loop task node.
Furthermore, if all preconditions and data dependencies of the loop are fulfilled, it
must be able to generate the amount of iterations. This is required for loop unrolling
an pre-computation of task nodes inside the loop bodies. If the condition for another
loop iteration cannot be calculated beforehand and only during execution of the loop
body, then the loop cannot be unrolled. This means that the parallelization benefits
of CDTN execution can only be exploited locally inside the current loop iteration and
not in advance for all iterations.

6.3.2

CDTN Execution Algorithm

So far, I have “dissolved” the rigid, over-constrained structure of the HPFD into
a set of RATNs (along with their dependencies) that represent the same task. In
this section, I present an algorithm for executing these task nodes. It is able to
exploit parallelization and pre-computation opportunities, but also ensures that all
dependencies are met.
The inputs for the algorithm are a CDTN and an initial world model. The CDTN can,
assuming the initial world model having a certain structure, reach a goal using the
plan encoded inside its task nodes. The goal is explicitly encoded as effects of the
task nodes of the plan.
At the beginning of the main function, the CDTN and the initial world model
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Algorithm 4 The CDTN execution algorithm in pseudo code.
1: function MAIN
2:
load_cdtn_and_world()
3:
do_in_separate_thread(handle_task_node_termination())
4:
while ¬task_f inished do
5:
dep_дraph ← дenerate_dependency_дraph()
6:
execs ← extract_executable_task_nodes(dep_дraph)
7:
for all task_node t in execs do
8:
do_in_separate_thread(execute_task_node(t))
9:
end for
10:
end while
11: end function
12:
13: function EXECUTE _ TASK _ NODE(t)
14:
request_resources_o f _task_node(t)
15:
if is_loop(t) then
16:
roll_out_loop(t)
17:
else if is_routine(t) then
18:
execute_with_de f ault_execution_alдorithm(t)
19:
else if is_PIA(t) then
20:
execute_PIA(t)
21:
else
22:
execute_task_node(t)
23:
end if
24: end function
25:
26: function HANDLE _ TASK _ NODE _ TERMINATION
27:
while ¬task_f inished() do
28:
t ← wait_f or _next_task_node_to_f inish()
29:
f orward_data_o f _task_node(t)
30:
propaдate_e f f ects_o f _task_node(t)
31:
release_and_create_resources_o f _task_node(t)
32:
if condition_task_node(t) then
33:
enable_PIAs_o f _branch(дet_active_branch(t))
34:
end if
35:
end while
36: end function

are loaded. In line 3 a separate thread is started, which calls the handle_task
_node_termination function. The following while loop is the main driver of the
CDTN execution algorithm. The loop is executed until the whole CDTN is executed.
Inside the loop, the current dependency graph is calculated before all executable task
nodes are extracted thereafter and finally started in their own thread. A task node is
executable if all its dependencies are satisfied.
The execute_task_node function defines how task nodes are executed. In line 14 all
resources of the target task node t are requested (and either blocked or consumed).
If t requires a resource of type world model, then a dedicated world model has to
be prepared by means of world model projection (as explained in subsection 6.2.3).
If the task node is a loop state, the loop is unrolled. This means that for each loop
iteration the loop body is copied, all input data of the loop is copied as well and
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distributed to each iteration (for more information about loop unrolling see 6.3.1). If
the task node has the control flow type routine, then the task node is executed with
the default HPFD execution algorithm. If the task node is potentially irreversible,
then a dedicated function to execute the PIA is triggered. All other task nodes are
just executed as if they were simple HPFD states.
The last function handle_task_node_termination defined in line 26 was triggered in the
main function inside a separate thread. Until the CDTN has not finished it waits for
the next task node t to be executed, forwards its data outputs to the other states and
propagates the task node effects into the world model. A hierarchical task node has
been executed (also terminated) if all its child nodes have been executed. The CDTN
unblocks all resources of the terminated task node and creates all resources specified
in its effects. If t is a PIA, the root world model is updated with all intermediate
world model task nodes between t and the last executed PIA.
If t is a condition, only the conditional results (mapping to the chosen outcome of
the underlying HPFD state) are enabled. By using conditions, recurrent behavior can
be created, i.e., action structures that lead back to previously executed states. If a
state is executed that is connected to such an already executed state s via a transition,
then s and all states accessible by s are re-enabled and can be executed again in order
to reach the goal world state of the CDTN.
Unrolling loops may lead to a significant task node expansion, i.e., an increasing
number of task nodes in the CDTN. These expanded nodes add up to the total number
of nodes, which can be huge (several hundred tasks nodes with each of them having
several hundred HPFD states, adding up to behaviors with more than 5000 states;
see validation Chpt. 7). Checking the dependencies of all nodes of a CDTN would
result in a huge computational effort, slowing down the whole behavior execution
or even the whole system. Therefore, during dependency graph generation (line 5),
a task horizon number thn limits the total number of nodes, for which the graph is
generated and the dependency satisfaction check is performed. Every logical branch
(in the case of the existence of condition task nodes) only gets a portion of thn, which
depends on the number of conditions in the future task node set.
CDTN execution does in general not rely on the transitions defined in the underlying
HPFD. Nevertheless the transitions are needed in the following three cases:
1. For the determination of the task nodes for the next dependency graph generation step; i.e., starting at the last executed PIA, the next thn nodes, which are
not executed yet, are considered for the next step
2. Inside routines
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3. In the case of recurrent behavior in order to re-enable already executed nodes;
this can either happen via conditions or via loops, whose termination conditions
are computed inside the loop bodies

6.4

Implementation

I implemented CDTNs in the task control framework RAFCON (see Brunner et al.
(2019)). Fig. 6.9 shows the deploy remote unit action of the introductory example of
this chapter implemented in RAFCON. This state machine is used to explain how the
semantic information of RATNs can be modeled.

Figure 6.9: RAFCON screenshot of the hierarchical state machine of the deploy remote unit
action introduced in Fig. 6.1; The inset highlights some data flows (connections labeled
approach_pose, trajectory, object etc.), which are used to model data dependencies of
RATNs.

Fig. 6.10 shows an overview of how the dependencies of RATNs are implemented.
The figure shows an inner part of the CDTN visualized in Fig. 6.9. The data flow
dependencies are shown in yellow. In the example of the figure the move to approach
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Figure 6.10: The figure shows a sequence of RATNs in a scientific-load-carrier (slc) pickup
task. The RATN with the name move to approach pose is selected. All three types of dependencies
are shown including how they are implemented. Data flows (yellow arrows) represent the
data dependencies, e.g., the move to approach pose task node needs a valid trajectory before it
can move the arm. The Semantic Data Editor of RAFCON is used to implement world model
(red) and resource (blue) dependencies.

pose RATN requires a trajectory before it can be executed. Data flow dependencies
are (as already stated in Sec. 4.5.3) data ports of RATNs that require an external data
flow to be connected. This can lead to a very high number of data dependencies if
a substantial amount of the behavior (which can feature far more than a thousand
data flows, see Table 7.1) is modeled using RATNs. A more closeup view of the
data flows of the move to approach pose RATN is shown in Fig. 6.9. World model
dependencies (red) and resource dependencies (blue) are implemented as strings in
the nested Python dictionary of the Semantic Data Editor and stored as key-value
pairs in JSON-format on disk. The keyword for defining preconditions is preconditions
and that for results and side-effects is effects. Specifying resources is done via the
dictionary keys CREATE, CONSUME, BLOCK, and RELEASE. Resources required during
the whole runtime of an action (including automatic releasing after action execution)
can be listed under the runtime keyword. Furthermore, the world dependencies
can have parameters, which can refer to data ports of the HPFD. Thus, data specific
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semantic effects can be created, assuring the modularity and scalability of the CDTN
approach. In the example in Fig. 6.10 the selected RATN possesses the world model
effect manipulator _at_approach_pose(object), whereas object refers to the input data
port object of the selected RATN.
The semantic state type information of RATNs, furthermore, consists of a control flow
type and action type. Both can directly be defined inside the nested dictionary of
the Semantic Data Editor. The dictionary keys are control_f low_type and action_type
(see Fig. 6.10)
Using ontologies for the RATN-specific semantic data values yields several advantages.
Other programs, such as analysis and plotting tools, do not need to have their own
glossary of all semantic values used in a CDTN, but can just load the ontology and
can filter RAFCON’s execution histories straight away. Furthermore, syntactically
checking the semantic data values against a defined ontology identifies typing errors
quickly. As presented in Chpt. 5, I developed an ontology plugin, which enforces the
action types and resource dependencies to originate only from predefined ontologies.
Finally, in the context of multi-robot scenarios, using the same semantics leads to
transferable skills, i.e., actions programmed for one robot, which can directly be used
for another.

Figure 6.11: State coloring during executing an example CDTN. The first planning action is
currently executed and blocks the single available motion planner resource. The two other
planning actions are waiting for their planner resource and are thus colored in purple.

I replaced the default execution engine with a CDTN execution engine implementing
the algorithm described in Sec. 6.3.2. RAFCON’s plugin concept enables to use
both execution engines interchangeable and even at the same time. Furthermore, I
enhanced RAFCON’s state machine editor to highlight task nodes that are currently
waiting for resources (in purple, see Fig. 6.11). On top of that, the dependency graph
created during CDTN execution can be exported to a colored graph for debugging
purposes. The graph is built up using the Graphviz library2 and its Python API. Sec. B
of the appendix shows several example dependency graphs created during execution
2 https://www.graphviz.org/
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of the CDTN example shown in Fig. 6.9.
Currently, error handling is only supported via conditions, i.e., an action can check
for a certain fact to be true and enables different conditional effects based on that.
Implicit error handling (as presented in Sec. 4.2) is not supported by CDTN yet, but
is part of ongoing and future work.
Finally, I extended the logging mechanism of RAFCON to generate Gantt charts for
CDTNs as well in order to analyze the optimized task executions after runtime.

6.5

Application Scenarios

Several CDTN experiments have been performed in the course of this work. They
show the applicability of CDTNs in the area of the ROBEX space scenario, an industrial
mobile manipulation use case and a domestic service scenario. These experiments
are presented in the next chapter, the validation chapter.

6.6

Related Work and Discussion

In this section I will highlight the abilities of various task execution frameworks
concerning self-optimization, i.e., the online optimization of the robotic behavior,
without the need for a programmer to intervene or perform this optimization explicitly.
In literature, this is often referred to as transformational planning (see Beetz (2000)).
Transformational planning modifies existing plans – regardless if they have been
planned or manually designed – in order to meet different constraints and to optimize
various metrics. Transformational planning is model-based, i.e., based on the current
state of the system the future actions of the robot are adapted. Opposed to the
model-based approach, learning-based approaches also exist (see Sec. 2.1), which
often rely on reinforcement learning. Whereas the learning based approaches work
fine in simulation, they are not applicable for real systems yet as the number of
experiments, which are generating the data to learn with, cannot be scaled up as
easily as for simulated systems.
The three main optimization metrics related to transformational planning often
referred to in literature are robustness, speed, and resource usage.
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Transforming a plan in order to reduce the number or probability of errors is the
goal of GORDIUS (by Simmons (1988)), HACKER (by Sussman (1974)) and CHEF
(by Hammond (1990)). As in my work about CDTNs, these approaches are able to
integrate plan revisions into a partly executed plan, which is necessary to react to
exogenous events and to avoid long planning pauses during execution. Apart from
that, my work about CDTNs is related to the criticize/revise cycle of XFRM (see Beetz
(2000)), the main difference being that my focus is to make the execution of plans
more efficient rather than robust. It is important to note that the robustness of the
tasks is not hampered by executing them using the CDTN execution algorithm. The
projection of action effects and the creation of different versions of possible future
world states are very similar to the work by Beetz (2000). On top of that, I provide
a powerful resource model, a semantically more distinctive action definition and
concepts for dataflow modeling.
Concerning highly parallel execution approaches, the concepts of automatic parallelization in, e.g., compiler construction (see Fox et al. (2014)), dataflow programming (see J. B. Dennis (1980)), software pipelining (see Ruttenberg et al. (1996)),
and speculative multi-threading in the context of CPU development (see Yiapanis
et al. (2015)) are relevant. What my approach has in common with these methods
is the aim to execute operations in parallel and/or in advance as much as possible.
To the best of my knowledge, such parallelization and pre-computation approaches
have not yet been applied to make the task control of robotic systems more efficient.
Finally, the distribution of executable actions to available resources poses many
open scheduling challenges (see Smith (2005)), e.g., scheduling under complex
constraints, managing change during execution runtime, and the advantages and
disadvantages between self-scheduling systems and central schedulers in the case of
multi-agent systems. Related work to integrated planning and scheduling can also be
found by Muscettola (1993), who applied temporally flexible constraint networks for
short term scheduling of the Hubble Space Telescope.
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Evaluation
The evaluation of my concepts will be performed in two steps. First, several experiments are described that validate my approach presented in the last three theoryoriented chapters. Second, I will discuss weaknesses and strengths of the proposed
concepts by comparing them to related work.

7.1

Validation Experiments

In order to show the applicability of my approach in real robotic scenarios and
simulation, I describe and discuss two experiments. For both experiments the core
concepts of my work are validated which are:
• Autonomous behavior design using HPFD-GL (described in Chpt. 4)
• Whole-lifecycle analysis of the robotic task (described in Chpt. 5)
• Self-Optimization using CDTNs (described in Chpt. 6)
The first experiment is the final demonstration of the ROBEX project, a Moon-analogue
mission that our LRU rover had to perform fully autonomously.

Chapter 7. Evaluation

Figure 7.1: The location of the ROBEX test site on top of Mt. Etna and the location of the
mission control center in Catania, in Sicily, Italy. The lower part of the figure shows the
inclination from the control center in Catania to the test site, which was located more than
2600m above sea level.

7.1.1

A Space Scenario: The ROBEX Mission

The ROBEX project was a Helmholtz Association project, which took place from 2013
to 2017. The highlight of the project was a planetary exploration mission on the
Moon-analogue site on Mt. Etna, in Sicily, Italy, in 2017. The exact location of the
test site was 300 meter west of the Cisternazza crater, a harsh region 2600m above
sea level (see Fig. 7.1). The scientific area featured different inclinations, craters,
big rocks, sand and stone types of various materials. The mission control center was
located in the Sheraton Hotel in Catania, 23.8km beeline to the test site. A radio link
connected the mission control center with the robots and the control center of the
operator crew on top of the mountain.
Mt. Etna challenged us for many things: Next to various lighting conditions during
the day the temperature differences were enormous. Our equipment had to endure
less than -0 degree Celsius during night to up to 25 degrees during daytime. If
directly exposed to the sun, our components had to suffer even more. Thus, the
cooling system of the LRU had to be designed to cover that. Furthermore, the weather
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changed often during the three weeks of operation. During rain and heavy wind
bursts of up to more than 100km/h we had to keep our equipment inside a container.
Apart from that, we executed our experiment regardless of whether the ground was
very humid from the rain or the morning dew, or whether it was dry and dusty
because of the heat. Finally, a major challenge of the mission was to enable the robot
to act autonomously for long time periods (several hours of operations per day), as a
broad range of complex mission goals had to be fulfilled.

Figure 7.2: A scene during the ROBEX experiment on Mt. Etna: the lander in the back and
the LRU in front, currently manipulating one of the seismometer payload boxes.

Experiment Description
The goal of the planetary exploration experiment in ROBEX was to analyze the
geologic composition of a remote site with seismometers. The task of the rover was
to fetch the seismometers from a landing unit and place them on the ground at
positions (see Fig. 7.2), which were predefined by our scientists. Furthermore, the
robot had to level the ground and had to produce a test impulse to ensure the correct
deployment of the instrument. Once the rover deployed the instrument correctly, it
could measure remote impulses from real seismic events (that happen frequently on
a volcano).
During the time of three weeks (from June 14th 2017 to July 6th 2017), the LRU
executed several submissions:
• Active Seismic Measurement (ASM): In order to estimate the geological composition of the target region, the rover had to drive to several predefined spots and
had to perform a seismic measurement with one instrument.
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• Seismic Network: The rover had to deploy a network of four measurement
units in order to estimate the source of the seismic events by means similar to
triangulation.
• Sample Return: In order to analyze the stone and sand materials of the target
region the rover had to take a soil sample with a shovel and return it to the
lander.

Figure 7.3: Semi-automated Google Earth export of the trajectory of the LRU on a mission
during the ROBEX project on Mt. Etna, Sicily. The labels with numbers show the location
of some manually selected events, which where automatically projected into the spatial
domain (i.e., the map).

Figure 7.3 shows an overview image of the Active Seismic Measurement (ASM) mission
at the test location on Mt. Etna. I selected some key frames (1-7) from the mission
to illustrate the execution logging. Figure 7.4 shows real scenes from the mission
for the very same key frames. The robot starts in front of the landing unit (1) and
drives to the seismic instrument hand-over position. There, the rover docks to the
seismic instrument (2) and waits for the landing unit to release the instrument. Once
the rover has stored the instrument in its carrier, it drives to the first deploy location
and places the seismometer on the ground. To ensure the correct function, the robot
levels the ground with the instrument (3). Once the instrument is correctly deployed,
the rover waits for an external seismic impulse, which the instrument records (4).
The rover repeats the process (6 and 7) at another location and drives back to the
landing unit. During the mission, an operator had to change the battery (5).
For the experiment RAFCON was in charge of orchestrating all software modules of
the robotic system’s functional tier (see Sec. 2.4). We used RAFCON to implement
robot skills of various abstraction layers, which included service calls for navigation,
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Figure 7.4: Scenes from the Moon-analogue experiment on Mt. Etna, Sicily in Italy. The
labels refer to those of Fig. 7.3, and also Figs. 7.7 and 7.8.

object detection and localization, manipulation, planning and grasping. One essential
requirement RAFCON had to fulfill, was the ability to provide longterm autonomy
capabilities to the system. These include robust behavior execution, efficient mission
analysis and well-organized mission updates.

Figure 7.5: The first two levels of the ASM mission. In the center it shows the decider state.
On the right the single sub-tasks of the mission are shown.

A central decider state (see Fig. 7.5) continuously analyzed the current robot state
and the world model and decided upon the next sub-task to execute. The decider
consisted of a decision tree, which could easily be monitored and debugged (and was
already discussed in Sec. 4.3.4, Fig. 4.19).
The interaction with the world model consisted of the interaction concept presented
in Sec. 4.6.3, which is based on the powerful CYPHER query language. We placed
various reentry points inside the mission to continue the mission also after mission
failure or rover reboots. On the highest level, the “recover” state could be used to
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re-initiate the mission by, e.g., loading a backup world model dumped to disk during
a previous mission run. Fig. 7.5 also shows the first internal layer of the various
sub-tasks in a hierarchical manner. I disabled the data flow (normally visualized in
yellow) for the sake of a better overview.

Experiment Analysis
In the following, I showcase how the proposed analysis concepts were used to support
the mission on Mt. Etna.
Table 7.1: Statistics of the state machines for the main ROBEX missions. The columns from
left to right show: the state machine name, the total number of states (column 2), transitions
(column 3) and data flows (column 4), the maximum hierarchical depth, the percentage
of states covered with error handling, the percentage of states covered with direct error
handlers, the maximum error handling depth and the average error handling depth (for
more information about the error handling metrics see Sec. 5.3.1)

State
State Tran- Data
Max
States
States
Max Average
machine Count sition Flow Depth with EH
with
EH
EH
Count Count
Direct EH Depth Depth
ASM

1532

1996

1857

8

36.62%

2.48%

2

1.02

Seismic
Network

1455

1905

1801

8

34.64%

2.73%

2

1.03

Sample
Return

947

1184

1115

7

28.51%

2.66%

2

1.05

Design Time Analysis: To create the autonomous behavior of the LRU we made exten-

sive use of the code syntax and data integrity checks. Thus, many errors could be
eliminated before runtime. To make a statement about the robustness of the task
implementation, Table 7.1 can be taken into account. It shows that, although the
state machines are big, the error handling coverage is still at more than 28 percent
of all states for all missions (i.e., in average, each third action could fail and the
rover knew how to recover). This and the fact that some states even had nested error
recovery procedures made the state machine sufficiently robust. The percentage
of states with direct error handling is rather low compared to the total amount of
states with error handling. This shows that the majority of the error handling was
performed by indirect error handling procedures, i.e., handlers that were attached to
container states and that were able to handle a multitude of errors. Examples for such
handlers were actions that, in case of a failed manipulation or object detection action,
just canceled the current action, re-positioned the rover and then re-performed the
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(manipulation or detection) action again. Direct error handling especially was needed
for intricate manipulation steps, e.g., altering the stiffness and force-direction parameters for in-contact motions that clamped the end-effector. Another example for
direct error handling were critical actions in which simple retrying was not possible,
e.g., in situations where the rover had just grasped a remote unit and encountered
unforeseen contacts such as un-modeled rocks on the ground.
Table 7.2 shows statistics of the ASM mission concerning the number and usage of
RAFCON LibraryStates. In total, the ASM mission features 1330 library instances.
The figure shows that many libraries are heavily reused throughout the overall behavior. The table differentiates between different library categories. The “Combined”
category refers to higher level libraries (higher level skills and tasks), which include
libraries of several other categories.
Table 7.2: LibraryState statistics of the ASM ROBEX mission: the first column shows the
category of the library, the second column total number of libraries in that category and
the last column the total number of library instances per library category.

Library Category Total Number of Libraries Library Instances in ASM
Manipulation

128

288

Gripper

3

20

Motion Planning

30

145

Navigation

47

97

Object Detection

25

34

World Model

23

279

Middleware

14

184

Combined

186

283

For this experiment, model checking was unfortunately out of scope because of
resource constraints. For simulation we relied on the RoverSimulationToolkit (see
Hellerer et al. (2016) and Schuster et al. (2016)), a multi-body simulator written in
Modelica.
Runtime Analysis: Next to the benefit of logging outputs with filterable severity levels,

we made extensive use of the online execution history view. Especially having access
to every executed movement of the manipulator, with its stiffness and damping
factors, and interpolator parameterization, helped us to find errors quickly. As
explained above, we were also able to execute and monitor the RAFCON behavior
even from the 23.8km (beeline) far away mission control center in Catania. If any
anomaly occurred, we could pause the execution engine and examine the current
context data of the state machine.
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Figure 7.6: Different colors show the different highlighting modes of RAFCON: Green shows
currently executing states, yellow already executed states before their transition to the next
state (especially usable during step mode), and blue the currently selected state.

Furthermore, the graphical viewer of RAFCON supports the mission control team to
keep track of the current internal state of the autonomous behavior. Fig. 7.6 shows the
execution of a small example state machine inspired by the real “fetch seismometer
from lander” action of the ROBEX mission. Green highlights the currently active
states, light yellow the last executed one, and blue the currently selected state.
The logic flow is shown in gray lines and the data flow in dark yellow lines. Next
to the data ports (dark yellow letters, e.g., “seismometer_id”) the current data is
visualized. For example, the mission control immediately sees that the current value
of the “seismometer_id” has the value 2. This saves a lot of time, normally spent
searching through the logging output or in the execution history view for the variable
of interest.
During the test runs for the final demonstration mission in front of the broad public
and the press we often had to update the robot behavior from the control center.
The reason for this was either because the robot encountered some error or we, the
mission control, decided to change the test setup and mission objectives. To perform
the mission updates, we followed the approach outlined in Sec. 5.4.
The first step consisted of bringing the robot into a secure state, which we achieved
by moving the robot to even terrain and canceling current manipulation movements.
In case of software failures, we restarted the respective components. In the case that
the robot was encountering an error during manipulation, we manually retracted
the manipulator from the objects involved in the task using custom impedance
movements.
In the second step, we manually performed relevant actions, which the robot either
failed to execute or which were too critical to be done fully autonomously in the
current state, step by step. This included re-approaching and re-detecting objects,
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and triggering manipulation procedures such as approaching an instrument box,
opening or closing the gripper, or leveling the ground for instrument deployment.
The third step consisted of updating the robotic plan by changing task parameters
(such as the instrument to pick up next from the lander) or by changing the behavior,
e.g., by adding error detection and handling routines for bad lightening conditions
or strong wind bursts.
In the forth step, we updated the robot’s belief state in a way such that it reflected
all changes that we had performed manually and that could be represented using the
robot’s semantics. This included setting object states (i.e., a flag to disable a defect
remote-unit-holder of the lander, or the manipulator’s load parameters), adding or
removing objects (e.g., newly detected or defect objects) or updating object frames
such as the robot tool frame.
In the final step we re-initiated the robot and let it resume the mission from predefined recovery entry points. These recovery points included, e.g., the re-scanning
of the close-up area of the robot in order to register to another object (such as the
lander) or to update the local obstacle map of the rover.
We performed the procedures required for all steps using predefined maintenance
and recovery state machines, which were located either on the robot itself or which
we created on the fly by the mission control team and executed remotely. Especially
the online modification possibilities of RAFCON sped up the mission update process
significantly, as the time for stopping the behavior, deploying the new behavior to the
robot and starting the robot again could be saved.
Post-Mortem Analysis: I analyzed all the exceptions that occurred during the three

weeks of operation. Table 7.3 shows that many errors occurred during the testing and
mission days on Mt. Etna. Many of them were caught, which means that the error
handling procedures in the task implementation targeted the correct spots. Both, the
total number of exceptions and the number of uncaught exceptions yield interesting
results.
On the one hand, the object detection was not robust enough. Both the “get first
object from list” and the “detect object” actions belonged to the class of object
detection routines. Moving the robot slightly and re-detecting the object most of the
times helped to continue the mission. Sometimes, we had to manually remove bugs
or butterflies (on Mt. Etna there are many of these in June) from the object surface
in order to proceed.
On the other hand, the planning of motions was not properly encapsulated in error
recovery strategies, as can be seen by the low caught rate of the states “plan joint
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Table 7.3: The ten exceptions that occurred most often during the ROBEX missions during
three weeks (between 2017-06-14 and 2017-07-06). The columns from left to right show:
States in which the exception occurred; total exception count; relative error severity (see
equation 5.10); number of caught exceptions; at how many different locations this state
was included.

State Name

Exception
Count

Relative Error
Severity

Caught

Different
Origins

get first object from list

91

16.73

59

17

plan joint move

62

11.40

6

31

open

41

7.54

29

15

close

39

7.17

36

14

check transform validity

35

6.43

26

10

get submap id

25

4.60

23

3

plan task

18

3.31

7

5

detect object

18

3.31

5

8

move rel cartesian
impedance

15

2.76

12

9

load world

13

2.39

0

7

move” and “plan task”. This was especially true in the first days of the testing phase,
when we realized that both the lander and the robot slightly sank into the sand.
For this reason, combined with the fact that the test area featured many slopes, the
lander and the robot had different relative poses to each other, varying from those
during the tests in our laboratory. This affected the workspace of the robot and thus
the reachability of objects. Therefore, we had to adapt some of the calculated poses
in order for the robot’s manipulator to be able to reach its goal poses again. As we
use a statistical planner based on sampling, simple repositioning and re-planning
resolved the remaining motion planning issues.
Finally, the “load world” action was never caught, but this is unproblematic as
the action only returned with an error if there were syntax errors in the world
description or the world representation node was not started yet. These errors (both
of human nature) could be avoided by respecting the spelling and syntax rules of our
world model description language and following the correct robot system startup
procedures.
Next to analyzing exception statistics, I created two different types of runtime-analysis
visualizations based on the gathered execution history log date. Fig. 7.7 shows a diagram of the most important resources the rover used during the mission: the Jaco 2
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Figure 7.7: IRCP-SYA-Bars diagram of the the state machine created for the ASM mission of
ROBEX. The labels show milestones and interesting events of the mission and are the same
labels as those of Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.8: Gantt diagram of the ASM mission. All executed actions are grouped by their
action type (shown on the y-axis). The labels refer to those of Figure 7.3.

manipulator1 , the docking interface (i.e., the gripper) on the manipulator, the navigation stack, the world representation, the seismic instruments (rmc_owl:RemoteUnit)
and the power of the rover (the object detector and pan-tilt unit actions cannot be
seen at this resolution and the CPU usage is not visualized for the sake of clarity).
The diagram shows that during the initialization (1), the docking interaction with the
landing unit (2), the battery exchange (5), and the seismic measurements (4 and 7),
most of the resources of the rover are idle, as the autonomous behavior had to wait
for external events (or the finalization of the startup procedure). Additionally, during
the battery exchange (5), the power voltage is replenished to 27.8 volts. While the
rover places and levels the instrument (3 and 6), the diagram shows heavy usage of
the manipulator and the docking interface.
Fig. 7.8 presents a Gantt chart of the execution times of the individual software and
hardware components. The plot shows that the rover spent (next to navigation) most
of the execution time during manipulation while moving either the manipulator (red)
or docking or undocking the seismic instrument with the docking interface (green).
1 https://www.kinovarobotics.com/en/products/robotic-arms/kinova-gen2-ultra-lightweight-robot
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Table 7.4: Metrics for actions grouped by action types for the ASM state machine of the
ROBEX mission. The columns from left to right show: Name of the action type class defined
in the action type ontology; total time spent for all actions of the respective class; number
of executed actions per class; time spent relative to the whole runtime of the state machine;
time for the action with the longest runtime; time for the action with the shortest runtime;
average time per call; weighted relative execution time (see equation 5.9); all times are
given in seconds

Action Type

Spent
Time

Total
Call
Count

% of
Total
Time

Max
Time

Min
Time

Time WRET
per Call

Navigation

1164.57

31

40.98

192.52

0.10

37.57

4.17

Manipulator

595.01

100

20.94

82.34

0.10

5.95

6.86

Gripper

550.49

12

19.37

71.94

0.60

45.87

0.76

Planning

101.82

19

3.58

17.14

1.34

5.36

0.22

ComputerVision

89.96

30

3.17

15.84

0.15

3.00

0.31

WorldModel

43.67

106

1.54

2.69

0.12

0.41

0.53

PanTiltUnit

4.09

6

0.14

2.79

0.09

0.68

2.7e-3

The logged data can be used to create various metrics as shown in Table 7.4, which
can be used to identify bottlenecks of the overall task. In this table (as well as in
Fig. 7.8)
• Navigation refers to navigation actions such as driving to a new map location
• Manipulator to manipulator movements
• Gripper to grasping actions, e.g., opening and closing the docking interface
• Planning to motion planning actions
• ComputerVision to computer vision related actions such object detection and
localization routines
• WorldModel to world model operations such as storing or retrieving semantic
information to/from the world model
• PanTiltUnit to operations in order to move the pan tilt unit and to decide where
it has to look next
It can be seen that manipulator, navigation and gripper actions took most of the
time. Furthermore, for navigation and gripper actions, the average time per call is
the highest. An explanation for the navigation action runtimes is simply the covered
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distance that the rover traveled during the mission. In turns out that the gripper itself
is the biggest bottleneck of the mission, as only 12 calls take more than 17.82% of the
overall runtime. One reason for this is that a tight form closure between the gripper
and the remote unit is needed for the manipulation tasks. At the same time, the
gripper has to be very lightweight as the gripper’s weight reduces the overall payload
of the manipulator. Thus, we inserted a high mechanical transmission, which reduces
the speed of grasping. Concerning the computer vision actions, it has to be said that
they would have made up an even higher percentage of the overall runtime if we
would not purely rely on AprilTags. In a space mission employing such tags definitely
makes sense, as they work great for detecting the exact location of objects and other
agents, even from a long distance. On Mt. Etna we could perform 360deg scans in
less than 16 seconds, which would not be the case if applying more sophisticated
object detection algorithms not relying on AprilTags. This especially holds true as
LRU does (for power saving reasons) not feature a GPU.

Manual Optimization Based on Analysis Results
In this section, I will summarize the benefits of the analysis results. As can be seen in
Table 7.4, the gripper was one of the main bottlenecks in the ROBEX mission from a
runtime perspective. We redesigned it in order to increase the execution speed for
future missions (such as the ARCHES mission2 ). The new gripper features a new
transmission design which enables to reduce the grasping time to 9.1s, approximately
25% of the original one. We reduced the exerted force also by the same factor, which
is unproblematic as our tests showed that the reduced force is enough for grasping
boxes of up to 2.5kg.
Next to navigation and grasping, the action classes motion planning, manipulation
and computer vision are responsible for vast parts of the overall runtime.
For motion planning, the situation is more complex. The planning actions would have
made up a much higher percentage of the runtime if we would have truly relied on
planned manipulation movements only. As we could select the target environment by
ourselves, we could rely on many assumptions (e.g., the non-existence of obstacles at
the target object locations) and thus taught many of the manipulator movements in
the laboratory. For this reason, the actual planning time for a truly unknown terrain
would have been significantly higher.
The duration used by the manipulation actions is already quite optimized, as we tuned
2 https://www.arches-projekt.de/en/helmholtz-future-topic-project-arches/
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the taught trajectories to be short and efficient. Moving the joints faster increases
risks such as overheating or collision to other parts of the robot’s structure (especially
taking wind bursts into account). Thus, the runtimes for manipulation movements are
disproportionate low. For real, planned motions the runtimes would vary much more
and would be executed slower to compensate for the higher trajectory uncertainties
originating from the planner.
We performed the majority of all object detections by using the April Tags that we
attached to every manipulated objects (RUs) or to every object in reachability during
manipulation (e.g., the lander). As stated above, we did not perform a proper
scene reconstruction (because of resource reasons) and modeled the ground as a flat
surface, which, of course, is a non-realistic assumption. For the next missions, we
want to include a real environment modeler responsible for creating a voxel map of
the target area. This voxel map is then included into the path planner, which can
then avoid the ground contours during trajectory generation. In order to speed up
the computer vision runtimes, we already added a NVIDIA Jetson board3 , as it offers
decent performance for very small power footprints.
For future missions (such as ARCHES), we want to reduce the amount of assumptions
and thus want to get closer to real space missions. Thus, we will have to use a planner
for all motions, which will increase the planning times drastically. Essentially, this is
the point where the runtime optimization using CDTNs is paying off, as it basically is
able to cancel off the majority of the planning time. In order to show this, I created a
simulation which is realistic in terms of the action runtimes.

Optimization Based on CDTNs
In the following, I will present experiments using a simulated LRU rover (see Fig. 7.9).
The simulator employs the same software that runs on the real system for belief state
modeling (i.e., the Neo4j based world model), manipulation planning (i.e., the rmpl
planner by Lehner and Albu-Schäffer (2018)) and behavior execution (i.e, RAFCON).
The robot’s kinematics, structure and controllers are simulated using the Gazebo
simulator (by Koenig and Howard (2004)) including the ros_control package (see
Quigley et al. (2009)). The simulator uses the real CAD models of the lander, the RUs
and the LRU and is thus realistic in terms of collision simulation and path planning
durations. In the simulation, no assumptions are made about the terrain. Thus, all
manipulator movements (except the relative, impedance controlled movements) are
3 see
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planned in order to avoid collisions with obstacles and the robot’s own structure.
I examined three different test scenarios (all of which were part of the real ROBEX
missions):
1. Grasping of a single remote unit from at the lander: This scenario assumes
that the rover already navigated to the lander and positioned properly in front
of the RU to pick up. The first action is the parsing of the scene, followed by
the docking motion, the RU pick-up and the RU placement on the RU carrier
on the rover’s back. The final action is the movement to bring the manipulator
into transport position.
2. Deployment of a single remote unit: This scenario assumes that the rover
traveled already to the deploy pose in the field. After scene reconstruction
and ground analysis it grasps the RU and uses it for ground leveling by shoveling the ground using the RU, thus creating a flat surface for RU positioning.
Subsequently, the LRU places the RU on the ground and optimizes the contact
between the RU and the ground using impedance controlled sine motions,
which press the RU towards the ground. (In the following, both motions,
the leveling and the contact optimization, will be referred to as “leveling”.)
After RU placement, the LRU creates a test impulse to ensure the RU’s correct
positioning by punching on the ground using the manipulator. Finally, it brings
the manipulator back in transport position and carefully moves away from the
RU in order not to reposition it again.
3. Remote unit network deployment: This scenario equals the ASM mission
of the ROBEX scenario. For this the rover fetches four RUs from the lander
and deploys them in a Y-shaped network at a nearby target site defined by a
scientist.
For the second and third scenario, I simulated different variations for the RU deployment. In the first variation, deployment can fail, which is detected by the test
impulse. Upon failure the detection, the robot picks up the RU drives 0.7 m forward
and redeploys it. This variation is called “with redeployment”. The second variation
affects the leveling. For areas that are flat and feature fine sand the leveling motions
are not required. As currently modeled, the leveling motions are fixed and do not
include planning.
Fig. 7.9 shows different scenes of the RU deployment scenario. At first, the rover
drives to a position of interest (POI). After placing the RU, which includes ground
leveling and contact optimization, a seismic test impulse is generated by the rover
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Figure 7.9: Scenes of the ROBEX Gazebo simulator. From top left to bottom right: LRU driving
to POI, LRU after RU deployment, LRU doing a seismic test impulse, LRU picking up the RU

in order to check the RU’s correct deployment. In this case the RU could not be
deployed correctly: thus the rover picks it up again to place it at a nearby location.
Table 7.5: Metrics for actions grouped by action types for the simulated ASM state machine
of the ROBEX mission. The columns from left to right are the same as in Table 7.4. The time
is given in seconds.

Action Type

Total
Spent
Time

Total
Call
Count

Time per
Total
Spent
Time

Max
Time

Min
Time

Time per WRET
Call

navigation

1236.24

57

51.89

88.28

0.05

21.69

2.44

planning

1006.64

164

42.25

19.50

1.12

6.14

5.73

manipulation

814.59

342

34.19

12.64

1.05

2.38

9.66

utils

319.23

92

13.40

9.02

0.50

3.47

1.02

gripper

290.40

32

12.19

9.13

9.05

9.07

0.32

vision

96.48

60

4.05

2.04

1.14

1.61

0.20

world

66.39

333

2.79

1.34

0.00

0.20

0.77

utils + init

1.82

130

0.08

0.03

0.01

0.01

0.01

Table 7.5 shows the metrics for the execution of the whole mission in simulation. I
simulated the actions in a way that their runtimes resemble the real runtimes on the
mountains as close as possible. Only the gripper runtime was reduced to 9.1s, as we
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already replaced and optimized it (as described above). On top of that, the majority
of all manipulator motions are now planned, in opposite to the ROBEX mission on Mt.
Etna, where we used a lot of hard-coded trajectories for object manipulation. The
table shows that the weighted relative execution times for planning and manipulation
is the highest. Thus, they are a reasonable target for optimization.
Table 7.6: Runtime statistics for the ROBEX test scenarios with HPFDs and the corresponding
CDTNs. “r” means with redeployment, “l” means with leveling motions, “rgt” means with
realistic gripper timings (9.1s). Execution times are averages of five runs. MP=Motion
Planner.

# test case

HPFD

CDTN

CDTN Improvement

(1 MP)

(2 MPs)

(1 MP)

deploy 1 RU

95.49s

75.91s

74.63s

21.85%

deploy 1 RU (r)

210.56s

164.13s

156.92s

25.47%

deploy 1 RU (r, rgt)

248.7s

199.56s

199.34s

19.85%

deploy 1 RU (r, l)

261.67s

218.14s

216.12s

17.41%

grasp RU from lander

72.41s

65.23s

64.34s

11.14%

deploy 4 RUs (l)

1017.1s

957.06s

943.26s

7.26%

deploy 4 RUs (r, l)

1606.62s

1424.7s

1394.36s

13.21%

deploy 4 RUs (r, l, rgt)

1764.51s

1619.9s

1611.06s

8.70%

The runtimes of the different execution modes (i.e., HPFD vs CDTN execution) for
each of the test scenarios (including different variations) is shown in Table 7.6. The
default HPFD implementation is compared with the CDTN execution using both one
and two planners. The last column shows the runtime improvement of the CDTN
execution using two planners compared to the sequential execution. The table shows
that substantial runtime improvements of more than 25% can be achieved.

Figure 7.10: Planner visualization during ROBEX simulator execution; the left side shows a
trajectory planned by a single planner during sequential execution; the right side shows
the planned trajectories during CDTN execution using two motion planners.

Fig. 7.10 shows two screenshots visualizing the motion planner during simulator
execution, including its geometric world state and the planned, collision free trajec199
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tories. On the left side a single planner (as used in the sequential execution using
a HPFD) is shown. The right side shows the world representation of two planners,
as used during CDTN execution. For the teal motion planner, the RU is currently
located at the ground in front of the robot’s manipulator. For the purple motion
planner the RU is currently docked at the robot’s manipulator, which has to be taken
into account in order to avoid self-collisions or collisions with the ground. Important
robot frames, such as the robot’s base frame (called “base_link”) and the end-effector
(called “jaco_flange”) are visualized in order to depict the robot’s current position
(which may vary substantially from the planner’s world state as the planner tries to
compute a trajectory for a future action). On top of that, the current robot position is
depicted in gray for debugging purposes.

Figure 7.11: Gantt diagrams of executing the ROBEX simulation test case “deploy 1 RU (r)”.
The first chart shows a sequential execution, the second chart a CDTN execution using one
motion planner and the third chart a CDTN execution using two motion planners.

In Fig. 7.11, the test scenario “deploy 1 RU (r, rgt)” is analyzed using Gantt charts.
The top row shows a Gantt chart representing the sequential execution, the second
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chart shows the CDTN execution using one motion planner and the third chart the
CDTN execution using two motion planners. It can be seen that manipulation and
planning, and the planning actions themselves overlap during execution. However,
the overlap of the planning actions themselves is only minimal, which is one reason
why the CDTN execution using two planners is often not significantly faster than
the execution using only one. By just using one planner most paths can already be
pre-computed. Thus, the inclusion of another planner does not optimize the overall
execution time in all cases. For analyzing the course of the entire mission the Gantt
chart of the “deploy 4 RUs (r, l, rgt)” scenario is shown in the Appendix C.
Table 7.7: Resource overview of the simulated remote-unit-network deployment mission.
Next to the modeled resources the number of resource requirements is shown.

resource name number of blocks

resource name

number of blocks

manipulator

133

motion planner 1

19

robot base

29

motion planner 2

17

gripper

12

world model copy 1

19

pan tilt unit

29

world model copy 2

17

world model

81

ground analyzer

8

navigation stack

29

scene parser

12

Table 7.7 shows all resources modeled for the simulated RU-network deployment
mission. Next to the resource names, the table shows the total requirements of
the respective resource by all actions executed during the mission. Table 7.8 and
Table 7.9 show all world model facts created during the mission, including their
number of creations (by action effects) and requirements (by action preconditions).
Note, that recurrent CDTN behavior (needed for iterating over all the RUs) is able
to delete already created world model facts. This is the reason why a world model
fact can be created more often. In total, 58 world model facts are used during the
mission.
The list of data dependencies would be too big to be shown in this work using a table
as there are several hundreds of them (as I modeled a substantial part of the seismic
network mission by using RATNs, see Table 7.1).
Finally, there are several dependency graphs for different mission setups given in
Appendix B. As the dependency graphs are huge and meant for debugging using a
viewer featuring a full-text search their details cannot be identified using the paper
format of this thesis. Therefore, some areas are enlarged in order to be able to
investigate the action dependencies for some specific nodes.
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Table 7.8: First part of the world model dependency overview of the simulated remoteunit-network deployment mission. Next to the modeled world model fact, the number
of fact creations (by an action effect) and the number of fact requirements (by an action
precondition) is shown.

world model fact

# creations # requirements

init_done

1

2

planner_init_done

2

36

adjusted

8

8

grasped_ru_on_lander

4

4

moved_to_ru_on_back

8

8

object_detection_enabled

8

48

reached_pick_up_point

4

4

back_at_impulse_approach_pose

8

8

moved_to_deploy_pose_above_carrier_at_lander

4

4

remote_unit_on_ground

8

8

grasped_on_carrier

8

8

parsed_scene_after_ru_pickup_from_lander

4

4

impulse_done

8

8

moved_ru_up_from_ground

4

4

reached_deliver_point

4

12

retracted_from_ru

4

4

synced_with_arm_on_lander

4

4

moved_ru_away_from_lander

4

8

released_on_carrier

4

4

reassigned_rodin_after_ru_pick_up_at_lander

4

0

next_iteration

3

0

released_ru_on_carrier_at_lander

4

4

parsed_scene_at_lander

4

24

synced_with_arm

4

4

moved_forward_to_ru_on_lander

4

4

retracted_from_ru_carrier_at_lander

4

8

mission_completed

1

1

robot_at_second_try_deploy_pose

4

0
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Table 7.9: Second part of the world model dependency overview of the simulated remoteunit-network deployment mission.

world model fact

# creations # requirements

...
signal_good

8

4

signal_bad

8

4

moved_base_away_from_lander

8

4

moved_forward_to_ru_on_ground

4

4

ru_released

8

20

lifted_from_carrier

8

8

at_home_for_impulse

8

8

moved_towards_ground

8

8

contact_optimized

8

8

retracted_from_ru_carrier

4

8

at_impulse_approach_pose

8

8

moved_home_after_grasping_from_ground

4

0

moved_home_after_deployment_on_carrier

4

4

analyzed_ground

8

16

ground_leveled

8

8

copied_world1

1

1

copied_world2

1

1

placed_down_on_carrier_at_lander

4

4

grasped_ru_on_ground

4

4

moved_to_deploy_pose_above_carrier

4

4

at_approach_for_grasping_ru_on_lander

4

4

placed_down_on_carrier

4

4

retrieved_ru_id

4

4

at_approach_for_grasping_ru_on_ground

4

4

arm_in_transport_position_after_ru_pick_up_at_lander

4

4

at_home_after_impulse

8

8

parsed_scene_at_deliver_point

4

24

object_detected

8

16

finalized_mission

1

0

continue_mission

4

3
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7.1.2

An Industrial Scenario: Logistics Tasks on AIMM

The goal of the second experiment is to show the applicability of my approach in
an industrial mobile manipulation scenario. The robot we used for this experiment
is the AIMM platform. In terms of complexity, the AIMM robot is similar to LRU. It
features a robotic manipulator (LWR iiwa from Kuka4 ), a mobile base, two stereo
camera pairs, a pan-tilt unit and two LIDARs. Two main advantages over LRU are
that it has a desk to store objects during navigation and it is equipped with four times
the computing power of LRU. As for LRU, RAFCON is used to control all actions of
AIMM on top of the realtime controllers. A broad set of skills is implemented via
HPFDs that are able to access all actuators and sensors.
The experiment was part of the Automatica trade fair 2018. In this context, I show
the applicability of RAFCON for industrial use cases, results of the whole lifecycleanalysis, and an optimization based on CDTNs performed on the AIMM simulator.

Experiment Description

At Automatica, we showed our AIMM demonstrator carrying out various logistic
tasks autonomously. It had to carry small load carriers (SLCs), small blue boxes filled
with different content. Fig. 7.12 shows the experiment layout. The SLCs had to be
transported from a work desk to other desks, where different parts where needed. For
the Human-Robot-Interaction (HRI) desk AIMM had to deliver parts of a toy robot,
that were assembled by a human and a robot in an interactive manner. The other
desk was a fully autonomous assembly desk, where item profiles were assembled for
which the instructions were generated using only a single image of the final product.
For this desk, AIMM had to deliver screws and brackets. A gravity rack with five
layers served as storage place, in which more than 50 SLCs could be stored. The SLCs
had to be collected at predefined pick-up zones (teal) and brought to predefined
delivery zones (red).
Fig. 7.13 shows real scenes from the trade fair. At the top, our robot manipulates
a SLC in front of the gravity rack. As can be seen, our demonstrator was part of
a fully autonomous factory-of-the-future demonstrator set-up by the Robotics and
Mechatronics Center of the DLR. The lower two images show AIMM during pick up
(left) and placement (right).
4 https://www.kuka.com/en-de/products/robot-systems/industrial-robots/lbr-iiwa
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Figure 7.12: The Automatica trade fair experiment. The AIMM robot has to care about the
workflow between different work desks. It has to carry blue boxes with various content
from pick-up zones of the desks (teal) to delivery zones (red) of other (or the same) desks.

Experiment Analysis

We ran our demonstrator five days in sequence for nine hours per day. Thus, a lot of
logging data accumulated. In total, we recorded more than 15GB RAFCON execution
history logs. Similar to the ROBEX experiment in Sec. 7.1.1, I start with the design
time analysis.
The overall behavior of AIMM consisted of four sub-tasks:
• Desk Supply Chain: In this sub-task the SLCs were continuously fetched from
the pick-up zone of the Work Desk in front and were placed at the delivery
zone of the same desk. This was the sub-task AIMM executed most often as the
visitors of the trade fair were allowed to place the SLCs in different positions,
stack them and fill them with different content. Our main goal was to show
that AIMM could handle a wide range of situations autonomously.
• Shelf Supply Chain: The goal of this sub-task was to deliver SLCs to the gravity
rack and SLCs with different content back to the Work Desk.
• HRI Supply Chain: This sub-task cared about delivering parts to the HRI desk.
The parts consisted of several building blocks for a toy robot.
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Figure 7.13: Real scenes of the Automatica trade fair 2018, in which our robot AIMM was
responsible for various logistic tasks. Top: AIMM during SLC manipulation; Bottom left:
AIMM during SLC pickup; Bottom Right: AIMM during SLC placement

• Assembly Supply Chain: In this task AIMM fed the autonomous assembly cell
with various parts (screws and brackets).
The high level behavior of each sub-task was straight forward. It consisted of a
high level skill responsible for selecting the appropriate scene and parts to deliver.
Subsequently, a while loop executed the fetching and delivery of the SLCs. However,
for executing the grasping and placing movements for objects we used a special
concept: the dynamic task modification of a HPFD by the behavior defined in the HPFD
itself. The general approach is shown in Fig. 7.14. The dynamic task modification
concept works by first querying object properties from the world model. Based on
this information it selects the library path and name of the robot skill to be added to
a provided template using the Skill Provider. The skill to be inserted can, for example,
be a grasping (such as in Fig. 7.14) or a placement strategy. After selection, the
library is inserted into the template (by executing the “generate state” action) and
all higher level parameters are connected to the generated skill using data flows
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(e.g., the grasp width in Fig. 7.14). After execution of the skill, it is deleted, as the
next time the template is executed another skill will possibly be needed. The skill
is surrounded by an error handling procedure, which cares about deleting the skill
even in the case that the skill fails. In principle, this approach enabled us to create
some form of behavior inheritance, in which the skill parameters configured how the
abstract behavior of the template was extended.

Figure 7.14: Dynamic, online modification of the grasp trajectory (encoded in HPFDs) during
object picking.

Being able to dynamically modify a task inside RAFCON was a key requirement when
designing the task control framework. Both the user and the task itself must be
able to perform such modifications in order for the task being flexible also during
runtime. This was one of the reasons, why we relied on the high-level programming
language Python. Python supports reflective, meta and functional programming
paradigms and has thus introspective capabilities similar to those of Lisp (see van
Rossum (1997)). These capabilities enable Python programs to construct and execute
program fragments on the fly, which is exploited by the dynamic task modification.
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Table 7.10: Statistics of the state machines for the four different tasks during Automatica
2018. The columns are the same as those in table 7.1.

State
machine

State Tran- Data
Max States States
Max Average
Count sition Flow Depth with
with
EH
EH
Count Count
EH Direct EH Depth Depth

Desk Supply 2211
Chain

2986

3313

14

59.52%

1.9%

3

1.41

Shelf Supply 4166
Chain

5651

6259

15

62.22%

1.99%

3

1.42

HRI Supply
Chain

4364

5915

6582

15

77.27%

1.97%

4

1.72

Assembly
Supply
Chain

5488

7411

8460

15

62.54%

2.05%

3

1.43

Table 7.10 shows various metrics concerning AIMM’s autonomous behavior. Compared to the behavior of LRU in the ROBEX scenario (see previous section) the state
machines of AIMM are more than two times bigger. The states count ranges from
2211 to 5488, the transition count from 2986 to 7411 and the maximum depth
goes up to 15. It has to be noted, that the number of states in Table 7.10 refers to
the semantic number of states, i.e., all states including the LibraryStates and their
children. This means, that if a LibraryState with 60 children is included 10 times
in the final state machine, it will add 600 states to the overall number of semantic
states. The total number of different LibraryStates equals 149, the total number of
different ExecutionStates make up 193. Concerning the error handling depth, the
AIMM behaviors were even more robust than the ones in the ROBEX scenario. Up to
77 % percent of all states had error handling routines. The maximum error handling
depth goes up to four, i.e., the robot’s behavior could handle four errors in various
hierarchy levels in a row and could recover from that. The reason for the complexity
is that our system could handle boxes with different contents (in terms of color, shape
and mass) and in different positions. Even stacked box configurations were possible
and could be disassembled. Furthermore, AIMM could navigate around humans in
the near proximity and was robust against perturbations in its own world model, e.g.,
the robot could handle situations in which an operator stole already picked up boxes
or added additional ones onto the robot’s desktop. The reason for the high robustness
of the system was the fact that our demonstrator ran on a trade fair with important
visitors from science, politics and industry. As the visitors also were allowed to place,
fill and rearrange the boxes by themselves, sophisticated error handling routines
had to care for successful task execution. Similar to the ROBEX scenario, the great
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majority of error handling was performed by indirect error handlers, which most
often just re-triggered actions that failed (most often because a user disturbed the
robot). In the ROBEX scenario, relatively more direct error handlers were needed to
cover more specific uncertainties imposed by the unstructured environment on Mt.
Etna.
As already highlighted in Sec. 5.3.3, design time statistics are important but not
sufficient as the task execution is subject to many uncertainties and unforeseeable
events, such that the overall runtime cannot be determined beforehand. Moreover
the robot’s behaviors are subject to change as new actions can be generated and
inserted on the fly during execution (by using dynamic task modification). Thus,
post-mortem analysis has to be used to find robustness and performance bottlenecks.
During the Automatica 2018 trade fair our system encountered many exceptions
while executing the various tasks, especially the Desk Supply Chain. These exceptions
are shown in Table 7.11. In opposite to the experiments of LRU in the previous
section, the Desk Supply Chain task was even more robust5 . Only three times the
whole task failed completely. In the first case, the unblock resource failed once as
there was a race condition in the unblock resources service. In the second case, the
load world failed once as the yaml-file, which is loaded to generate the initial world
model of the robot, contained a typo. Finally, the look at action failed once as the
module controlling the pan-tilt process failed, a case that our error handling could
not cover. It is important to note that these three errors are only those errors, in
which the robot knew that it could not handle the error. Of course, there had been a
few more errors, of which the robot was not aware of, but which have been manually
fixed by the operators. These were especially errors that the robot classified wrongly
and tried to handle with a non-working error recovery strategy in an endless loop
until the operator helped the robot out, e.g., placing an object in a position to which
the robot had an unobstructed view or moving an object into the workspace of the
robot’s manipulator.
Similar to Table 7.4, Table 7.12 shows runtime statistics of various action types for
the Desk Supply Chain task of AIMM. In this table
• Manipulator refers to manipulator movements
• Planning to motion planning actions
• ComputerVision to computer vision related actions, such as object detection and
localization routines
5 Care must be taken when interpreting this table, as for ROBEX I also included the exceptions of the
two weeks mission preparation time.
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Table 7.11: All exceptions that occurred for the Desk Supply Chain task during Automatica
(between 2018-06-18 and 2018-06-22). The columns are the same as for Table 7.3.

State Name

Exception
Count

% of Total
Count

Caught

Different
Origins

plan task goal

1256

42.18

1256

8

plan task local

784

26.33

784

5

move relative impedance
tcp

261

8.76

261

7

move location navigation

199

6.68

199

1

resolve collision

181

6.08

181

2

plan local link move

180

6.04

180

7

select storage

31

1.04

31

2

plan task

29

0.97

29

5

select grasp

23

0.77

23

2

move relative platform

14

0.47

14

4

unblock resource

8

0.27

7

6

move joint path

2

0.07

2

2

detect object

2

0.07

2

2

get first pose stamped from
object list

2

0.07

2

1

load world

1

0.03

0

1

add item

1

0.03

1

1

update pose

1

0.03

1

1

get property

1

0.03

1

1

look at

1

0.03

0

1

retrieve transformation

1

0.03

1

1

• Navigation to navigation actions, such as driving to a new location on a map
• World to world model operations, such as storing or retrieving semantic information to/from the world model
• Gripper to grasping actions, e.g., opening and closing a gripper
• Tools to calls of interfacing and conversion actions, such as transforming an
Euler pose into a quaternion
• ResourceManagement to action caring about resource handling (blocking and
unblocking)
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Table 7.12: Metrics for actions grouped by action types for the Desk Supply Chain task
executed by the AIMM robot. All times are given in seconds.

Action Type

Spent
Time

Total
Call
Count

% of
Total
Time

Max
Time

Min
Time

Time WRET
per Call

Manipulator

898.50

295

34.89

26.43

0.35

3.05

1.80

Planning

821.46

546

31.90

11.60

0.35

1.50

3.04

ComputerVision

504.67

163

19.60

7.72

0.44

3.10

0.56

Navigation

301.75

40

11.72

15.75

3.47

7.54

0.08

WorldModel

147.38

1567

5.72

2.31

0.02

0.09

1.56

Gripper

122.27

75

4.75

2.14

0.40

1.63

0.06

Tools

35.15

2926

1.37

0.37

0.00

0.01

0.70

Resourcemanagement

0.96

120

0.04

0.05

0.00

0.01

8.3e-4

The table shows that manipulator actions, planning actions and vision actions make
up most parts of the overall runtime. These three action types, however, are not
similar. Manipulator actions perform real physical movements and change the robot’s
environment, while planning and computer vision actions merely compute results:
collision free movements on the one hand and object locations on the other hand.
In our case, the computing actions take up even more time in total than the actions
moving the robotic manipulator or its base. By using CDTNs, large parts of this time
can be saved. The next section describes how I performed this for experiments with
the AIMM simulator.

Runtime Optimization using the AIMM Simulator

I performed the optimization of AIMM’s behavior in a simulator employing the Gazebo
framework (see Koenig and Howard (2004)). I use it to demonstrate the efficiency
benefit of CDTNs in the constraint object manipulation task of the Automatica trade
fair use case.
AIMM is simulated analogue to the real system, i.e., the simulated robot consists of a
mobile base, a 7-DOFs LWR with a two finger gripper, a pan-tilt unit, four cameras
and two LIDARs. Fig. 7.15 shows the simulated robot during object manipulation.
For simulation I use a setup with three computers. One computer hosts the Gazebo
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Figure 7.15: The AIMM platform in the Gazebo simulation environment with transparent
objects in order to visualize frames and contacts.

simulator with the robot controllers and sensor data providers. The second computer
runs the ROS navigation stack6 , the path planner process pool with several instances,
the world model pool with at least the same number of instances as the path planners,
the object detection process pool and several interfacing nodes. For world modeling I
use the HPFD world model based on Neo4j. The third computer runs RAFCON as the
task control framework, together with RViz and a Gazebo client for visualization and
debugging. The Links and Nodes Manager (see Florian Schmidt and Robert Burger
(2014)) controls the distribution and management of all processes.
The goal of the simulated task is to pick up a varying amount of boxes (SLCs) from a
table and bring them to a shelf. Although the results in this work have been gathered
in simulation, this same task has been executed over 900 times on the real AIMM
system at the Automatica trade fair in 2018.
At the beginning of the experiment, the robot only knows its initial position and the
positions of the table and the shelf. For deeper investigation, I focus on the execution
of the first part of the task after the robot just reached the table. There, it detects the
objects and plans collision free plans to grasp the boxes in order to place them onto
the mobile base.
Fig. 7.16 shows Gantt charts of the execution of the behavior modeled as a HPFD
(top), and the same behavior converted to a CDTN (bottom). On the y-axis, several
resources of interest are shown, i.e., the motion planner(s), the the object detector(s)
and the manipulator. The planning actions often took multiple seconds as the
6 gmapping,
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Figure 7.16: Gantt charts of the execution of the mobile manipulation task (with three boxes
to grasp). Top: execution of the HPFD. Bottom: execution of the corresponding CDTN. The
x-axis shows the time in seconds and the y-axis the used resources.
Table 7.13: Runtime statistics for fetching boxes from the table with HPFDs and the corresponding CDTNs. Execution times are averages of five runs. MP=Motion Planner.

# boxes

HPFD CDTN

CDTN Improvement

(1 MP) (2 MPs)
1

81.3s

(2 MPs)

73.5s

72.3s

11.1%

2 123.7s 107.3s

97.3s

21.3%

3 164.2s 141.5s

116.5s

29.0%

manipulator movements had to obey Cartesian constraints: The boxes must not be
tilted during manipulation as otherwise the content is spilled.
The HPFD execution is purely sequential and there are thus no overlaps between task
nodes in the Gantt chart. In the CDTN execution many task nodes are parallelized,
such as the object detection calls, the planning tasks themselves and the planning
and manipulation tasks. For parallelizing the planning task nodes p, the world model
state of p is projected (as described inSec. 6.2.3) and then passed to p.
Table 7.13 shows the execution of different task scenarios by using both HPFDs and
CDTNs. Depending on the number of boxes, CDTNs reaches a speedup between
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11-29% compared to HPFDs (column marked ‘Improvement’). For comparison, the
CDTN runs were performed using one or two motion planner (MPs).

7.1.3

A Household Scenario: Table Setting with AIMM

Figure 7.17: The AIMM platform in the Gazebo simulation environment manipulating various
dishes and cutlery.

In a final validation experiment, the task of AIMM is to set a table in a living room
(Fig. 7.17). Various dishes and cutlery have to be manipulated in order to set the
table for different amount of persons. Plates, bowls and cups are filled, and the robot
thus has to decide if it needs to hold the target objects upright during manipulation
(e.g., bowls) or not (e.g., forks).
This experiment only analyzes the performance and applicability of CDTNs. Thus,
information about the executed behavior and task analysis is skipped and I directly
proceed to the results of applying CDTNs. Table 7.14 shows the sub-task of fetching
bowls (B) and forks (F) for two and three persons. It shows that also in this scenario,
drastic performance gains of up to 21.7% can be achieved.7 It furthermore shows
that the more un-constraint objects are manipulated (e.g., forks), for which planning
times are low anyways, the more the improvement of using CDTNs decreases.
Fig. 7.18 show the Gantt chart of the experiment for fetching the cutlery for three
persons. It shows well, that the object detection calls can be parallelized. Further7 In Brunner et al. (2019), I accidentally set the optimization time of the planning parameters to five
seconds, which lead to longer planning times and thus to higher improvement rates; I corrected this
not-representative parameterization in the course of this work and set it back to one second.
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Table 7.14: Runtime statistics for parts of the table setting scenario of Fig. 7.17 with HPFDs
and the corresponding CDTNs. Execution times are averages of five runs. MP=Motion
Planner.

# objects

HPFD

CDTN Improvement
(2 MPs)

(2 MPs)

2 B + 2 F 169.2s

132.5s

21.7%

3 B + 3 F 229.4s

203.3s

11.4%

more, the planning actions are executed concurrently (see overlaps between planning
actions) and run in parallel with the movement of the manipulator itself. After 143.9
seconds execution time all planning actions are finished. As a consequence the idle
time of the manipulator from this time on is drastically reduced.

Figure 7.18: Gantt charts of the execution of the table setting task (with three bowls and
three forks). Top: execution of the HPFD. Bottom: execution of the corresponding CDTN. The
x-axis shows the time in seconds and the y-axis the different resources used.
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7.2

Discussion

In this section I want to critically analyze the strengths and weaknesses of my
approach and compare it to related work most similar to my methodology.

7.2.1

Strengths and Weaknesses of the Proposed Approach

The major strength of my approach is that I tested it thoroughly in various, real and
simulated experiments and in several application domains. The possibility to program
robotic behavior graphically in 2.5D leads to a high information retrieval rate and
to an eminent diagnosability and transparency of the created robotic behavior. The
behavior programmed with RAFCON can scale up to complex tasks and can solve
them robustly. On top of that, HPFDs are no rigid structures but are able to modify
themselves during execution and thus adapt to the needs of the task. The proposed
analysis mechanism can generate a vast amount of log data, which can be used to
effectively find bottlenecks concerning robustness or speed. Finally, CDTNs, which
build on top of plain HPFDs, are able to optimize the behavior’s execution speed
autonomously.
One drawback of my implementation is that it is not capable of real time execution.
Hard time constraints cannot be guaranteed as Python does not allow for deterministic runtime estimation. However, the original motivation behind HPFDs was to be
able to control the high level behavior of robots, which in most application fields
does not require hard deadlines to be met. Another missing aspect of my approach is
the capability to learn new actions on its own, or improve existing ones in terms of
extending their functionality. As this is an essential feature in order to reduce the
programming overhead and enable the deployment of robots in real environments,
this aspect is part of my future work.
When designing a complex system, the designers have to deal with the conflicting
concerns of expressiveness, analyzability and implementability (see Eker and Janneck
(2012)). When building RAFCON, we tried to find a good compromise between
expressive power, analyzability (and hence debugability) and ease of learning and
using the proposed graphical DSL. Blackwell (1996) and Curtis et al. (1989) already
showed the expressive power of modeling control and data flow graphically. The
statements related to programming languages are supported by the research of Myers
(1986) and Ford and Tallis (1993), who claim that the human mind is optimized for
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vision, and that shapes are easier to process than words. To visualize the benefits of
visual programming, I showed many examples for creating programs in HPFD-GL in
a clear and concise manner. HPFDs are analyzable both visually and formally. Curtis
et al. (1989) showed the analyzability of graphically visualizing control and data
flow, and ,furthermore, found out that a flowchart representation was superior to
textual pseudo code when the task involved tracing flow of control or data.
Visuals can be easier to reason about for programs that are related to flow control
and especially flowcharts help to trace execution flow and localize the area where the
bug is located (Brooke and Duncan (1980)). But also on a formal level HPFDs are
amendable to several types of analysis including model checking, which can be used
for change-impact analysis, verification and bug-finding. The amount of systems,
challenges and domains for which robotic experts from various research institutes,
universities and companies used RAFCON already shows its usability, popularity and
scalability. Its popularity is furthermore shown by the high number of robotic experts
in our institute using RAFCON for their robotic systems8 . Another fact supporting
this statement is the high total number of downloads of our software (>25000
downloads)9 .

7.2.2

Limitations of CDTNs

As shown in the validation chapter, CDTNs are able to decrease the execution time
of robotic tasks by almost one third. However, like any approach, CDTNs also have
their limitations. First and foremost, CDTNs cannot be used in totally sequential
tasks as in this case no action can be pre-computed. This holds true for tasks, in
which the robot’s poses are fully pre-programmed (such as in current wielding tasks
of common conveyor belts). The degree of runtime benefits using CDTNs drops with
the increasing number of sequential actions per task. As can be seen in Table 7.6, the
runtime savings of the CDTN execution drops to less than 10% for the “deploy 4 RUs
(l)” and “deploy 4 RUs (r, l, rgt)” case. The main reason for this is that these scenarios
include a lot of actions that cannot be parallelized, e.g., the long navigation actions
from the lander to the RU deploy poses, the leveling actions that do not include
planning, or the long grasping and releasing times (in the case of “deploy 4 RUs (r, l,
rgt)” 9.1s per grasp/release).
If a planning system (see Sec. D) is used to decide upon the robot’s next action and
8 https://dlr-rm.github.io/RAFCON/projects
9 https://pepy.tech/project/rafcon
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does only commit to very few future actions at a time, CDTNs cannot be employed as
well. Apparently, if there are no actions about which the robot knows that it might
have to execute them in future, no pre-calculations can be performed.
Finally, another limitation of CDTNs are behaviors consisting of actions with different
runtimes combined with the property that those actions with the high runtimes
cannot be pre-computed. E.g., if a robot spends 90% of its time to travel from a to b
then optimizing a few manipulation actions does not optimize the whole runtime a
lot (see the ROBEX simulation test cases in Table 7.6 with time savings below 10%).
Nevertheless, if these 10% of the actions are very time critical (such as acting in a
valley with no exposure to the sun, which is the robot’s energy supply) using CDTNs
will pay off.

7.2.3

Comparison with Closely Related Task Control Frameworks

In the following I will highlight related work that has a similar graphical component
as RAFCON or has a similar expressiveness for creating robotic plans. In order to be
listed in this differentiation, the robotic plans must have been shown in real world
experiments and not purely in simulation.
Concerning high similarity to RAFCON’s graphical editor the robot task control frameworks CS::APEX by Buck and Zell (2019), FlexBE by Schillinger et al. (2016), ArmarX
Statechart by Wächter et al. (2016), and YARP Behavior Trees by Colledanchise and
Natale (2018) have to be listed.
CS::APEX, written in C++, is a powerful tool for creating robotic algorithms especially in the context of computer vision algorithms. It features a VPL to setup
processing nodes and to create dafa-flows, which can also be triggered in a synchronous manner. However, it does not support the creation of complex robotic
behavior and does not feature dynamic behavior changes during runtime in terms of
creating or removing processing nodes on the fly.
FlexBE is a powerful engine for behavior development written in Python, which is
based on the state machine framework SMACH and features a graphical editor. It’s
main drawback compared to RAFCON is that the FlexBE editor does not support Continuous Visual Abstraction (i.e., no zooming) into state hierarchies and the creation
of data flows with data type consistency checks. On top of that, FlexBE’s execution
engine does not offer execution capabilities similar to modern IDEs (such as Step,
Step Into, Step Out) and is middle-ware dependent (ROS-only).
The ArmarX Statechart has a very similar state concept than RAFCON and also a
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powerful graphical editor. However, it does not support zooming as well, does not
offer execution breakpoints and, most notably, does not support concurrencies, which
is imperative for implementing more complex behaviors. Additionally, the data flow
is bound to state transitions, which overly restricts the possibility of data distribution
among the single nodes.
Finally, the YARP Behavior Tree package also offers a powerful graphical editor for
robotic behavior. Opposed to RAFCON it is based on Behavior Trees and not on state
machines. One drawback is that different semantic actions are represented by the
same tree node (for more information about the advantages and disadvantages of
behavior tree see Chpt. E). Furthermore, the YARP Behavior Tree package neither
supports the modeling of data flows nor execution breakpoints for debugging, only a
pausing functionality.
Software frameworks that do not feature a graphical editor but are nevertheless
sufficiently relevant for the field because of their expressiveness are CRAM by Beetz
et al. (2010), SMACH by Bohren and Cousins (2010), and the Fawkes Behavior
Engine by Niemueller et al. (2009).
CRAM is a powerful task control language written in the Lisp language. The DSL
is very expressive in terms of formalizing both sequential and concurrent robot behavior. In opposite to RAFCON, CRAM was mainly designed for high expressiveness
focusing less on analyzability and implementability. For RAFCON we considered all
concerns equally, thus accepting compromises in the field of expressiveness. Like
RAFCON, CRAM is able to dynamically change the behavior during runtime. One
of its drawbacks is its lack of a both a graphical viewer and a graphical editor to
change the robotic behavior. On top of that it is not capable of modeling data flow
between actions, which renders the application of CDTNs, as proposed in this work,
impossible.
SMACH, as one of the most famous task control packages of ROS, has a broad community of users. It is implemented in Python and features a similar state machine
concept to RAFCON. Unfortunately, it does not offer fine-grained execution control
and only comes with a graphical viewer, not a graphical editor. Additionally, it does
not support the definition of data flows between states but just has a semi-global
data pool per HierarchyState.
Finally, the Fawkes Behavior Engine is another feature-rich behavior definition framework written in Lua, which has a small memory footprint and is very efficient. It ships
with a graphical viewer for runtime monitoring of the behavior, but does not provide
a graphical editor. Its Bibtex-like behavior definition format resembles a DSL, but the
framework does not abandon its capability to support general purpose programming.
Instead of supporting the explicit modeling of data flow it supports state local and
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state machine global data structures, the latter one via a blackboard approach.
Another tool worth mentioning is the SmartMDSD toolchain for designing complex
robotic systems using a model-driven development approach. Although targeting at
the holistic modeling of whole robotic systems including design choices concerning
sensor selection, navigation pipelines, manipulation modules, inter-process communication and behavior creation, it uses similar conceptual approaches as I do in this
work. On the one hand, it clearly advocates the separation of data and logic flow as
an enabler for modularization, composition and configuration validation, monitoring
and failure detection in the large scale. Furthermore, the component model is based
on a component-port-connector schema, which is similar to the HPFD model. On top
of that, it endorses the importance of a clear Separation of Concerns and separation
of roles, which are central aspects of the 2T* architecture and the whole-lifecycle
analysis architecture. Compared to the whole-lifecycle analysis architecture, the
SmartMDSD toolchain enforces an even stronger separation of roles during the development lifecycle of the robot application. The identified roles include the application
domain expert, the robotic expert, the component developer, the system architect,
the behavior developer, the quality of service (QoS) engineer, the safety engineer, the
system integrator and the end user.
Finally, similar to the differentiation between the descriptive and the operational
action model in the context of RATNs, the SmartMDSD toolchain strictly differentiates
between the semantic model of a component and its implementation. This leads to a
technology agnostic system modeling that is able to reuse proposed components on
different systems employing different technologies (such as different middlewares).
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Conclusion
This chapter summarizes my achievements. The strong separation of theory and
implementation that has been respected so far is softened in order to be concise. At
the end of the chapter some future work concerning the use of HPFDs and CDTNs
will be given.

8.1

Summary

This work presents an approach of controlling complex robotic agents in real and
simulated domains. In order to differentiate from purely theoretical work focusing
on simplified, simulated domains (such as the blocks world domain, see Gupta and
Nau (1992)), I focused on the challenges of real world tasks right from the beginning.
Using the 2T* architecture definition I highlight the complexity of real systems and
clearly separate the responsibilities of various task control modules amongst others
procedural task control, belief state modeling, procedural reasoning and semantic
task planning.
One of the most essential parts is the procedural task control. In this context, HPFDs
and the RAFCON implementation play the central role. Building on HPFD-GL I
created a novel graphical editor1 to implement robotic behavior in an efficient and
1 in collaboration with my colleagues at the Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics of the German
Aerospace Center, see Sec. 4.6
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diagnosable manner. It has been shown that a graphical representation yields a
promising approach and is superior to purely textual programming in many aspects.
Next to programming the logic flow also the data flow can be explicitly modeled and is
the dominant way to distribute data for decision making and action parameterization.
The central store for task goals and data describing the robotic environment is the
robot’s belief state. As a central element the procedural task control (i.e., RAFCON)
retrieves data using a powerful query language (CYPHER) and forwards the data
as parameterization to various actions. Properly used, it is one of the key concepts
to solve the challenge of the explosion of the number of states required to cover all
relevant aspects of an autonomous behavior. On top of that, a powerful library and
template concept allows for an easy modularization of complex behavior. This also
supports the collaboration of whole developer teams onto the same task.
One strong aspect of HPFDs is their event-less design, which is replaced by powerful
observer structures. These observers can be implemented elegantly using various
types of concurrency patterns.
As HPFDs are based on a state machine formalization, model checking can be
performed on the implemented behavior. By using this methodology the absence of
dangerous system states can be guaranteed, which leads to increased safety, both for
the robot and its environment.
Furthermore, developers of HPFDs can both create the layout of complex behavior
and edit the Python code of the atomic actions (i.e., the ExecutionStates) inside
RAFCON. Although Python is just one of many high level programming languages it
has some essential benefits. It is a reflective meta-programming language (similar to
Lisp) that allows for online introspection and dynamic code changes. This is exploited
by RAFCON to alter the robotic behavior during runtime by creating or removing
states on the fly depending on the robot’s belief state. On top of that, during the last
few years, Python became one of the two most popular programming languages (see
the RedMonk index by O’Grady (2020), the PYPL index by Carbonnelle (2020), and
the TIOBE index by TIOBE Software Quality Company (2020)).
Another essential aspect of RAFCON is its powerful execution engine. It can be used
to control the behavior execution in a very fine grained manner such as pausing,
stopping, resuming, and stepping into, over or out of state hierarchies. Another
feature, which is commonly known from IDEs is that the behavior supports breakpoints to some extent. On top of that, the execution explicitly handles state abortion
and preemption as first order objects, to which the subsequent execution can react
appropriately. There are no limits (except for the computer’s main memory and
computation power) in the number of concurrently executed states, as every state
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has its own execution thread.
During behavior execution, great amounts of precious log data can be accumulated.
The log data does not only include the data flow information but also the state’s
semantics (i.e the action’s descriptive model), which is based on ontologies. Thus,
RAFCON enables HPFD developers to develop the operational and descriptive action models inside the same tool. The log data and the state semantics enable a
holistic view on task programming and analysis. This analysis enables the efficient
localization of robustness and performance bottlenecks and is hence a necessary step
towards sustainable task development.
One of the central messages of this work is that instead of fixing performance
bottlenecks manually, this can be done automatically. The developer’s main task is to
create a clear and expressive behavior description while not obfuscating the layout
in order to achieve a higher performance. Otherwise, the clarity of the task will
decrease during its optimization, which will eventually lead to errors (The famous
proverb "Early optimization is the source of all evil" holds true in this case, as the
behavior is under constant modification, even by itself).
The approach postulated by my thesis is to divide and conquer, i.e., first create correct
behavior, annotate it with rich semantics and then have it automatically optimized.
This is performed by creating CDTNs based on HPFDs and the bottleneck information.
The subsequent optimization based on CDTNs leverages pre-computation and parallelization to achieve performance improvements of almost 30 %. Implementationwise, CDTNs could easily be integrated into RAFCON as the framework provides a
powerful plugin mechanism, which enables CDTNs to exchange even one of the most
central elements: the execution engine.
I implemented and analyzed the listed features in various domains (i.e., space,
industry and household) on different real and simulated mobile robots. Furthermore,
I showed that HPFDs scale up to complex behaviors of more than 5000 states and
more than 7000 transitions. These experiments show the scalability of HPFD-GL
and the RAFCON implementation. Both the Continuous Visual Abstraction and the
modular approach of HPFDs lead to increased controllability and analyzability of
behavior, which can be highly complex and concurrent. The use of RAFCON in
various domains stresses its generality and applicability.
Next to the complex real world experiments the positive response of the robotic
community towards RAFCON validates my approach. With more than 25000 downloads2 it is one of the fastest growing open source task control frameworks in the
community.
2 see

https://pepy.tech/project/rafcon
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8.2

Future Work

At the time of writing I see three major possibilities for improvement. First, more
work could be put into the graphical programming interface of HPFDs. Possibilities
to add semantic colors or logos to various states inside the graphical editor could
help building up the mental model of the state machine. Another subject for research
would be to analyze whether real 3D information is even superior to 2.5D as implemented in RAFCON. The ability to have more semantic layers of an action, which
could be inspected by changing the viewpoint inside a 3D scene, is an interesting idea.
On top of that, alignment features (with the help of grids and formatting tools for
alignment) could improve the effectiveness of information retrieval even further. Enforcing special, semantic arrangements of actions in order to visualize concurrencies,
sequences, monitors or decision structures could increase the expressiveness of the
HPFDs, especially if a team of developers collaborate on the same behavior. Certainly,
meaningful user studies have to be carried out to foster the scientific significance
of such approaches, especially in terms of intuitiveness. Classical user studies in
dedicated user study facilities are hard to perform as it takes several hours to days
to master all concepts of RAFCON, even for skilled programmers. Thus, community
based approaches via online surveys seem to be the more promising approach.
The second area for future work is the improvement of the semantic logging architecture in order to generate even more powerful logs. This could be used to learn
classifiers for special events or errors autonomously. These generated modules could
then be inserted into the behavior in order to monitor various conditions and to make
predictions towards the outcome of various actions or sub-tasks.
Finally, a huge challenge of future AI research is to try to break up the hierarchical
layered system architecture approach of, e.g., the three or two layered architecture
(and even the 2T* architecture). A promising approach would be to perform semantic
planning on every abstraction layer and not only on the highest level above the
procedural behaviors. One challenge is to integrate the planners into the various
architecture levels, which might not be achieved easily as the required domain
knowledge of the respective level has to be modeled sufficiently well in symbols that
a planner can understand. Another challenge is to create planners, that are capable
of planning not only sequential plans (such as Fast Downward Helmert (2006))
but also reactive or concurrent plans. Current state of the art planners, such as
contingency planners (see Gaschler et al. (2013)) or the Madagascar planner (see
Rintanen (2014)), go in the right direction but are not capable enough yet and can
either not handle reactive patterns or concurrencies or both.
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Figure B.1: A dependency graph snapshot taken during execution of the ROBEX example state machine of Sec. 6.4. Data dependencies are
visualized in yellow, world model dependencies in red and resource dependencies in blue. The blocking and unblocking of resources are tagged
with timestamps. The labels clarify how two entities relate to each other, e.g., input means that a state has the data dependency as input,
means that a state requires a precondition on the world model fact x. For information about the implementation see Sec. 6.4.
precon(x)
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Figure B.2: Example CDTN dependency graph of the RU deployment task of the LRU Gazebo simulation (presented in Sec. 7.1.1). The semantics of the
nodes and colors are the same as for Fig. B.1. The manual zoom shows the three world model dependencies “ground_leveled”, “contact_optimized”
and “ru_released” including their creating and depending actions.
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Figure B.3: Example CDTN dependency graph of the simulated ROBEX ASM mission presented in Sec. 7.1.1. The semantics of the nodes and colors
are the same as for Fig. B.1. The manual zoom shows the resource “ground analyzer”, on which the “analyzed ground” action depends and which
was blocked by that action already two times. The timestamp of the blocking can be seen next to blocking-call.
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Figure C.1: Gantt charts for the “deploy 4 RUs (r, l)” scenario, as described in Sec. 7.1.1. The top shows the sequential mission execution, the lower
one the execution using CDTNs with one motion planner.
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Figure D.1: The software layers of the decision tier of the 2T* architecture with the automated
planning module highlighted in white.

Although the focus of this work is the executive layer, I invested a significant amount
of work in integrating it with the other layers of the proposed 2T* architecture.
Therefore, one goal of this work is to integrate automated semantic planners (see
Fig. D.1) in order to generate HPFDs automatically.

Appendix D. Appendix 3 - Semantic Planning

D.1

Related Work

There exist a vast amount of related work in the field of semantic planning, often
also called automated planning (see Nau et al. (2004)) or task planning (see Cambon
et al. (2009)).
The basic idea behind semantic planning is straight forward: given a domain specification (which includes all possible actions a agent can perform), a start configuration
and a goal configuration, a planner tries to find a plan that leads an agent from the
start to the goal configuration. For example, in a maze environment, the plan the
agent receives will guide him from his starting position to the exit of the maze.
The planners in literature differ on the one hand by their objectives. Most of the
planners simply try to find a sequential plan, which an agent can execute in order to
reach a goal (see Helmert (2006), Hoffmann (2001) or Nau et al. (2003)). Next to
these classical planners there exist also contingency planners (e.g., the KVP planner
by Gaschler et al. (2013)), which generate plans with contingencies, i.e., conditions.
These contingencies allow an agent to react to uncertainties without re-planning,
which can induce a significant runtime deterioration. Finally, there exist planners
which generate plans consisting of a partial order (in opposite to the total order
of sequential plans). One famous example is the Madagascar planner by Rintanen
(2014). The resulting plans allow the agent to parallelize the plans’ actions in order
to gain execution speedups.
Furthermore, planners differ by their mathematical approach to search through the
problem domain. The most famous approach is heuristic state space search, which
is used by Fast Downward by Helmert (2006), Shop2 by Nau et al. (2003) or HSP2
by Bonet and Geffner (2001). This family of planners employ and improve classical
search strategies such as Breadth First Search (BFS), A* or other search algorithm
based on heuristics, which are the key aspect of such planners. The second type of
planners employ SAT solvers. Famous examples are SATPlan by Kautz and Selman
(1996) or Madagascar by Rintanen (2014). The third type of planning approaches
is called symbolic planners. These planners try to group states into sets and try
to process the sets directly. They often rely on binary decision diagrams (BDDs)
(see Bryant (1986)), which can efficiently represent vast problem spaces. Classical
examples are SymBA* by Torralba et al. (2016), Gamer by Kissmann and Edelkamp
(2011) and SYMPLE by Speck et al. (2018).
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D.2

Semantic Planning Using RATNs

Writing a planner is not in the scope of this work. However, interfacing planning
systems capable of finding plans in changing environments under complex constraints
is an elementary part of my architecture.
Reactive plans can be programmed effectively using HPFDs. Yet, if the task variability
is high, pre-programmed procedures reach their limits as they are either too inefficient, if they are programmed in a too general manner, or require too much manual
work to get optimized versions of specific task configurations.

Figure D.2: Pipeline for generating HPFDs using semantic planning.

The pipeline to generate HPFDs using a semantic planner is shown in Fig. D.2. The
library manager (or skill manager) manages all the skills of the robot as RATNs,
i.e., HPFD states and their descriptive action model including all preconditions
and effects. The type system has to be predefined manually, which includes the
definition of the inheritance structure of all objects in the PDDL domain (i.e., object
taxonomy). Based on this information, a PDDL domain is generated, consisting of
a type system, predicates and actions. The predicates and actions can be directly
inferred by analyzing the RATNs including their preconditions and effects. Thus, their
PDDL representation can be generated automatically. By using this domain, the start
state (as given by the world model) and the goal state, a plan is generated. This plan
facilitates the robot to reach the goal state. Finally, a HPFD is generated based on the
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plan which can be executed subsequently.

D.3

Implementation

Figure D.3: Component diagram showing RAFCON’s semantic planning integration.

The implementation was performed by using the RAFCON plugin interface1 . We
currently do not directly generate the PDDL description based on the RATN dependencies but reserve a dedicated entry in the semantic editor for the PDDL action
definition. Of course, this is redundant and will be treated in a future release. The
plugin adds an editor for defining the PDDL representation of a RATN. The editor
supports the direct manipulation of the action descriptions and supports the user by
automatically inferring all necessary types, predicates and PDDL requirements.
All components of the plugin (apart from the PDDL editor) are shown in Fig. D.3.
The Skill Manager and Skill Parser are responsible for managing all RATNs in the
robot’s action pool, i.e., the set of actions which are accessible by the planner and can
1 The
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plugin can be found at https://github.com/DLR-RM/rafcon-task-planner-plugin

D.4. Experiments

be used in order to find a suitable plan. The Domain Generator takes all PDDL action
descriptions and generates all predicates needed by the actions. Furthermore, it takes
the manually defined type system and compiles everything into the PDDL domain.
The world model information is used as input for the Start State Generator. A human
can also also write the initial PDDL world state manually, which is currently the only
officially supported method in the current plugin release. The Planner component
enables the access to various planning systems. We have currently integrated the Fast
Downward Planner and the Fast Forward Planner, which have different advantages
and support different heuristics. The Planner component is written in a modular way,
allowing other developers to easily integrate other PDDL planners. The Plan Manager
uses the functionality of all components in order to generate a plan that satisfies the
goal constraints and finally generates the HPFD using the State Machine Generator.
The presented task planning plugin benefits from the RAFCON framework in several
ways. First of all, it can use and enhance RAFCON’s library manager, which can be
used to organize the skills of the target robot(s) in a consistent and clear manner.
Furthermore, it can use RAFCON’s monitoring and execution capabilities (i.e., pausing, resuming, stepping, break points), which is useful for runtime introspection and
debugging. Finally, RAFCON can be used to store the resulting plans for future use
in dedicated state machines, which in turn can also be included in more complex
behaviors.

D.4

Experiments

In the experiments by Sürig (2018), we automatically generated a plan for the ROBEX
scenario sketched in Fig. 4.12. Listing D.1 shows an excerpt of the PDDL domain
used for planning. The excerpt shows all necessary types, predicates and actions
(however only one action implementation for the sake of conciseness).
Listing D.1: PDDL domain for the seismic network mission of the ROBEX scenario (see
Fig. 4.12)
( d e f i n e ( domain robex_domain )
( : requirements : adl : s t r i p s : typing : e q u a l i t y )
(: types
Physobj Location − Object
Dockable S t o r a g e − P h y s o b j
Vehicle Stationary − Storage
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RemoteUnit − Dockable
Rover − V e h i c l e
Lander − S t a t i o n a r y
)
(: predicates
( at ? obj − Physobj ? loc − Location )
( in ? obj − Physobj ? s t o r e − Storage )
( i s − g r a s p i n g ? veh − V e h i c l e )
( i s −grasped ? dock − Dockable ? veh − V e h i c l e )
( is − f u l l ? s t o r e − Storage )
( l o c a t e d ? veh − V e h i c l e ? s t o r e − S t o r a g e )
( is −leveled ? loc − Location )
( c o n t a c t −o p t i m i z e d ? dock − Dockable )
( deployed ? dock − Dockable ? l o c − L o c a t i o n )
)
(: action navigate . . . )
( : a c t i o n grasp −from− s t o r a g e
: p a r a m e t e r s (? veh − V e h i c l e ? s t o r e − S t o r a g e
? dock − Dockable ? l o c − L o c a t i o n )
: p r e c o n d i t i o n ( and ( not ( i s − g r a s p i n g ? veh ) )
( i n ? dock ? s t o r e )
( a t ? veh ? l o c )
( at ? store ? loc )
( l o c a t e d ? veh ? s t o r e ) )
: e f f e c t ( and ( not ( i n ? dock ? s t o r e ) )
( not ( i s − f u l l ? s t o r e ) )
( i s − g r a s p i n g ? veh )
( i s −grasped ? dock ? veh )
( not ( c o n t a c t −o p t i m i z e d ? dock ) ) ) )
( : a c t i o n load − i n t o . . . )
( : act ion place −at . . . )
(: action locate . . . )
(: action level . . . )
( : a c t i o n optimize −contact . . . )
( : a c t i o n deploy . . . )
)

Fig. D.4 shows a generated state machine for the ROBEX domain. For presentation
reasons the goal was only to deploy one seismometer instead of four, as otherwise
there would be too many states in the state machine and the labels could not be read
in paper format. The initial state and goal for the presented plan are shown in listing
D.2.
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Listing D.2: Initial and goal state for the seismic network mission of the ROBEX scenario
(see Fig. 4.12)
( d e f i n e ( problem ROBEX_Seismograph_grid )
( : domain robex_domain )
(: objects
l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 − Location
u1 u2 u3 u4 − RemoteUnit
l r u − Rover
l a n − Lander
)
(: init
( at lru l5 )
( at lan l5 )
( i n u1 l a n )
( i n u2 l a n )
( i n u3 l a n )
( i n u4 l a n )
)
( : goal
( and
( deployed u1 l 1 )
( at lru l5 )
)
)
)

For the planner integration into the RAFCON framework we performed different
experiments (see Sürig (2018)). Next to analyzing different advantages and disadvantages of various planning systems, we investigated in important planning metrics
such as planning time, plan length and mission time. In this section I just provide
a proof of concept experiment in order to show the applicability of the RAFCON
planning plugin. Although the plugin was not used yet in a real robotic application
(and thus also not in the validation experiments) the planning plugin is going to be
integrated in future use cases especially in tasks containing high action variability.

D.5

Drawbacks

Especially in the face of changing environments and high task variability an autonomous system can benefit from the application of semantic planners. However,
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Figure D.4: Automatically generated HPFD using a semantic planner.

there are several limitations that restrict their use.
• Using a planner always leads to uncertainties concerning the planning success,
the plan structure and the planning time.
• Non-optimal plans are often inferior to manual designed plans as they do a lot
of unnecessary steps, which can lead to significant performance overhead (see
Sürig (2018)).
• The total mission execution time is increased by planning delays.
• Many planners only support sequences and only some support contingencies or
concurrencies. To the best of my knowledge there does not exist any planner
able to plan partially ordered plans with contingencies. This would be required
in order to generate full-featured HPFDs.
• Planners cannot be used if the problem space is too big (state explosion problem). Thus, people often rely on manually designed procedures implementing
well-established, heuristic approaches (see Schuster et al. (2017), Beetz et al.
(2010), Jentzsch et al. (2013)).
Finally, in most of the real scenarios, we relied on directly using behavior defined in
HPFD-GL as often (especially on the higher level) the optimal course of action can
easily be defined manually.
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with Behavior Trees
The following gives an overview of how Behavior Trees can be programmed using
HPFD-GL. Behavior trees are not state-based such as finite state machines, but rely
on periodically triggering all nodes of the tree (e.g., in a 10Hz cycle) until all nodes
have returned success or an unhandled failure occurs (see Marzinotto et al. (2014)).

Figure E.1: Top: the graph grammar for Behavior Trees; Bottom: the functional equivalences
of the Behavior Tree building blocks created with HPFD-GL.

Appendix E. Appendix 4 - Comparing HPFD-GL with Behavior Trees

Fig. E.1 shows the graph grammar of the major Behavior Tree building blocks (as
defined by Marzinotto et al. (2014)). These are: selectors, sequences and concurrencies.
Selectors are control blocks that trigger their child nodes subsequently until one of
them returns Success. It returns Failure if all children return Failure. If the child
returns Running, the selector simply forwards the signal to the root. The selector
can be efficiently used to program conditions, fallback behavior and error recovery.
Sequences are similar to selectors, however they only return Success if all child states
have returned Success. If one of the children terminates because of a Failure, the
sequence returns a Failure. As the name suggests, sequences are used to program
sequences of actions. Concurrencies trigger all their children at the same time. This
happens until either more than S children succeed or more than F children fail. S
and F are both parameters of the parallel node.
For the sake of brevity, I skipped the root state, conditions, actions and decorators in
Fig. E.1. The root state is trivial, as it just triggers the ticks for the Behavior Tree.
Actions (also having the default state values Success, Failure or Running) can simply
be mapped to HPFD ExecutionStates. The conditions and decorators can be built
using the other node types: actions can be used to model conditions (as actions can
have several outcomes and are thus a super-set of conditions) and the combination
of a condition and a sequence can be used to model decorators (that basically just
wraps a condition around their only child action).
The HPFD-GL representation of the behavior-tree control nodes executes the same
behavior (see Fig. E.1). The main logic of the single control flow strategies resides in
the structure of the transitions and implementation of the control nodes, which are
implemented using ExecutionStates and Python. While the selector and sequence
ExecutionState performs simple forwarding of the state execution values Success,
Failure and Running, the Parallel state is more sophisticated: On its first execution
when traversing the Behavior Tree it directly executes all its children. On the second
execution (when the control flow comes back originating at “node3”) it has to check
the state values of all children. If more than S children have succeed, then it returns
Success, if more than F child state have failed it returns Failure. Otherwise, it just
reports Running to the root state.
For the sake of completeness I have to mention the node extension by Marzinotto
et al. (2014) as well: the ∗ and ˜ extension. The stateful ∗ extension of the selector
and sequence node as proposed by Marzinotto et al. (2014) can be reproduced using
RAFCON’s scoped and local variables straight forward. The aim of the Decorator ˜ extension is to synchronize several agents, which can also be achieved by using a
Sequence with a synchronization action as first child, only allowing the execution of
the second child when the synchronization was successful.
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Figure E.2: An example Behavior Tree built in RAFCON to control the reactive behavior of a
turtle in ROS’s turtlesim simulator.
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Fig. E.2 shows an example Behavior Tree programmed in RAFCON. The top part
shows the actual Behavior Tree. The tree only retrieves the current state of the
actions and selects which action to execute. The lower part visualizes a concurrent
action selector, which performs the appropriate actions based on the behavior-tree’s
selection. The concurrent action selector listens to the selection and preempts the
current actions if a new action has to be triggered.
The Behavior Tree executes a simple behavior for a turtle of ROS’s well known turtle
simulation (see Quigley et al. (2009)). The agent under control is a turtle that is
hungry and eats other turtles (of different colors and shape) when they are close
to the turtle. If no other turtles are there, the agent moves to different spots on
the map. The example Behavior Tree just consists of the root state, a selector and
a sequence. The selector takes care, that the turtle eats other appearing turtles. If
no turtle is nearby the sequence is executed, which commands the turtle to move to
three different waypoints. One run of the behavior is visualized in Fig. E.3. The top
left shows the initial state of the map with the main agent in the middle. The second
image in the top row shows another turtle while the main turtle is currently heading
to its second waypoint. The agent cancels its movements and moves toward the new
turtle. In the third image the main turtle has just eaten the other turtle. The fourth
image shows the main turtle on its way to its third waypoint at the moment when
another turtles appears. In the fifth image the agent has just eaten the second turtle
and heads to a third waypoint (image six).
In the RAFCON implementation the visual tree structure of the behavior-trees is
preserved. HPFD-GL do not need additional constructs to represent the control flow
of Behavior Trees. The modeling of the Behavior Trees using HPFD-GL in RAFCON
has several advantages and disadvantages.
Advantages:
In opposite to Behavior Trees, HPFDs use the visual representation not only for
modeling the composition of nodes and parent-child relationships. Also, control and
data flow can be modeled by the HPFD-GL representation directly instead of hiding
them in the BT control building blocks.
HPFD-GL can directly be used to create the behavior-tree control nodes. This includes
hierarchical abstraction, the control flow modeling via transitions and the use of
outcomes for the different return values Success, Running and Failure. Further, the
execution engine can be used to control a Behavior Tree in a fine grained manner, by
pausing, resuming, stepping and using breakpoints. The colorization of the states
based on the state’s execution state increases the analyzability during debugging.
By using HPFD-GL, new or custom control structures could be added easily, which
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Figure E.3: Example of a RAFCON Behavior Tree execution using ROS’s turtlesim simulator
(see Quigley et al. (2009)). The single images are screenshots of the map in which the main
agent (the turtle with the red hands and feet) traverses the map and eats other turtles as it
is hungry. The image order is: top left to right, then bottom left to right

are partly self-explaining as the control flow is modeled explicitly. Behavior-trees
hide the control flow of the children using abstract symbols such as the question
mark or the arrow. New node types would need new symbols, which enhances the
background knowledge a developer needs the have when using them.
Finally, RAFCON can be used to not only model Behavior Trees but also default HPFD
constructs, which have different advantages, especially concerning the modeling of
data flow.
Disadvantages:
In HPFD-GL, hierarchies have to be created visually by setting up a scope for the
children. For Behavior Trees, single connections between two nodes define a parentchild relationship.
HPFD-GL programs need more transitions (approximately three times the number,
as can be seen in the graph grammar of Fig. E.1 or the Behavior Tree example of
Fig. E.2). Thus, the representation of behavior-trees is more concise and needs less
modeling.
The disadvantages could be solved by enhancing tool support in RAFCON. This would
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include to automatically insert or delete transitions if another child state is added.
This is done in a similar manner already when dealing with ConcurrencyStates (see
Sec. 4.6). Furthermore, when inserting a new Selector state, a new HierarchyState
could automatically be created, in which the Selector’s children are going to be
placed.
In summary, Behavior Trees can be modeled using HPFD-GL. The existing execution
semantics are fully sufficient, no additional state types are needed. This renders HPFDGL at least as powerful as Behavior Trees concerning the control flow. Concerning
data flow, classical Behavior Trees do not offer any features. The data modeling
needs to be done by the traditional way of using the Behavior Tree’s host language.
More principal disadvantages of Behavior Trees are the iterative (high frequency)
condition checks of the whole tree, which can be very expensive (see Colledanchise
and Ögren (2014)). Furthermore, most of the time the conditions are checked in
vain, as the system or task state did not change but the checks are performed in a
fixed frequency. Finally, all actions need to offer a “tick-interface”, which allows for a
step-wise execution of their functionality.
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Acronyms
2T* Enhanced Two-Tiered Architecture 34, 36–39, 41, 42, 45, 46, 96, 101, 124, 221,
224, 233
AI Artificial Intelligence 29
ARCHES Autonomous Robotic Networks to Help Modern Societies 1, 3, 8, 45, 195, 196
AIMM Advanced Industrial Mobile Manipulator 21, 23, 87, 120, 124, 148, 153, 154,
204–206, 208, 211, 212, 214
ARM Advanced RISC Machine 49
ASM Active Seismic Measurement 186, 187, 189, 193, 194, 197, 198, 230
CDTN Concurrent Dataflow Task Network 17, 112, 161–165, 167, 169, 172–178,
180–183, 196, 199–201, 204, 211–213, 218, 221
CI Continuous Integration 52, 148
CPU Central Processing Units 36, 49, 164, 182
DLR German Aerospace Center 6, 123, 125, 148, 204
DOF Degrees of Freedom 6, 27, 48, 211
DSL Domain Specific Language 4, 23, 66, 76, 114, 219
EKF Extended Kalman Filter 49, 50
eSATA external Serial AT Attachment 49
ESI Earth Similarity Index 2
FPGA Field Programmable Gate Arrays 36, 49, 50, 63
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Acronyms

FST Finite State Transducers 71, 75
GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System 50
GPU Graphics Processing Units 21, 36, 195
HAL Hardware Abstraction Layer 37
HPFD Hierarchical, Parallel, Finite State Machine with Data Flows viii, 12, 13, 17, 19,
23, 67–79, 84, 85, 96, 99, 101, 102, 107–113, 115, 117–122, 124, 132, 134,
135, 139, 140, 145, 149–152, 160–164, 167, 172–175, 177, 199, 204, 207,
212–217, 220–224, 233, 235, 237, 240, 242, 244, 245
HPFD-GL the HPFD Graphical Language 13, 76–79, 81, 83–85, 87–96, 99, 100, 113,
115, 118, 183, 217, 221, 223, 240–242, 244–246
IAI Institute for Artificial Intelligence 7
IDE Integrated Development Environment 64–66, 140
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit 49, 50
IRCP-SYA-Bars Inverted Resource Capability Profile with Shifted-Y-Axis using Bar plots
142, 193
LIDAR Light Detection and Ranging 36, 204, 211
LRU Lightweight Rover Unit 4–7, 9, 10, 14, 19–21, 23, 27, 45–50, 88, 90, 97, 104–
106, 123, 124, 132, 148, 150, 171, 183–186, 188, 195–198, 204, 208, 209,
229
NASA the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 1, 157
NEEMs Narrative-Enabled Episodic Memories 152
PCDU Power Control and Distribution Unit 36, 49
PCIe PCI Express 49
PDDL Planning Domain Definition Language 17, 107, 109, 161, 169, 235–237
PIA Potentially Irreversible Action 166, 170, 175, 177
RAFCON RMC Advanced Flow Control vi, 4, 13, 14, 17–21, 69, 72, 76, 108, 113–120,
122–124
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Acronyms

RATN Resource-Aware Task Node 17, 23, 108, 109, 111–113, 118, 122, 130, 132,
141, 143, 147, 148, 150, 152, 161–165, 167, 168, 172, 173, 175, 178–180,
201, 220, 235, 236
RCP Resource Capability Profile 141
RMC Robotics and Mechatronic Center 6
ROBEX Robotic Exploration of Extreme Environments iii, v–ix, 3–6, 8, 19, 20, 23, 45,
88, 89, 96, 100, 104, 120, 121, 124, 131, 132, 141, 142, 146, 147, 154, 181,
183–186, 188–190, 192–195, 197–200, 205, 208, 209, 228, 230, 237–239
ROS Robot Operating System 50, 51, 113, 122, 156, 212, 218, 219, 243–245
RRT Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree 50
RU Remote Unit 88–90, 94–96, 100, 196–198, 200, 217, 229
SLAM Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 50
TCP Tool Center Point 38, 42, 88, 98
UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 125
USB Universal Serial Bus 49
VP Visual Programming 63–66
VPL Visual Programming Languages 63–66, 119, 218
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